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The !European Space Agency was formed out of, and took over the rights 
and obligations of. the two earlier European Space Organisations: the 
European Space Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European 
Organisation for the Development and Construction of Space Vehicle 
Launchers (ELDO) . The Member States are Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the 
United Kingdom. Ireland has signed the ESA Convention and will 
become a Member State upon its ratification. Austria, Canada and 
Norway have been granted Observer status. 

In the words of the Convention: The purpose of the Agency shall be to 
provide for and to promote, for exclusively peaceful purposes, co
operation among European States in space research and technology and 
their space applications, with a view to their being used for scientific 
purposes for operational space applications systems, 

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long -term European space 
policy, by recommending space objectives to the Member States, 
and by concerting the policies of the Member States with respect to 
other national and international organisations and institutions; 

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and programmes in the 
space field; 

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme and national 
programmes, and by integrating the latter progressively and as 
completely as possible into the European space programme, in 
particular as regards the development of applications satellites: 

(d) by elaborating and implementing the industrial policy appropriate 
to its programme and by recommending a coherent industrial 
policy to the Member States. 

The Agency is directed by a Council composed of representatives of 
Member States. The Director General is the chief executive of the 
Agency and its legal representative. 

The Directorate of the Agency consists of the Director General; the 
Director of Planning and Future Programmes; the Director of 
Administration; the Director of Scientific and Meteorological Satellite 
Programmes; the Director of Communication Satellite Programmes; the 
Director of the Spacelab Programme; the Technical Inspector; the 
Director of ESTEC and the Director of ESOC. 

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are in Paris. 

The major establishments of ESA are: 

EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 
(ESTEC) , Noordwijk, Netherlands. 

EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE (ESOC), Darmstadt, 
Germany. 

EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (ESRIN) , Frascati , Italy. 

Chairman of the Council for 1976: Dr. W. Finke (Germany) . 

Director General: Mr. R. Gibson. 

L'Agence Spatiale Europeenne est issue des deux Organisations 
spatiales europeennes qui {ant precedee - {Organisation europeenne 
de recherches spatiales (CERS) et {Organisation europeenne pour la 
mise au point et la construction de lanceurs cl engins spatiaux (CECLES) 
- dont elle a repris les droits et obligations. Les Etats membres en sont: 
{Allemagne, la Belgique, le Danemark, {Espagne, la France, {Italie, les 
Pays-Bas, le Royaume- Uni, la Suede et la Suisse. L'lrlande a signe la 
Convention de {ASE et deviendra Etat membre de {Agence lorsque la 
Convention aura ete ratifiee . L'Autriche, le Canada et la Norvege 
beneficient cl un statut cl observateur. 

Selon les termes de la Convention: L'Agence a pour mission cl assurer et 
de developper, cl des fins exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperation entre 
Etats europeens dans les domaines de la recherche et de la technologie 
spatiales et de leurs applications spatiales, en vue de leur utilisation cl des 
fins scientifiques et pour des systemes spatiaux operationnels 
d' applications: 

(a) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre une politique spatiale 
europeenne cl long terme, en recommandant aux Etats membres des 
objectifs en matiere spatiale et en concertant les politiques des 
Etats membres cl (egard cl autres organisations et institutions 
nationales et internationales; 

(b) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre des activites et des 
programmes dans le domaine spatial; 

(c) en coordonnant le programme spatial europeen et les programmes 
nationaux, et en integrant ces derniers progressivement et aussi 
completement que possible dans le programme spatial europeen, 
notamment en ce qui concerne le developpement de satellites 
cl applications; 

(d) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique industrielle 
appropriee cl son programme et en recommandant aux Etats 
membres une politique industrielle coherente . 

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compose de representants des Etats 
membres. Le Directeur general est le fonctionnaire executif superieur de 
{Agence et la represente dans taus ses actes. 

Le Directoire de {Agence est compose du Directeur general, du 
Directeur des Programmes futurs et des Plans, du Directeur de 
{Administration , du Directeur des Programmes de satellites scientifiques 
et meteorologique, du Directeur des Programmes de satellites de 
communications, du Directeur du Programme Spacelab, de {Inspecteur 
technique, du Directeur de {ESTEC et du Directeur de {ESOC. 

Le SIEGE de {ASE est cl Paris. 

Les principaux Etablissements de {ASE sont: 

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE TECHNOLOGIE 
SPA TlALES (ESTEC) , Noordwijk, Pays-Bas. 

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OF-ERATlONS SPATlALES (ESOC) , 
Darmstadt, Allemagne. 

L'INSTlTUT EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHES SPATlALES (ESRIN) , 
Frascati, Italie. 

President du Conseil pour 1976: Dr. W. Finke (Allemagne) . 

Directeur general: M . R. Gibson. 
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Introduction 

This issue of the ESA Bulletin will introduce the reader to 
the facilities and techniques employed in the field of 
satellite operations by the European Space Agency's 
Space Operations Centre (ESOC) at Darmstadt. In 
addition, in order to leave the reader with a more 
comprehensive picture of European capacity in this field, 
ESA Member States were invited to provide contributions 
describing the comparable facilities established by them 
for their national space programmes; three such articles 
were provided and are included. 

Introducing this issue of the Bulletin provides a rare 
opportunity to review briefly the nine years that have 
elapsed since the establishment of the European Space 
Operations Centre at Darmstadt in Germany. Operations 
started at the Centre on 17 May 1968 with the launch of 
ESRO-II, the first satellite in the ESRO programme, to be 
followed in the same year by the launches of ESRO-IA 
and H EOS-1 . The excitement of this first year with its 
three launches was to be repeated, after a single launch 
(ESRO-IB) in 1969, in 1972 with the launching in quick 
succession of the HEOS-2, TD-1 and ESRO-IV satellites. 
In 1974, the Centre supported the launch and operation of 
the Dutch Astronomical Satellite (ANS), while 1975 saw 
the launch of ESA 's COS-B satellite, which is still being 
operated. 

This operational programme comprising eight ESRO/ESA 
satellites and one satellite from a national programme has 
allowed ESOC to accumulate 18 'satellite years' of 
operational experience since 1968. 

A basic network of VH F ground stations installed 
between 1965 and 1967 has been utilised throughout the 
programme, supplemented as occasion demanded by the 
Norwegian station at Troms0 (used until the decay of 
ESRO-IV in 1974) and the interferometers operated by 
CNES at Pretoria (South Africa) and Kourou (French 
Guyana) . 

The trend away from low-altitude polar-orbiting space
craft made it possible in 1974 to close the Spitzbergen and 
Falkland Islands stations, two of the original four ESRO 
VH F stations, while the Redu and Fairbanks stations are 
still in use for COS-B. 

Satellite operations were conducted from 1968 to 1971 

Ce numero du Bulletin de I'ASE est destine cl presenter au 
lecteur les moyens et techniques utilises dans le domaine 
de I' exploitation des satellites par le Centre d' Operations 
spatiales de I' Agence spatiale europeenne, r ESOC, situe cl 
Oarmstadt. En outre, pour que le lecteur ait un tableau 
plus complet du potentiel europeen dans ce domaine, les 
Etats membres de I'Agence ont ete invites cl foumir des 
articles decrivant les installations du meme type qu'ils ont 
mises sur pied pour leurs programmes spatiaux nationaux; 
nous avons re9u trois de ces articles que I' on trouvera 
dans ces pages. 

Presenter ce numero du Bulletin me donne I'occasion de 
passer rapidement en revue les neuf annees qui se sont 
ecou/ees depuis la creation, cl Oarmstadt (Allemagne) , du 
Centre europeen d'Operations spatiales. Les activites du 
Centre ont commence le 17 mai 1968 avec le lancement 
d'ESRO-//, premier satellite du programme du CERS, 
suivi la meme annee par le lancement d' ESRO-IA et de 
HEOS -1. La febrilite de cette premiere anm§e avec ses 
trois lancements devait se renouveler, puisque, apres un 
seullancement (ESRO-IB) en 1969, I'annee 1972 vit le 
lancement cl des dates rapprochees des satellites HEOS -2, 
TO-1 et ESRO-IV. En 1974, le Centre a apporte son 
soutien au lancement et cl r exploitation du satellite 
astronomique neerlandais ANS, tandis qu' en 1975 fut 
lance le satellite COS-B de I'ASE, qui fonctionne toujours. 

Ce programme operationnel de huit satellites CERS/ASE 
et d' un satellite national a permis cl {ESOC d' accumuler 
18' annees-satellites' d' operations en orbite depuis 1968. 

Tout au long de ce programme on a utilise un reseau de 
stations sol VHF instal/e entre 1965 et 1967, occasionnel
lement renforce par la station norvegienne de Troms0 
(utilisee jusqu'cl la rentree dans {atmosphere d'ESRO -/V 
en 1974) et par les interferometres exploites par le CNES cl 
Pretoria (Afrique du Sud) et cl Kourou (Guyane 
fran9aise) . 

L' orientation vers des satellites parcourant des orbites 
autres que polaires cl basse altitude a permis de fermer, en 
1974, les stations du Spitzberg et des fles Falkland, deux 
des quatre premieres stations VHF du CERS, alors que les 
stations de Redu et de Fairbanks sont toujours utilisees 
pour COS-B. 
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ESA 's Villafranca del Castillo ground station. 

from a control centre housed happily but uncomfortably 
in converted office accommodation on the ESOC site. 
Conditions were improved in 1972 with the completion of 
a building specifically designed to house the spacecraft 
control, communications and network control activities. 

Computer support for operations was provided at ESOC, 
from 1967 onwards, by a US-manufactured configuration 
comprising two small process control computers for 'real 
time ' tasks, backed by a medium-sized general-purpose 
machine. 
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Les operations de satellites ont ete menees, de 1968 a 
1971, a partir d' un centre de controle insta/le de fa90n 
sympathique mais inconfortable dans d' anciens bureaux 
transformes, sur le site de I' ESOC. Ces conditions 
s' ameliorerent, en 1972, avec I' achevement d' un batiment 
specialement destine aux activites de controle des 
vehicules spatiaux, de communications et de controle de 
reseau. 

Le soutien calcul aux operations fut assure a I'ESOC, a 
partir de 1967, par un ensemble d' equipements fabriques 
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Expansion of the ESRO/ESA programmes to include 
geostationary scientific and applications satellites 
presented a new technical and operational challenge to 
ESOC. It was necessary to establish sound operational 
concepts for such missions and to inaugurate a period of 
transformation of the Agency's facilities . Ground 
stations, computer facilities and control centres had to be 
redesigned to operate continuously (twenty-four hours 
per day) and at low cost. The use of a 2 G Hz and higher 
frequency bands called for new technology at the ground 
stations and the greatly increased data yield of scientific 
and meteorological satellites called for on - line data 
reduction in orderto avoid the accumulation of irreducible 
'data mountains. ' 

Solutions had to be found which took into account a 
number of conflicting general requirements, such as: 

the need to minimise the number of ground stations in 
order to reduce operational running costs 
the need to locate some data -acquisition facilities as 
close as possible to the control centre in order to 
reduce the rental cost of the high -capacity com 
munication links required 
the need to obtain long -term guarantees of freedom 
from radio -frequency interference at the reception 
frequencies and permission to transmit without 
restriction at the command frequencies 
the need to procure the new computer systems 
required by the control centre from the computer 
industries of Member States, and 
the need to ensure maximum usefulness of the 
facilities to be provided for the long -term future 
programme. 

Considerations of this nature led to the decision to 
construct a new ground station at Michelstadt, some 40 
km southeast of Darmstadt, to accommodate the S-band 
reception equipment for GEOS and the S-band reception 
and transmission facilities required by Meteosat. both to 
be launched in 1977. 

Failure to obtain the necessary guarantees on frequencies 
elsewhere led to the selection of a second site at 
Villafranca del Castillo near Madrid to accommodate 
further S-band reception equipment required for the IUE 
satellite (launch 1977) and the Ku-band and C-band 
equipment needed for Marots (launch 1978) and Aerosat 

aux Etats-Unis et comprenant deux petits calculateurs de 
conduite de processus pour les taches en 'temps reel' , 
renforces par un ordinateur universel de moyenne 
capacite. 

L'extension des programmes du CERS/ASE a des 
satellites geostationnaires scientifiques et d'applications 
a constitue pour I'ESOC un nouveau deti technique et 
operationnel. 11 a fallu detinir de solides concepts 
operationnels pour des missions de ce type et entamer une 
periode de transformation des moyens de I'Agence. 11 
fallait revoir la conception des stations sol, des 
installations calcul et des centres de contr61e pour que 
ceux-ci fonctionnent continuellement (24 heures sur 24) 
et pour un cout modere. L' utilisation de bandes de 
frequences de 2 GHz et au-deta necessitait le recours a 
une nouvelle technologie pour les stations sol, et 
I' accroissement considerable de fa quantite de donnees 
provenant des satellites scientifiques et meteorologiques 
imposait un depouillement direct des donnees de far;on a 
eviter I'accumulation de 'montagnes' de donnees 
infranchissables. 

11 fallait trouver des solutions qui tiennent compte de 
plusieurs imperatifs generaux contradictoires tels que: 

la necessite de reduire au minimum le nombre de 
stations sol de far;on a reduire les couts d' exploitation; 
la necessite de situer certaines installations 
d' acquisition des donnees aussi pres que possible du 
Centre de Contr61e de far;on a reduire le cout de 
location des liaisons de communications a haute 
capacite necessaires; 
la necessite d' obtenir d' une part des garanties a long 
terme que les frequences de reception seraient a I' abri 
des interferences radio-electriques et d'autre part la 
permission d' emettre sans restriction sur les frequen 
ces de te!ecommande; 
la necessite d' acquerir, des industries d'informatique 
des Etats membres, les nouveaux systemes de calcul 
exiges par le Centre de Contr6le; 
et la necessite d' utiliser au mieux les installations 
requises dans le cadre du programme futur a long 
terme. 

Ce sont des considerations de cet ordre qui ont amene a 
prendre la decision de construire une nouvelle station sol 
a Michelstadt, a environ 40 km au sud-est de Darmstadt, 
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(launches 1979 and 1980). The distance between 
Villafranca and ESOC is such that IUE's scientific data 
could not be processed on-line at ESOC with sufficiently 
rapid turn around and Villafranca had therefore to be 
equipped with a medium-sized computer of its own. 

In parallel with these new developments in the ground
station field, it was decided to equip ESOC with two new 
computer systems supplied by European industry. The 
first, sized to meet the GEOS data-handling requirement 
and the launch and transfer-orbit support requirements of 
the other geostationary missions in the ESA programme, 
consists of a network of small process-control computers 
linked to two medium-sized general-purpose machines. 
The second, sized for Meteosat 's data-handling require
ments, also comprises a network of small process-control 
machines, but linked in this case to two large general
purpose computers and a variety of special-purpose 
hardware. 

This change from the earlier single-supplier policy for 
operational computers to one under which the various 
elements of complex configurations were to be procured 
from several manufacturers, highlighted the difficulty and 
the importance of establishing an orderly software 
development policy. It has also focussed attention on the 
high cost of computer programs and has led to a general 
recognition of the importance of software as an 
investment item in the Agency's inventory of facilities. 

In this context, mention should be made of ESOC's 
pioneering work in software procurement by departing 
from the tradition of in-house software development in 
favour of entrusting to industry the development and 
supply of the large suites of programs that are needed. 

These activities, along with the installation, jointly with 
Telespazio, of a Ku-band station for the OTS satellite 
(launch in 1977) at Telespazio 's site at Fucino (Italy) and 
the development of communication systems to link 
Darmstadt with the new sites, have considerably 
enhanced ESOC 's system design and procurement role 
over the last four years. 

Investment, which has been maintained at 10 MAU per 
annum over the past three years, will fall in 1978. The 
investment in ground facilities will , it is hoped, represent a 
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pour y installer I' equipement de reception en bande S 
destine a Geos ainsi que les installations de reception et 
d' emission en bande S exigees par Meteosat, ces deux 
satellites devant etre lances en 1977. 

L'impossibilite d' obtenir ailleurs les garanties indispensa
bles sur I' utilisation des frequences requises a amene a 
choisir un deuxieme site a Villafranca del Castillo, pres de 
Madrid, pour y installer I'autre equipement de reception 
en bande S necessaire pour le satellite IUE (lancement en 
1977) ainsi que les equipements en bande Ku et en bande 
C pour Marots (lancement en 1978) et Aerosat 
(Iancements en 1979 et 1980). La distance qui separe 
Villafranca de I' ESOC est telle que les donnees 
scientifiques du satellite IUE ne pourraient pas etre 
transmises a I'ESOC a une cadence suffisamment rapide 
pour y etre traitees en temps reel. C' est pourquoi il a fa/lu 
equiper Villafranca d' un calculateur de capacite moyenne. 

Farallelement aces nouveaux developpements dans le 
domaine des stations sol, il a ete decide d' equiper I' ESOC 
de deux nouveaux systemes de calculateurs fournis par 
l'industrie europeenne, Le premier, dont la capacite 
permet de repondre aux imperatifs de traitement des 
donnees de Geos ainsi qu' aux imperatifs de soutien au 
lancement et a la mise sur orbite de transfert des autres 
missions de satellites geostationnaires du programme de 
I'ASE, est compose d' un reseau de petits calculateurs de 
conduite de processus relies a deux ordinateurs universels 
de moyenne capacite. Le deuxieme, dont la capacite 
repond aux besoins en matiere de traitement des donnees 
de Meteosat, comporte egalement un reseau de petits 
calculateurs de conduite de processus mais, dans ce cas, 
relies a deux grands ordinateurs et a divers materiels 
specialises. 

Ce changement de politique qui a amene, an lieu de 
n' avoir qu' un seul fournisseur pour les calculateurs 
operationnels, a acheter les divers elements de configura
tions complexes chez differents fabricants , a mis en 
lumiere la difficulte et I'importance de la mise au point 
d' une politique systematique de developpement du 
logiciel. 11 a egalement attire I' attention sur la cherte des 
programmes de calculateurs et fait prendre conscience de 
I'importance du logiciel dans la gamme des investisse
ments de I'Agence. 11 fa ut noter, a cet egard, que I'ESOC, 
rompant avec la politique traditionnelle de realisation 
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significant contribution to the preparedness of European 
industry to supply the facilities that will be required for the 
operation of future commercially exploited applications 
satellites. Only minor investment should be needed to 
'tune' these facilities to the specific requirements of such 
satellites as Exosat (to be launched in 1980) and Geosari 
(to be launched in 1979) . 

As in the past, emphasis will continue to be placed on re
use of the facilities provided, and matching of the 
missions flown to the type and capacity of the ground 
facilities available. Application of this policy in the future 
will take into account not only the facilities of ESA, but 
also those of its Member States, several of which have 
large inventories of facilities which were procured to 
operate the satellites of their national programmes. 

The current ESA scientific and applications satellite 
programme will certainly be more demanding than ever 
before; the new operational activities presently being 
defined and the conceptual, organisational and technical 
challenges presented by the provision of suitable facilities 
for Spacelab, earth - resources satellites and fully oper
ational communications and meteorological satellites will 
undoubtedly mould the role of ESOC in the coming years. 

I 
Prof. Gianni Formica 

interne du logiciel, a decide de confier a I'industrie la 
fourniture des grands ensembles de programmes qui 
seront necessaires. 

Ces activites, ajoutees a I'installation, en cooperation avec 
Telespazio, d' une station en bande Ku pour le satellite 
OTS (Iancement en 1977) sur le site de Telespazio a 
Fucino (Ita lie) , et le developpement de systemes de 
communications destines a relier Darmstadt aux nou
veaux sites, ont considerablement accru au cours des 
quatre dernieres annees le role de r ESOC dans le domaine 
de la conception et de la fourniture de systemes. 

Les investissements, qui se sont maintenus au niveau de 
10 MUC par an pendant les trois dernieres annees, 
diminueront en 1978. On espere que les investissements 
en installations au sol auront contribue de far;on non 
negligeable a preparer I'industrie europeenne a fournir les 
equipements destines a I' exploitation commerciale de 
futurs satellites d'application. Desormais, seuls des 
investissements mineurs sont a prevoir pour adapter les 
installations terriennes aux imperatifs propres de satellites 
tels qu'Exosat (qui sera lance en 1980) et Geosari (qui 
sera lance en 1979). Comme par le passe, r accent sera mis 
sur la reutilisation des installations existantes et sur 
I' adaptation des missions au type et a la capacite des 
installations au sol disponibles. La mise en oeuvre de cette 
politique dans I' avenir devra tenir compte non seulement 
des moyens dont dispose I'Agence , mais egalement de 
ceux de ses Etats membres, dont beaucoup se sont dotes 
d'importants moyens materiels pour exploiter les satellites 
de leurs programmes nationaux. 

Le programme actuel de satellites scientifiques et 
d'applications de I'ASE sera certainement plus exigeant 
qu'auparavant les nouvelles activites operationnelles en 
cours de definition et le deFi que constitue sur le plan de la 
conception, de I' organisation et de la technique, la 
fourniture d'installations qui conviennent a Spacelab, aux 
satellites ecographiques ainsi qu' a des satellites meteoro
logiques et de communications pleinement operationnels 
determineront, a n'en pas douter, le role de I'ESOC dans 
les annees a venir. 

o 
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Organisation of an Operations Centre 

B.M. Walker, Office for Co-ordination and Management, ESOC 

The European Space Operations Centre, being 
charged with the operation of satellites in orbit, 
manages that part of ESA's budget allocated to 
this activity. In recent years, the Agency has set 
aside 19% of its labour and 9% of its total budget 
for satellite operations. The basic management 
task, to accomplish which the ESOC organisation 
has been designed, can be illustrated by examining 
the relationship between the cost of operations 
and the likelihood of their being successful. 

Satellites in orbit are operated from the ground. Increasing 
the amount spent on the ground, either initially, in 
investments, or later in running costs (preferably not in 
both!) should increase the likelihood of the satellite 
producing the results it was designed to produce. As 
mi!ght be expected, the relationship between operational 
costs and this likelihood of success (Fig. 1) tells us that 
money spent on the ground can, if spent to improve the 
security of ground operations, increase the chances of 
sLiccess, up to a point. Beyond this point spending more 
on the ground achieves nothing in terms of likelihood of 
success. This is because the maximum possible chance of 
success is controlled by other factors, the most obvious 
one being the finite chance of an irreparable failure on 
board the satellite. The cost of ground operations which 
produces a likelihood of success close to this maximum 
achievable can be called the 'maximum useful cost. ' 

ESOC 's task can therefore be formulated as being: 
to design a method of conducting satellite 
operations which keeps the maximum useful cost of 
operations as low as possible, and 
to conduct satellite operations ensuring that the 
maximum useful cost of operations is not exceeded. 

This formulation of the task in two parts allows the 
importance of the process of selecting the appropriate 
operational facilities to be emphasised . 

• . Period costs ' is used here to denote those costs that vary 
predominantly with time and not with work load. 
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Figure 1 - Operational costs as a function of likelihood of success. 

RESOURCES AND THEIR DEPLOYMENT 

The productive time of appropriate facilities and the 
productive working time of suitably qualified and trained 
personnel are the two basic resources available to ESOC 
for the execution of its task. 

Elsewhere in this Bulletin can be found descriptions of the 
facilities available to ESOC. It suffices for the purposes of 
this discussion to note that ground facilities can be 
classified as: 

those having low zero-load period costs*, e.g. a 
control centre where equipment is simple, usually 
purchased, and requires low preventive maintenance 
effort and 
those having high zero-load period costs, e.g. large 
computers, but where the capacity installed can be 
matched to the load with acceptably low adjustment 
costs (i.e. rental contracts with low cancellation 
charges, low installation charges, etc.) 

The ground stations for telemetry, telecommand and 
tracking currently fall into a third class characterised by 
high zero-load period costs but where load-capacity 
matching cannot be readily achieved due to such factors 
as high installation costs, high closure costs, high 
preventive maintenance costs and, in some cases, high 
permanent communications costs. Facilities for telemetry, 
telecommand and tracking are therefore an important, 
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The European Space Operations Centre, being 
charged with the operation of satellites in orbit, 
manages that part of ESA's budget allocated to 
this activity. In recent years, the Agency has set 
aside 19% of its labour and 9% of its total budget 
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• . Period costs ' is used here to denote those costs that vary 
predominantly with time and not with work load. 
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TABLE 1 

Designs characterised by low zero
load period costs 

Designs characterised by high zero
load period costs 

Networked 
stations 

A Short-duration operations lim
ited to the acquisition of spacecraft 
'health and safety' data with low 
command rates 

B Long-duration operations 
where the successful acquisition of a 
high proportion of payload data is 
required 

e.g. transfer-orbit operations for 
geosynchronous satellites 

e.g. scientific or earth-observation 
satellites in close earth orbit 

Single 
stations 

C Long-duration operations lim
ited to spacecraft maintenance ob
jectives 

D Long-duration operations 
where the successful acquisition of a 
high proportion of payload data and, 
possibly, high command rates are 
required 

e.g. on-station control of oper
ationally simple geostationary 
spacecraft, such as telecom
munications satellites 

e.g. geosynchronous scientific or 
earth-observation satellites 

high-cost resource, the deployment of which requires the 
utmost care. 

It is of interest to draw attention to a further resource not 
universally looked upon as a facility - the computer 
programs. The interest lies in the realisation that defective 
investment planning in this field (e.g. preparation of 
software in a manner that restricts its usability to one 
particular type or model of computer) can make load
capacity matching of large computers very difficult. 

This, if allowed to develop, rapidly places the computers 
into the third, undesirable class occupied by the ground 
stations, namely that of high zero-load period costs with 
severe restrictions on load-capacity matching. 

Thus, decisions on the deployment of facilities can be 
'tactical' for control centres and computers either 
because they result in low zero-load period costs or 
because load -capacity matching can be achieved with 
low financial penalties. 

Decisions to invest in software can also be regarded as 

'tactical' provided severe design requirements ensuring 
transportability are imposed and met. If this is not the 
case, software investment decisions can become 'stra 
tegic' due to the probability of being forced to retain 
computer hardware to match the software rather than the 
work load. 

Investment decisions on ground stations are to be 
regarded as 'strategic' unless low zero-load period cost 
designs can be implemented, which is certainly the case 
for simple systems. 

Categorisation of facilities in terms of their zero-load 
period costs (the cost to the Agency of having unused 
facilities) provides useful guidelines for employment 
decisions. An example of this process is given in Table 1 
where satellite operations of various types are mapped 
against high or low zero-load period cost designs and 
networked (interdependent) or single (independent) 
ground stations. This mapping allows us to say that for 
operation types A and C the possibility of breaks in the 
satellite programme can be tolerated, because these 
facilities cost little when doing nothing, whereas for 
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operation types Band D continuity of the satellite 
programme is, or should be, secured before a decision is 
made to invest on the ground. 

The productive working time of suitably qualified and 
trained personnel, the second basic resource to be 
deployed, is available from two sources; the Agency's 
employees and industry. Industrial manpower is secured 
under one or other of three basic contract types: 
a. Contracts for specialised manpower, e.g. a contract 

with company X for the services of Mr. Y, a specialist 
in field Z. 

b. Contracts for services, e.g . a contract with company X 
to operate and maintain a ground station over a given 
period. 

c. Contracts for products, e.g . a contract with company 
X to deliver an antenna. 

Generally, labour from all sources is a high zero-load 
period cost resource; idle personnel cost roughly 
speaking, as much as productively employed personnel, 
but productively employed personnel are chargeable to a 
customer. 

Manpower from the two sources (Agency/industrial 
employees) provides different load-capacity matching 
possibilities. Agency employment permits matching only 
in the case of increasing load in that with more work, 
more people can be employed. Work-force reduction, 
however, is not controlled by falling work load, but by the 
terms of the employment contract. Thus, adding to the 
work force in times of high work load increases the 
Agency 's zero-load period costs for manpower. 

I n the Operations Centre, where the work load is to a large 
extent controlled by factors outside the scope of the 
Centre's management (delivery of a satellite for launch, 
failure of a satellite in orbit etc.), a means has to be found 
of regulating the manpower supply to those activities 
sensitive to changes in the operational work load. This 
regulation is achieved by drawing a large proportion of 
the manpower required for the operation of facilities from 
industrial sources under contracts for services. These 
contracts transfer the load-capacity matching problem 
(and also the skill-maintenance problem) to the industrial 
companies who are required to be able to respond rapidly 
to work-load changes. This means, of course, that the 
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company concerned must have a large 'base' of non- ESA 
work requiring similar personnel skills to achieve rapid 
'move in' and 'move out' of personnel when requested. 
Contracts of this type are used by ESOC to provide 
manpower for the operation of all ground stations, 
computers and control centres. 

Throughout the above we have employed the notion of 
'productive time', the definition of which is, to say the 
least, controversial. For the Agency's purposes, indirect 
methods are used to estimate productive time require
ments (estimates are made against approved task 
descriptions at the lowest level of a project work 
breakdown structure) . Time sheets (another indirect 
method) are used to record time spent against the same 
task references. These methods, employed over a period 
of years, allow the maximum productive time yield per 
employee to be estimated; it has been found to be 
between 75 and 80% at ESOC. 

Utilisation of industrial staff under service contracts 
transfers the productive time estimation and control 
problem to the contractor - the contract specifies what is 
to be done and to which standard of performance. 

ORGANISATION 

Care has been taken at ESOC to group facilities and 
manpower resources into manageable units, which 
require: 

a clear boundary, without 'fuzzy edges' where the 
work of one unit fades imperceptibly into that of 
another 
control of the facilities and resources appropriate to 
the task to be undertaken 
a defined source (or sources). external to the unit 
capable of authorising the work of the unit (and a 
procedure for this in order to identify and record such 
authorisations) 
a defined destination (or destinations) for the unit's 
products 
a definition of which external units must (or can) be 
called upon for specialised services (and, of course, a 
defined procedure for doing this) . 
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The above list, although not exhaustive, identifies 
characteristics that would be recognised as desirable 
features in almost any organisation. These particular 
characteristics are selected here as criteria for the 
manageability of organisational units at a Space 
Operations Centre knowing that failure to achieve 
organisational clarity can have severe consequences. 
Destruction or damage of valuable equipment on the 
ground or irreplaceable equipment in orbit can result from 
trivial operational errors. Doubts about 'who is re
sponsible ' - always offered as an excuse for doing 
nothing - can lead to failure to acquire unique data. The 
list of consequences can be extended but it already serves 
to illustrate that, whereas organisational deficiencies can, 
in many fields, be 'covered up ' or their consequences are 
correctable by special management action, in satellite 
operations deficiencies are demonstrated instantly, and 
publicly, by failure. 'Fire brigade' action to recover may 
simply not be possible or, if possible, is likely to be 
prohibitively expensive. 

Having grouped facilities and manpower into manage
able un its it remains to organise the work to be performed. 
The organisation of work can be usefully defined as the 
process of translating an 'objective ' into a list of tangible 
'th ings to be done ', the division of these into subactivities 
which can be grouped in sets falling completely within 
the activity domains of the executive units, the allocation 
of specific responsibilities for the subtasks, the main tasks, 
and the objectives and the arrangement of the tasks in 
logical chains or cycles. 

Why chains or cycles? Chain arrangement implies that the 
tasks are not repetitive; this is the case, of course, in 
development and occasionally in operations. Chains such 
as: write specifications - select a manufacturer -
monitor the manufacture - monitor the installation and 
test - transfer to user are quite familiar. Chains such as: 
separate satellite from rocket - despin - erect solar 
arrays - stabilise at desired attitude - switch on payload 
occurring in satellite operations may be less familiar. 
Cyclic tasks occur in ground-facility operations and also 
in development programmes. A development programme 
cycle such as 

r Compute schedule for the coming month I 
L Work and report actual completion dates ---l 

occurring in schedule control is parallelled by 

_track satellite for one week 

in order to 

compute orbit 

in order to 

predict satellite position throughout next week 

in order to 

schedule ground-station operations 

in order to I 

Both development and operational activities are to be 
found at ESOC. Development or procurement is 
undertaken when the need arises to improve or replace 
items in the facility inventory, or when additions to the 
inventory have to be made. In other words, development 
can be triggered by a mismatch between the operational 
facilities and the operational requirement (in the area of 
performance or capacity) or by a decison to replace 
existing equipment in order to reduce period costs. 

Development activities require that special arrangements 
be made to assure (or maximise the probability of) 
compatibility being achieved between the initial concept 
and the actual state of affairs attained at the end of the 
development programme. 

The nature of the problem can be visualised by 
introducing a high level of simplification. Taking as a first 
step the approach of the customer to the Space 
Operations Centre with a document describing: 

the sort of satellite he intends to launch at date X 
the objectives to be achieved by operating the 
satellite 
the type of in-orbit surveillance foreseen by the 
satellite design 
the arrangements for communicating between the 
satellite in orbit and its ground system 
the planned duration of satellite operations and other 
useful data of a similar nature. 
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TABLE 2 

GROUND STATIONS 
CONTROL CENTRES 

& COMMUNICATIONS 
AGENCY INVESTMENT Office for 

AND Co-ordination COMPUTER 
FACILITY UTILISATION and PROGRAMS 

POLICY Management 
COMPUTING 
EQUIPMENT 

SATELLITES 

The Space Operations Centre will, after a certain period of 
introspection, respond . Examination by the Space 
Operations Centre, during the period of introspection, of 
the customer's requirements leads to the formulation of 
an operational concept, examination of the facility 
inventory for suitability for the customer's operations, 
and an assessment of the facility loading in the period in 
question, all of which condition the response to the 
customer. 

We will assume that the customer's requirements create a 
performance or capacity mismatch with the planned state 
of the inventory at date X (the customer's delivery date). 
In this case the response to the customer will be: 

'Yes we can undertake to operate your satellite for the 
period in question (date X onwards) at an annual 
operating cost not exceeding Y monetary units, but to do 
so we need to expand our capital equipment inventory at a 
cost of Z monetary units, which you as customer will have 
to pay.' 

Assuming the customer accepts these conditions, he goes 
away to build his satellite with the date X (the launch 
date) and the amounts Y (the maximum useful cost of 
operations) and Z (the cost of inventory changes) firmly 
established in his mind. 
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CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS AND CENTRE OBJECTIVES 

Office for Co-ordination and Management 

OPERATION DEVELOPMENT OR PROCUREMENT 

Ground Equipment 
Operations Department Engineering Division 

Operations Department & Information Handling Dept. 
Information Handling Dept. 

ESA ESA 
Computer Department Computer Department 

Operations Department Customer Activity 

Clearly the integrity of the customer's programme 
depends now on the Space Operations Centre doing what 
it has undertaken to do and thus firm control of objectives 
during the development period is required . Were there 
only one customer to be dealt with, this task could be 
entrusted to him as part of his overall programme control. 
In practice, however, the ESA programme presents 
several customers simultaneously to the Space 
Operations Centre. In addition the Centre is, as we have 
already noted, charged with the responsibility within the 
Agency of minimising the zero-load period costs. In other 
words, it is the Space Operations Centre which is primarily 
concerned with the questions of reusability of the capital 
investment and the cost to the Agency of unused facility 
capacity. These aspects of ESA policy are, of course, of 
limited interest to the customer. He could be excused for 
thinking, occasionally, that consideration of these factors 
leads to an excessively complex response to what he 
considers to be a simple, well expressed operational 
requ irement. 

ESOC therefore maintains, in addition to those units 
charged with the custody of the manpower resources 
appropriate to the development and operation of facilities 
and with the custody of the facilities themselves, a unit 
charged with the establishment and control of objectives. 
These objectives relate primarily, of course, to service to 
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the customer, but are modulated by the directives 
reflecting the Agency's long-term investment and 
operating cost policy. 

Summarising then, we find three types of organisational 
unit at ESOC covering the three tasks of the Centre 
(Fig. 2, Table 2) : 

identification of customer requirements and the 
establishment and control of the Centre's objectives 
as derived from these requirements 
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The Control Centre and Spacecraft Control 

L. Marel/i, Data Processing Division, ESOC 
G. Valentiny, Spacecraft Operations Division, ESOC 

The Control Centre represents the central element 
of the overall ground network and has the task of 
defining and co-ordinating all the network 
activities required to support the space mission. 
This article outlines the functions, facilities and 
personnel requirements of such a centre, before 
going on to describe how the Control Centre at 
ESOC has evolved in the context of the ESA 
programme (from ESRO 11 to Meteosat). 

The Control Centre can be seen as the focal point for co
ordinating the activities that support mission operations. 
The operations system itself (Fig . 1) represents the 
combination of four prime elements: hardware, software, 
procedures, and personnel, and its design determines 
which functions are assigned to each category. Once the 
system has been realised, its functioning and application 
for a particular mission are the responsibility of the 
Operations Control Centre (OCC) , the tasks of which 
embrace the following activities (see Fig. 2): 

surveillance of the technological status of the 
satellite, by analysis of the telemetry data that it 
transmits 
telecommanding of instruments on-board the space 
craft according to a pre-determined programme (by 
sending coded signals to the satellite, which are 
decoded on-board and correspond to modifications 
in the operating configuration of the instruments). 
control of spacecraft dynamics (orbit and attitude) 
evaluation of operations system performance 
surveillance of mission implementation with the 
objective of maximising return to users 
processing and distribution of data to payload 
specialists 
maintenance and operation of ground equipment. 

FACILITIES 

The type and diversity of the facilities required to perform 
the operations mentioned above will, of course, vary 
depending on the complexity of the particular mission . In 
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Figure 1 - The operations system of the Control Centre. 

general, however, a Control Centre can be seen as 
resulting from the integration of: 

A communication centre to manage voice, data and 
teletype messages. 
A data processing centre to accept, calibrate, process, 
display and archive telemetry data and to support 
spacecraft control operations. 
Telemetry equipment to provide an interface, when 
necessary, with the on-line computer and to display 
unprocessed satellite telemetry (digital and analog) . 
A control room equipped with communications, 
telemetry and computer consoles, and housing the 
personnel in charge of operations. 
Operational procedures governing execution of the 
various tasks by the personnel. 
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Figure 2 - The tasks of the Control Centre. 

PERSONNEL 

The Control Centre staff are usually organised around two 
main spheres of activity: 

Pre-Launch/ Launch Activities 

During this phase, Control Centre personnel work with 
other Operations Centre specialists responsible for: 

analysing mission requirements 
definition, development and testing (using in-house 
and industrial expertise) 
preparing operational procedures, training personnel 
to execute them, simulating operations and, ulti
mately, supporting the launch. 

They are responsible for establishing the Centre's degree 
of readiness and for committing both facilities and staff to 
the mission. The pre-Iaunch activities relating to the 
design and procurement of the various elements of the 
operations system are described elsewhere in this 
Bulletin . 

Post-Launch Activities 

After the satellite has been checked out in orbit. the 

Control Centre's work becomes more routine for its staff 
of: 

network controllers, who co-ordinate ground-station 
and Control Centre operations 
spacecraft controllers, who implement the operations 
and monitor the technological status of the satellite 
schedulers, who prepare the schedule of operations 
ground-station controllers, who monitor and, when 
applicable, control the status of the remote ground 
stations 
computer operations and maintenance technicians 
engineers who supervise and manage operations. 

HISTORICAL EVOLUTION 

The complexity of any mission is reflected in the nature of 
the operations that must be performed at the Control 
Centre; three main items must be considered: 
(i) the overall telemetry load or total data throughput. 

expressed in bits and calculated from the bit rate and 
data-availability requirement 

(ii) the telecommand density, obtained from the mission 
profile 

(iii) the complexity of the processing required to define a 
telecommand action. 

A mission which requires, for example, that the payload 
data be analysed before a telecommand action be 
authorised is classified as 'demanding '. Other typical 
factors are not strictly mission related, but are nevertheless 
important when considering the overall workload of the 
Control Centre. There is, for instance, the number of 
missions that the Centre must support simultaneously, a 
:;onsideration that often leads to rationalisation of the 
support facilities. Another factor in the same category is 
the diversity in the disciplines that have to be supported; 
this has a considerable influence on the skills and 
numbers of personnel required for support. 

With this basis for 'mission analysis' in mind, we can 
examine how and why the present spacecraft support 
system has been developed. Its evolution can be divided 
into three phases, the first of which dates back to the early 
European satellites ESRO-II, ESRO-IA/B and HEOS-1 /2. 
This generation of spacecraft was characterised by a low 
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TABLE 1 
Historical Evolution of Control Centre 

TELEMETRY TELECOMMAND TIME TELECOMMAND MISSION/ORBIT 
MISSIONS load FREQUENCY RESPONSE PROCESSING TYPE CONTROL CONCEPT 

(Mbit/day) 

PHASE 1 
ESRO - II 12. LOW LOW NORMAL SOME Science/LO - Simple missions. Ma-
ESRO- I A/B 30. LOW LOW NORMAL LITTLE Science/LO nual involvement high. Le-
HEOS-1/2 3. LOW LOW NORMAL LITTLE Science/ HE vel of automation very low. 

On - line support very sel-
dom. 

PHASE 2 
TD -1A - 170. LOW LOW VERY FAST SOME Science/ LO - More demanding mis-
ESRO- IV 15. LOW LOW FAST SOME Science/ LO sions still not very complex. 
COS-B 25. LOW LOW NORMAL MUCH Science/ HE Manual involvement still 

high. Level of automation 
still low but on - line sup-
port very much increased. 

PHASE 3 
GEOS - 8000. HIGH HIGH VERY FAST VERY MUCH Science/ G - This phase contains very 
OTS 15. LOW LOW FAST LITTLE Applic/ G complex missions. Level of 
METEOSAT - 14000. HIGH MEDIUM VERY FAST VERY MUCH Applic / G automation is high. Ded i-

cated or very much impro -
ved on - line support. 

< 50/ day = LOW > 1 hr = NORMAL LO = LOW ORBITER 
50--500/day 1 hr- 5 min 
= MEDIUM < 5 min 
> 500/ day = HIGH 

telemetry load and little need for real-time processing 
(Table 1) . 

The down - link (satellite-to -ground) data rate ranged 
from 12 bit/sec (HEOS-1) to 320 bit/sec (ESRO-I), with 
bursts of up to 10 kbit/sec (ESRO - IA playback) . 
Spacecraft surveillance was effected by (i) digital 
displays at the ground stations, communicated by telex to 
the Control Centre, and (ii) computer printouts giving the 
technological status of the satellite, obtained from 
transmissions of data samples to the Centre. Telecom 
mands were communicated by voice and telex to the 
ground stations. In summary, this was the era of manual 
operation , with an absolute minimum of support facilities 
(telemetry displays at the stations and Communication 
Centre, off - line computer printouts) . 
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= FAST HE = HIGH ECCENTRIC 
= VERY FAST G = GEOSTATIONARY 

The second phase can be regarded as starting in March 
1972 with the TD-1 mission and continuing through until 
COS-B . Although TD -1 transmitted 1700 bit/sec the 
overall telemetry load for this second generation of 
European satellites was still low. However, what 
distinguished this phase from the first was the increased 
requirement on time response to telecommand operations 
and associated real -time processing for TD -1 and ESRO
IV. Subsequently, the COS - B satellite also brought the 
new requirement of near-real -time processing of 
payload data for on -board instrument purposes, a feature 
to be repeated later for the G EOS and Meteosat missions. 

There have been two notable landmarks in this second 
evolutional phase: the first was the building of a new 
Control Centre to support the TD -1 mission, and the 
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Figure 3 - The operations control room during the count down for the launch of the Dutch ANS satellite . 

second the decision by the scientific community 
responsible for the COS-8 mission to operate their spark 
chamber from the Control Centre, requiring almost totally 
dedicated facilities (control room, real-time computer and 
batch computer) to optimise exploitation of their 
experiment. Personnel involvement is nevertheless still 
high, despite the considerable increase in computer 
support. 

The third phase in the development of the Agency's 
satellite support system will commence with the launch in 
April 1977 of G EOS, the world's first scientific 
geostationary sa~ellite. It represents an extreme example 
of the mission complexity that we are facing, since it 
transmits about 100 kbit/sec, has a telecommand 
frequency of up to 4 x 104 telecommand/day, has a time 
response down to 12 sec and, last but not least, requires 
the processing of high-rate payload data for the definition 

of telecommand instructions (Table 1). The complexity of 
the ground facilities that are being installed to support 
such missions results to a large extent from the transfer of 
what have previously been on-board functions to the 
ground centres. 

SPACECRAFT CONTROL IN 1977 

The 'new' missions, namely those spacecraft due for 
launch in 1977, represent a major step forward compared 
with previous European ventures in that 
(i) the data rate involved is one/two orders of 

magnitude higher 
(ii) the bulk of the incoming data needs to be 

preprocessed on-line (for example, correction of 
images for Meteosat. spectral analysis of wave 
experiment data for GEOS) 
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(iii) several of the new applications satellites have a 
pre-operational character. 

After careful analysis of the requirements, it was decided 
to procure a dedicated system for Meteosat (Meteosat 
Ground Computer System), a mission too specialised and 
demanding to allow the sharing of hardware and software 
wilth other spacecraft, and to set up a Multi-Satellite 
Support System (MSSS) designed around GEOS's 
requirements but also capable of serving the OTS, Marots 
and other low-bit-rate satellites. These two systems are 
described in more detail in the article on ESA 's computer 
facilities. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One intention of this article has been to show, by way of a 
review of the differing requirements of the satellite 
missions of the last decade, how the facility and personnel 
needs of a Control Centre are very much dependent upon 
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mission complexity. Much attention will have to be paid 
to mission characteristics in the coming years if optimum 
development of ground support facilities is to be assured. 
Future missions are in many instances different both in 
nature and in motivation from those that have gone 
before. Utilisation of NASA 's Space Transportation 
System (Shuttle) in conjunction with the Agency's 
Spacelab and the future exploitation phase of the Ariane 
launcher will lead to more frequent and more varied 
missions, while efficiency in the exploitation of telecom 
munication payloads will undoubtedly be a consideration 
of prime importance. Only an approach in which an 
improved degree of definition of future missions is 
matched by equal concern in considering the impact that 
those missions will have in the context of the overall 
programme, will ensure the stable evolution of the Control 
Centre 's facilities and allow the Agency to provide an 
optimum service to the European community interested in 
the utilisation of space for purposes of both research and 
application . 0 
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Satellite Data Acquisition and Processing 

P. Beech, Ground Facilities Operations Division, ESOC 
GF Kluge, Data Processing Division, ESOC 
JR. Sternberg, Data Processing Division, ESOC 

One of ESOC's main tasks is to collect infor
mation, in the form of satellite telemetry, orbit, 
attitude, time and astronomical data, process it, 
and distribute it to the centre's 'customers' in a 
form suitable to their needs. The receivers of the 
information are primarily experimenters who 
have payloads on board the satellite, and also 
those Control Centre staff who require data for 
monitoring the spacecraft's orbital path and 
performance. This article outlines the various 
steps involved in data acquisition and processing, 
beginning with the techniques currently in use. 

ACQUISITION 

The term 'acquisition' embraces all activities concerned 
with making data available in the Operations Centre at 
ESOC. The procedures used are mainly determined by 
orbit geometry and radio -frequency propagation con 
ditions, which for all frequencies used in satellite 
communications (VHF or higher frequencies) require 
visual contact between transmitter and receiver. 

In the past, all satellites have had near-earth polar or 
highly eccentric orbits, with apogees close to the polar 
axis. A satellite in a highly eccentric orbit can be seen for 
most of the time from any station at a sufficiently high 
latitude. Similarly, for near-earth polar orbits, all orbits 
intersect near the poles, and therefore a few stations at 
high latitudes are sufficient to provide at least one contact 
( 'pass ') during almost every orbit . This is reflected in the 
geographical distribution of the ground stations used for 
the Agency's earlier satellites (e.g . Redu, Spitzbergen, 
Fa irbanks) . 

Whereas for highly eccentric orbits contact between 
ground station and spacecraft may last a day or more, the 
duration of a 'pass ' for a near-earth satellite is of the order 
of 20 min . These satellites are therefore usually equ ipped 
with an on-board tape recorder with a capacity of about 
100 min of data, the duration of a full orbit . During a pass 
over a ground station, the tape is played back at vastly 

increased speed (typically 32 times fasterthan recorded). 
so that most of the data can be recovered. The 
transmission technique commonly used is called 'Pulse 
Code Modulation' (PCM) . All information is gathered in 
digital form on-board, and the digital information is 
modulated onto a carrier wave in a fixed time sequence -
the telemetry format. 

In the early days of satellite data acquisition, data were 
recorded on instrumentation tape drives at the ground 
station . With this recording technique, also called 'analog 
recording " the demodulated signal was immediately fed 
into a tape recorder running at constant speed. Later, 
these recordings had to be played back on special 
conversion equipment at the Operations Centre and 
converted to standard digital tapes. This procedure 
introduced a considerable delay in the delivery of data to 
customers. After the installation of minicomputer systems 
which operate reliably in the harsh environment of a 
ground station, data could be recorded directly on digital 
tapes, bypassing the intermediate conversion. 

The new data acquisition technique is currently being 
used with the Agency's COS -B satellite (ESA Bulletin 
No. 2) . The digital magnetic tapes are transported from 
the ground stations to the Operations Centre for 
processing. In addition, samples of the data are 
transmitted in real time via communication lines to the 
Centre for 'quick-look' inspection and monitoring, e.g . 
verification of the correct execution of telecommands. 

Frequently, the scientific value of a measurement depends 
on its accurate timing, the required precision sometimes 
being ± 10 ms or better. The ground stations must 
therefore be equipped with a clock of this precision , 
synchronised to a global time standard . The precise time 
of arrival is recorded at the beginning of each telemetry 
frame together with the data. Maintenance of such good 
timing is one of the most demanding tasks in data 
acquisition. 

The activities of the ground stations are co-ordinated by 
the Operations Centre. Data acquisition at the stations 
must be scheduled on the basis of orbit predictions, and 
considerable organisational effort and great discipline are 
required to maintain these routine activities throughout 
the lifetime of a satellite. The crisis that occurred during 
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Satellite Data Acquisition and Processing 

P. Beech, Ground Facilities Operations Division, ESOC 
GF Kluge, Data Processing Division, ESOC 
JR. Sternberg, Data Processing Division, ESOC 
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Par contre, I'utilisation de la bande de 12 GHz, bien que 
penalisee d'un affaiblissement des ondes radio-electriques plus 
important que celui des deux autres bandes de frequences 
disponibles, n'est pas assujettie a une limitation de la puissance 
rayonnee, ce qui peut reduire d'une maniere considerable le 
coat des installations de reception_ Le spectre des frequences 
disponibles est assez large pour satisfaire aux besoins de tout le 
monde _ Enfin il est possible de realiser des faisceaux d'antenne 
etroits permettant la couverture nationale, meme dans le cas 
des pays relativement petits_ 

CHOIX DE LA CLASSE DU SATELLITE 

Comme il a ete evoque precedemment, un des facteurs econo
miques les plus importants est le cout des terminaux de 
reception_ Pour minimiser ce cout, il est necessaire de maxi
miser la puissance de transmission des emetteurs installes a 
bord du satellite_ 

D'autre part, le cout de la mise en orbite du satellite est 
suffisammerit eleve pour justifier le developpement de satel 
lites ayant une duree de vie operationnelle excedant au moins 
5 ans. Ceci conduit a un accroissement de la masse du satellite 
tant par la redondance supplementaire a prevoir, que par la 
quantite d'ergols necessaires pour le controle de I'orbite. 

En tenant compte du besoin de rayonner plus d'un canal de 
television afin que le systeme soit attrayant pour les utilisa
teurs, meme un calcul sommaire indique que les types de 
satellites correspondant aux lanceurs ayant une capacite equi 
valente a celle de TD 3914 sont soumis a des contraintes 
importantes soit en ce qui concerne leur duree de vie opera
tionnelle, soit en ce qui concerne leur capacite exprimee en 
nombre de canaux et/ou puissance. 

La classe de satellite qui semble etre techniquement et eco
nomiquement la plus attrayante se situe aux environs de 
750 kg en orbite geostationnaire. Aller au-dela de cette limite 
presenterait des risques economiques, du moins jusqu'a ce que 
les techniques spatiales permettent la reparation en orbite des 
satellites, ce qui ne parait pas envisageable avant les annees 90. 

ACTIVITES DE L'ASE DANS CE DOMAINE 

L'Agence spatiale europeenne a commence en 1971 I'etude des 
divers systemes de radiodiffusion par satell ite possibles. Ces 
etudes ont couvert le segment spatial du systeme, le segment 
recepteur dans toutes ses variantes, ainsi que la technologie 
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requise pour la realisation de ce type de satellite. 

Les programmes de developpement technologique de l'Agence 
et de ses Etats membres ont debouche sur des realisations 
importantes en ce qui concerne la conception et les performan
ces des sous-systemes necessaires pour la realisation de satel 
lites de radiodiffusion de haute puissance fonctionnant dans la 
bande de 12 GHz. 

II est probable que ce type de mission soit mis en or bite cl la 
fin de cette decennie ou au debut des annees 80. 

CONCLUSIONS 

L'ensemble des travaux d'etudes menees par I' Agence indique 
que les caracteristiques techniques et economiques des satel
lites de radiodiffusion sont bien meilleures que celles des 
systemes terrestres equivalents surtout dans les pays en voie de 
developpement. L'utilisation cl cette fin de la bande de fre 
quences de 12 GHz off re des avantages incontestables par 
rapport cl toute autre bande de frequences actuellement 
assignee cl ce service. 

Une large cooperation interdisciplinaire entre les utilisateurs 
potentiels et I' Agence est indispensable pour la definition 
detail lee du satellite . 

Dans la phase initiale d'introduction de ce nouveau systeme, la 
cooperation internationale peut jouer un role important sur 
plusieurs plans: 

entre pays industrialises et pays en voie de develop
pement: assistance technique, transferts de technologie , 
etc; 
entre pays en voie de developpement: cooperation dans 
le domaine de la production de logiciels et, par exemple, 
utilisation en partage du temps d'un satellite, permettant 
ainsi, lors de la phase initiale, d'importantes economies ; 
pendant la phase pleinement operationnelle de tels 
systemes spatiaux, des economies appreciables pourraient 
etre realisees par une utilisation rationnelle du 
segment spatial et des moyens de controle des satellites. 

Enfin, avec le lanceur lourd Ariane, I' Agence disposera apres 
1980 d'une capacite independante de mise en orbite de 
satellites libres de contraintes, ce qui assurera la viabilite, sur le 
plan technique et surtout economique, de la radiodiffu.sion 
visuelle et sonore par satell ite . 
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Examples of such 'auxiliary data ' are timing, position a nd 
mi attitude of the spacecraft. and geophysical or astrono 

cal information, such as the earth 's magnetic field and t he 
ses 
cal 
ex 
aft 

co -ordinates of stars. They are retrieved from data ba 
(e.g. star catalogues). computed from mathemati 
models (geomagnetic field) , or derived by compl 
computations from the telemetry (e.g . spacecr 
attitude) . 

The major part of the processing relies on classical da ta 
o a processing techniques: the input data are written t 

large direct -access disk file and then 'decommutated' 
in other words, the telemetry and auxiliary data for 
individual experimenter are selected from the dire 
access disk file and written to separate tapes. Very gr 

an 
ct
eat 
ile care is needed to ensure that the computer and its f 

management software are used efficiently, and it must 
stressed that the above is an oversim lification of wha p 

be 
t is 

actually a very complex and involved task. 

RECENT TRENDS 

The service that has been outlined has fulfilled 
experimenters' needs for all past ESA projects, but it 
would be inadequate for the projects currently under 
development, the main reason being that much higher 
data bit rates will have to be handled. For the first ESRO 
satellites, rates of 10 to 1000 bps were usual, and data 
recovery was sometimes much less than 100%. G EOS, by 
contrast, will provide a continuous bit rate of about 
100000 bps. 

The current COS -B satellite project, while still providing a 
relatively low bit rate, is already making much better use of 
the real -time communication link between the ground 
station and ESOC. Approximately 20% of all data is 
transmitted to ESOC by playing back newly recorded 
digital tapes at the ground station. These data are made 
available to the experimenters ' ' Fast Routine Facility ', a 
suite of programs for the complete scientific analysis of 
this 20% sample, the results from which provide a rapid 
feedback to allow the experiment to be kept in its 
optimum mode. For GEOS this service will be further 
extended (see previous article) . 

A particular problem with G EOS is that the data rate in the 
'high speed' stream is so high that no one experimenter 
can hope to analyse all of it. The procedure of 
automatically despatching and archiving all data has 
therefore been replaced by a more flexible system, 
whereby all data are recorded initially by ESOC, and the 
experimenter may, at any t ime during the lifetime of 
GEOS, select ' interesting periods ' of a few minutes 
duration each. The selection process is facilitated by the 
production of 'compressed' data in real time (data which 
has undergone scientific processing). all of which is 
examined by the experimenter (Fig . 2). 

Another new service provided by ESOC for G EOS will be 
the Daily Summaries and Experimenter Summaries . 
Means of presenting large amounts of data in such a way 
that their meaning can be visually appreciated, such as 
three -dimensional plots using intensity modulation, have 
been studied and are being discussed with the scientists. 
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this 20% sample, the results from which provide a rapid 
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optimum mode. For GEOS this service will be further 
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A particular problem with G EOS is that the data rate in the 
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duration each. The selection process is facilitated by the 
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Figure 2 - GEOS spacecraft-control and data-handling facilities available at ESOC. 

For Meteosat. acquIsitIOn from 'Data Collection Plat
forms' via the satellite is one new task; another is the 
dissemination of processed data to users by transmission 
over a data link or by using the satellite as a relay. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The examples given above are meant to show how 
'classical' satellite data processing has had to be partially 
integrated with the real-time processing in order to cope 
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with the more demanding projects now under develop
ment. The article has perhaps given the impression that 
each satellite requires its own special data-processing 
techniques: this is only partly true. There are very many 
data-processing functions that are common to all 
projects, and this has led to the development of the 
'Multi-Satellite Support System', a computer network for 
which software of general applicability has been 
produced. This system, described elsewhere in this 
Bulletin, should greatly facilitate data handling for the 
Agency's projects during the coming years. 0 
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Some Aspects of Mission Analysis 

H.A. Kellner. Mission Analysis Division. ESOC 

At the moment of lift-off, when a launch vehicle 
carries a spacecraft into the skies, a considerable 
part of the project has already been accomplished. 
All mission-analysis work has been completed to 
permit launch at the right moment and a lengthy 
and complex development eftort has been expen
ded. The project itself has usually been selected 
from various competing proposals, for which 
preliminary feasibility studies have been under
taken. In general terms, the mission-analysis work 
contributes to the task of optimising a space 
system on the basis of the initial scientific study 
requirements, or technological ones in the case of 
applications missions. Numerous constraints 
must be carefully respected, and acceptable 
trade-ofts have to be found to reconcile dispa
rities. 

A basic system breakdown serves to provide some insight 
into the problems of mission analysis in the course of 
project definition and development. 

Launcher Spacecraft 
Experiment 

Package 
Data 

Acquisition 
Data 

Utilisation 

In order to arrive at an overall. workable system for 
achieving the mission objectives. the functional require
ments for these five subsystems have to be established. 
The relations between the subsystems across the 
interfaces have to be identified and investigated. always 
taking into account any constraints. The entire system 
resulting has then to be checked and. where necessary. 
compromises have to be introduced. and the procedure 
repeated at subsystem level. 

Although the changing of anyone feature of the system 
can have far reaching repercussions. we will concentrate 
on the orbital aspects of the mission. At the time when a 
specific project is proposed. there is already a general 
concept of the type of orbit needed to accomplish the 
aims of the mission. Satellites designed to probe the high 

atmosphere. for example. require low orbits. whereas 
highly eccentric trajectories. carrying a spacecraft far 
away from the earth. are needed to investigate the 
boundary between the earth 's environment and interpla
netary space. On the other hand, continuous meteorolo
gical observations on a global scale can best be performed 
from a satellite in geostationary orbit. 

The constraints arising from celestial mechanics have the 
greatest impact on the feasibility of the space system to be 
implemented. The basic problem to be solved is: at what 
time and at what point in space which velocity vector 
must be imparted to the probe to ensure that none of the 
constraints are violated and the mission 's aims are 
accomplished. The fundamental importance of celestial 
mechanics in mission analysis arises from the fact that the 
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Figure 1 - Analytical perturbation theory in celestial mechanics can reduce computer requirements for mission analysis to only a few hours. The 
expression shown, part of the inclination perturbation, provides an indication of the underlying algebra. 

equations of motion govern a deterministic system. From 
the theory of differential equations, it follows that a 
unique solution for the trajectory exists and can be 
computed, given the initial values. The most striking 
illustration of trajectory prediction is the question of 
stability for highly eccentric orbits under the effect of luni
solar perturbations. Under all circumstances, the perigee 
must always remain above some threshold altitude during 
the desired mission lifetime, which will otherwise be cut 
short by re-entry of the satellite into the earth's 
atmosphere. Such behaviour, as distinct from perpetual 
Kepler motion along an ellipse, may be a result of the 
underlying four-body problem of celestial mechanics, 
involving the satellite itself, the earth, the sun and the 
moon. The calculations rely on data sets holding 
ephemerides of these celestial bodies. Apart from the luni
solar perturbations, the marked deviation of the earth's 
gravity field from full spherical symmetry must be taken 
into account in computing the satellite's motion, 
including the flattening and higher order irregularities. 
Apart from straightforward integration, using advanced 
numerical methods, sophisticated analytical solutions 
have been developed in celestial mechanics which reduce 
the computer time needed to calculate launch windows, 
for example, from hundreds of hours to no more than a 
few hours (Fig. 1). 

A more detailed breakdown of the relevant features of the 
spacecraft into subsystems helps one to appreciate the 
implications of trajectory selection for the various 
subsystems. There are a large number of interrelations, 
many via the trajectory. 

The aim in any mission is, of course, not to achieve just a 
workable system, but an optimised one. When the overall 
mass to be put into orbit is considered, for example, the 
total mass of all systems required in space to fulfil the 
mission is limited by the payload capability of the 
launcher available. Moreover, the trajectory into which 
the launcher inserts the spacecraft must be compatible 
with all other constraints. Although the differential 
equations of motion will have a unique solution, a further 
complication has to be considered for the launcher, as 
neither the nominal injection point nor the required 
velocity at burnout of the last stage can be predicted with 
absolute accuracy; consequently, launcher 'dispersions' 
must be taken into account. The real trajectory will lie, 
with a certain probability, within a more or less sharply 
defined set. All possible orbits reached in this way must be 
in line with the mission constraints. 

The hardware structure and configuration of the 
spacecraft must be compatible with its orbit, as regards 
distribution of solar cells, attitude sensors, pointing 
direction of experiment and antennas, etc., taking into 
account the various possible attitudes of the probe in 
space. The temperature, its changes and distribution 
within a spacecraft depend on attitude as well as on 
orbital characteristics. During attitude manoeuvres or 
encounters with the earth's shadow, transients will.occur. 
Subject to some idealisation, the points of intersection of 
the probe in a Keplerian orbit with the shadow and their 
times have to be computed; the shadow may be 
cylindrical. or conical if umbra and penumbra are to be 
distinguished in a more refined analysis. Incidentally, the 
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Figure 1 - Analytical perturbation theory in celestial mechanics can reduce computer requirements for mission analysis to only a few hours. The 
expression shown, part of the inclination perturbation, provides an indication of the underlying algebra. 
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Figure 2 - Launch window into transfer orbit for a synchronous 
satellite, open in the lightly dotted regions which comply 
with all constraints. 

same occultation software can be used to calculate the 
rising and setting times of satellites orbiting other planets 
as seen from the earth in the case of interplanetary 
missions. Here the ephemeris data of the planet involved 
are required as an input. For the eclipses of terrestrial 
satellites, the solar ephemeris is sufficient. ObvioLisly, data 
sets containing the solar and lunar co-ordinates have to 
be available anyway to calculate the orbital perturbations 
in t,l1e four-body problem of celestial mechanics involving 
the earth, satellite, sun and moon. 

Eclipse behaviour has serious repercussions for the 
satellite's power subsystem. Whilst the spacecraft moves 
in shadow, its solar cells do not generate power and 
batteries have to be carried to bridge the gap, causing a 
considerable increase in satellite mass. During operation 
of the satellite, energy can be saved by switching off part 
of the equipment. After some initial trade-offs, at some 
stage in the project a maximum tolerable eclipse duration 
can be specified. The subsequent mission-analysis 
studies then have to discard any orbits which at some 
point in the mission would lead to eclipses exceeding this 
limit. 

To take another example, still related to power supply, we 
can consider a satellite with spin-stabilised attitude and 
solar cells on its cylindrical surface. During injection into 
orbit, the satellite's spin axis will be co-linear with that of 
the launcher. Ideally, it should be at right angles to the 
sun 's direction so that not the top of the satellite, but the 
solar cells on its circumference are illuminated, to 
guarantee optimal power production. Although some 
tolerance in this ideal direction (typically about ±300) is 
acceptable, a considerable number of otherwise accepta
ble orbits have to be discarded for cell-illumination 
reasons. 

Once all orbits violating the various constraints have been 
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Figure 3 - Computer graphics generates the regions of sky obscured 
from a satellite in orbit. The envelope of the occulting earth's 
disc, enlarged by a safety zone, and the hazard caused by the 
sun are shown. 

discounted during mission analysis, those remaining will 
constitute the set of permissible orbits. This set is then 
specified in the form of a 'launch window', giving the 
days and times at which lift-off may occur. In some cases, 
it proves very difficult to establish any feasible orbit .at all, 
so that trade-offs have to be applied to reconcile 
conflicting requirements. Sufficiently separated opening 
and closing times for the launch window may be possible 
only on some days of the year. Computer graphics can be 
used to plot the launch windows automatically. The 
example in Figure 2 is for the transfer orbit of a 
geosynchronous satellite under realistic assumptions, 
including eclipses and solar aspect angle. The launch 
window situation is shown for one year and the ordinate 
gives the node of the orbit, the only parameter left, which 
is determined by the precise moment of the launch. 

For the first day, the launch window can be seen to be 
open for node arguments in t~e range 80° to 135° with a 
further possibility between 250° and 300°. To convert 
these to time data, it must be remembered that the earth 
rotates through 360° every 24 hours, so that 15° 
correspond to one hour. Hence, the overall launch time 
available on the day in question will be about seven hours. 

Any mission-analysis studies in support of project 
development, dealing with technology, research and 
applications, contribute in some way to the fulfilment of 
an eternal dream of mankind, namely to vanquish space 
and exert a degree of control over an ever-expanding 
environment. That this has now become possible in 
technological and engineering terms is due in no small 
part to the spiritual and intellectual accomplishments in 
earlier centuries of such illustrious Europeans as 
Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Galileo, Kepler, Huygens, 
Newton, Euler, Lagrange, Laplace and Gauss. 0 
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Satellite Flight Dynamics Data-Handling Systems 

H. Kummer, Orbit/Attitude Division, ESOC 

A satellite control centre requires information on 
the dynamics of the satellites it is handling, and 
it must therefore have at its disposal a data
processing system that receives tracking and 
telemetry data and produces satellite position and 
attitude data, including that needed for the 
preparation and monitoring of orbit and attitude 
manoeuvres. Specialised systems for these func
tions have been developed by and are used at 
ESOC. 

The satellite orbit and attitude data handling systems that 
supported the first ESRO satellites were founded on 
sound theoretical knowledge, but only limited practical 
experience. Although the systems always served their 
purpose and no critical failures occurred during 
operations, their original structure was not always in 
keeping with the principles of modern data-handling 
concepts. They have however been improved with each 
successive satellite project, starting with ESRO-II and 
culminating, for the time being, with COS-B. Automatic 
task sequencing and data handling were introduced and 
by the launch of COS-B last year, the systems could 
compete in performance with ESOC's new Multi
Satellite Support System (MSSS). The latter, however, 
has two important additional features, namely the ability 
to support several satellite missions simultaneously and 
the possibility of easy extension for additional satellites. 

The MSSS system has been designed on the basis of 
ESOC 's experience in servicing nine previous satellites of 
very different types, supplemented by the anticipated 
operational requirements of the Agency's future appli
cations satellites. Consequently, not only the reliability of 
the system has been increased, but also its degree of 
automation to allow low-cost operations for satellites 
with long life~imes. In particular, considerable extensions 
have been made to the orbit attitude manoeuvre support 
subsystem, which now embraces all optimisation tasks 
usually encountered during the various phases of 
geostationary satellite operations. The new system, which 
can provide parallel services to between five and ten 
satellites, depending on their type, will be used for the first 
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time under operational conditions for the Agency's G EOS 
spacecraft, to be launched next April. 

In the following paragraphs the key functions of the four 
main subsystems of the orbit attitude system in the new 
MSSS will be described; these are the subsystems for 
orbit determination, attitude determination, orbit attitude 
manoeuvre support and that for monitoring the overall 
system (Fig. 1). 

ORBIT DETERMINATION 

The movement of a satellite in space can be described by 
tabulating its position as a function of time. To generate 
this table, a function is needed which allows the position 
of the spacecraft to be calculated at any moment in time. 
This function is provided by the theory of celestial 
mechanics and is usually known as the 'orbit generator '. 
In addition to time, as an independent variable, it contains 
parameters that characterise the form of the orbit, its 
orientation in space, and other quantities affecting the 
path of the satellite. The task of orbit determination is to 
calculate these and some other parameters appearing in 
the so-called 'measurement equations'. These latter 
equations provide a relation between the position of the 
satellite at a given time and the quantities that should be 
measured by the equipment tracking it, such as the 
distance between a ground station and the satellite. The 
orbit-determination process involves calculating the 
corrections that have to be applied to periodically update 
these slowly varying parameters. This is achieved by 
evaluating the differences between the tracking measure
ments and the corresponding quantities calculated from 
the parameters of an earlier orbit, using the orbit generator 
and the measurement equations. The corrections are 
varied systematically until the difference is so small that it 
can be explained by measurement errors and approxi
mations made when deriving the orbit generator and 
measurement equation. This approach is usually called 
the 'differential correction method '. 

We will now consider some typical 'elements of any orbit
determination subsystem in further detail (Fig. 2). The 
tracking data preprocessing converts tracking measure
ments into quantities corresponding to those generated 
by the aforementioned measurement equations. An 
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Figure 2 - MSSS orbit determination subsystem. 

essential part of this preprocessing consists of proper 
smoothing by means of suitable mathematical functions, 
which also permit the rejection of incorrect measure
ments. Methods have been developed which make use 
inter alia of positional information about the satellite from 
previous orbit determinations. 

During 20 years of spaceflight, a number of different 
tracking systems have been developed, and an advanced 
tracking data preprocessing system must therefore be able 
to handle data from a variety of equipment. The MSSS 
orbit determination subsystem processes different types 
of interferometer data (i.e. the measurement of the angle 
between the tangent plane to the earth's surface and the 
station satellite direction), Estrack tone ranging 
data, different types of S-band ranging data, and range 
and range rate data from Goddard Space Flight Center. 

The accuracy of the orbit-determination process depends 
primarily on the accuracy, distribution and number of the 
measurements and on the location of the tracking stations 
with respect to the satellite orbit. Equal attention must be 
paid, however, to the orbit generator and the measure
ment equations. In ESOC, generators have been 
developed which use as basic elements the classical 
Keplerian elements, the so-called equinoctial or other 
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elements, as well as the cartesian co-ordinates at an 
epoch, the most suitable elements for the determination 
process or the orbit generator depending on the type of 
orbit (elliptic or circular, inclination large or almost zero) 
being considered. 

Additional determinable parameters in the generator are 
those describing molecular drag, radiation pressure and 
the influence of orbit and attitude manoeuvres. The 
measurement equations contain determinable parameters 
that represent errors in ground and on-board tracking
system components, in tracking-station co-ordinates, in 
timing and in the models that characterise the ionospheric 
and tropospheric states. The co-ordinates of the earth's 
poles (polar motion) and universal-time corrections can 
also be taken into account. 

The correction of such elements is followed by an 
updating of satellite positional predictions, the accuracy 
of which depends on the quality of the orbit generator and 
the predictability of the parameters. I n particular, those 
representing molecular drag may, in the case of near-earth 
satellites, lead to considerable deviation of the real orbit 
from that predicted. Protracted experience in the use of 
quantities describing and predicting the state of the 
magnetosphere, as published by various institutions, has, 
however, served to reduce 'unforeseeable events' to a 
minimum, so that typical accuracies for time -along-track 
predictions are now 1 0 sec/ week in the case of near-earth 
satellites and one order of magnitude better for satellites 
with perigee higher than 1000 km. 

Typical 'users' of the predicted satellite positions are the 
satellite attitude-determination modules in as far as they 
make use of earth sensors, all orbit and attitude 
manoeuvre preparation modules and those units in ESOC 
that have to prepare station activities and therefore need 
accurate satellite-pass predictions. Finally, all information 
on the position of the satellite throughout the lifetime of 
the payload must be made available to the units that 
operate the payload and to those that evaluate its 
performance. 

ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 

For most missions, attitude stability of the satellite in orbit 
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is essential. It can be achieved by active control systems, 
which usually act about all three satellite axes, or by 
passive systems employing gravity gradient. magnetic or 
spin stabilisation . The latter methods require extensive 
ground support for attitude determination, whereas for 
actively controlled satellites ground tasks can normally be 
restricted to control monitoring. Of the passive control 
methods, spin stabilisation has been most important. and 
for the time being the MSSS attitude determination 
subsystem will contain in addition to the modules 
necessary to support three-axis stabilised satellites, 
means of determining the spin axis and nutation angles of 
spinning satellites. 

The spin-axis direction of a satellite can be expressed in 
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only slowly, a differential correction process similar to that 
applied for orbit determination may be used. Con
sequently, information obtained from a large number of 
measurements can be utilised and statistical techniques 
applied to obtain best estimates. 

The principal elements of the MSSS attitude
determination subsystem are shown in Figure 3. As in the 
case of the tracking-data preprocessing described earlier, 
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that basically two different attitude -determination 
methods must be implemented. These are sequential 
methods, which allow spin -axis direction to be de
termined in near real time (e.g . for monitoring an attitude 
manoeuvre) and methods based on a series of measure 
ments covering a certain period of time, usually called 
batch methods. The MSSS attitude -determination 
subsystem contains two types of sequential method : the 
geometrical method, which works directly from each set 
of on-board sun and earth direction measurements, and a 
so-called filter method which allows the application of 
statistical techniques. As far as the batch method is 
concerned, both the differential correction and a filter 
method are implemented . 

ORBIT AND ATTITUDE MANOEUVRE SUPPORT 

The majority of modern satellites rely on on -board 
equipmen , for modification of their dynamic state. I n the 

case of orbit manoeuvres, the pertinent activities are 
always initiated from the ground, whereas attitude 
manoeuvres are either performed automatically on -board, 
or manually and semi-automatically from ground 
facilities. 

The thruster configurations of spacecraft do not usually 
allow pure torques and pure forces to be applied to the 
satellite in isolation, so that in principle orbit and attitude 
manoeuvres cannot be treated independently. For most 
manoeuvres the two are nevertheless regarded as 
'decoupled' to reduce the inherent mathematical 

problems. The influences of torques and forces are then 
taken into account consecutively, rather than simul 
taneously. 

Orbit manoeuvres are performed to change the shape of 
an orbit and the orientation of its plane in space and in 
most cases also to achieve a new predetermined satellite 
position at a particular moment in time. A manoeuvre 
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preparation subsystem must therefore predict appropriate 
thrust levels and directions as functions of time to be 
applied to the satellite. There are normally a large number 
of such thrust functions that fulfil the conditions, and the 
subsystem must select mathematically those possibilities 
that do not violate operational and satellite hardware 
constraints and consume a minimum of fuel. 

A special case of orbit manoeuvre support is the 
optimisation of apogee boost motor firing for geo
stationary satellites. Here, the thrust level is known but the 
ti ming and direction of the thrust have to be selected so as 
to minimise fuel consumption during the satellite's 
subsequent near-synchronous orbit. All algorithms used 
for thruster optimisation, and especially that for apogee 
boost motorfiring, sufferfrom a lack of reliability in certain 
thruster performance parameters, such as exact direction 
and amount of thrust. Consequently, stochastic calcu
lations expressing the probability with which a new orbit 
can be achieved without exceeding the fuel budget for the 
manoeuvre must also be considered. 

Geostationary orbits have gained more and more in 
importance and the elements for orbit manoeuvre support 
in the MSSS are closely following this trend. These are 
modules for apogee boost motor firing optimisation and 
for optimising the strategy of orbit manoeuvres in the 
near-synchronous orbit. The latter task involves particular 
difficulties in the case of spin-stabilised satellites if the 
influence of attitude manoeuvres on the orbit cannot be 
neglected during optimisation. Techniques have been 
developed to consider and even take advantage of this 
effect. thus further reducing fuel consumption in near
synchronous orbit. 

In addition to developing methods for choosing an 
optimal initial synchronous orbit. ESOC has also 
developed more general modules for the support of one
burn and two-burn station-keeping manoeuvres. The 
theory that had to be developed for their design will form 
the basis for studies on the optimisation of long-term 
station -keeping strateg ies. 

Besides the aforementioned application to nominal 
miSSions, the orbit manoeuvre support subsystem is 
equipped for strongly non-nominal transfer orbits. 
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Figure 4 - Control flow for the orbit attitude control system. 

Modules are available to prepare transfer-orbit perigee 
and apogee raising manoeuvres, the economy of the latter 
being checked againstthat of non-nominal corrections in 
the near-synchronous orbit. Furthermore, a module has 
been implemented for optimising the arrest of a drifting 
satellite at geostationary altitude by a series of one-burn 
manoeuvres. 

Contrary to orbit manoeuvres, attitude manoeuvres do not 
usually lend themselves to studies of minimisation of fuel 
consumption, as the mode of turn for change of spin-axis 
direction is prescribed by the thruster system and its 
control features. The on-board manoeuvring systems 
usually rely on pulsed operation of the thrusters, triggered 
once per revolution at a certain phase angle with respect 
to the sun crossing of a certain satellite meridian. During a 
manoeuvre supported by this system, the trace of the 
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spin -axis direction on the unit sphere follows a 'rhumb 
line ', or 'Ioxodrome' characterised by constant angles to 
all meridians crossed (unit sphere with the sun at the 
north pole) . This line does not, however, constitute the 
shortest distance between two points on this unit sphere, 
which is established by a great circle. Lengthy mano
euvres which do not follow a meridan or the equator of the 
unit sphere are therefore conducted in several legs. 

The task of preparing for a particular manoeuvre is 
undertaken by a number of different program modules, 
which are initiated either manually or by a limits monitor 
which checks automatically whether certain parameters, 
such as the longitude of the geostationary satellite, are 
within predetermined operational limits. The output of 
these modules is then transferred to a 'target strategy file ' 
from which the necessary sequence of commands is 
obta ined . These commands are transmitted (on or off
line) for checking and confirmation by the spacecraft 
controller. The command generator module requires as 
essential working information data on a number of 
parameters characterising the state of that satellite 
hardware that affects the manoeuvre preparation process, 
such as thrust levels, moments of inertia and misalign
ments in thrust direction . To improve knowledge of these 
parameters during operations, epilogue and calibration 
modules are activated after each manoeuvre which 
update their values (Fig . 4) . 

DATA PROCESSING ASPECTS 

In the previous paragraphs, we have described the various 
elements of a satellite orbit attitude data-handling system 
as implemented at ESOC for both satellite and payload 
operations. The system has to be operated under certain 
constraints, largely established by three factors: the 
mission and subsequent Control Centre schedule, the 
restrictions imposed by the computer environment, and 
the need to operate the software economically. The first 
factor establishes, for example, which modules must work 
when, and therefore the proper sequence of module 
execution and which modules must be operated in 
parallel. The second constraint will dictate such 
conditions as which modules may be operated in parallel 
due to computer resource allocation and which can only 
be run in sequence. Finally, the economic aspect 

demands that system operations be performed at a 
minimum cost, which includes using as small a computer 
as possible. 

A very efficient task handling subsystem must form part of 
basic system design; it must support such activities as 
priority handling, conditional task sequencing, task 
synchronisation, system recovery, job security and system 
monitoring. All of these are so specific to a particular 
application that the computer's basic software is not able 
to cope, and a task -handling subsystem specially adapted 
to satellite orbit attitude data handling has had to be 
developed for the MSSS system. 

An orbit attitude data -handling system is not usually used 
for the processing of large amounts of data, but the critical 
role of the system in satellite operations during certain 
phases, e.g. the transfer orbit of a geostationary mission, 
necessitates a special effort to ensure secure and efficient 
data handling . This must encompass the organisation of 
data movements in connection with all types of data sets 
on tapes, disks and drums, those for alphanumeric and 
graphic displays, printouts and paper tape, as well as card 
input and output. The task-handling subsystem is 
therefore supplemented by modules for data handling, 
similar in design principle to those for task handling as 
regards the specific requirements for a satellite orbit 
attitude-data handling system as part of a satellite control 
centre. 

CONCLUSION 

ESOC 's experience in the treatment of orbit and attitude 
data for the Agency's previous satellites and in the 
development of the pertinent data -handling systems has 
been fully exploited in the design and implementation of 
the new Multi-Satellite Support System (MSSS) which 
meets Control Centre and Payload Data Processing 
requirements for the next generation of ESA satellites. It 
has the capacity to support different types of satellites 
simultaneously and can be extended to serve new 
satellites at low cost. The system is largely automated in 
its functions and therefore economic in operation. It is 
based on modern theories for orbit and attitude 
determination, orbit and attitude manoeuvre optimisation 
and on advanced concepts of task and data handling. 0 
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ESA Computer Facilities 

K. Debatin, ESA Computer Department, ESOC 

It is certainly not by chance that realisation of the 
ambitious spaceflight programmes of the last 15 
years has coincided with a rapid development in 
computer technology and there is no doubt that 
these programmes would not have been possible 
without the help of the computer. Although 
ESRO's own computer requirements were re
latively modest during the organisation's early 
years, between 1965 and 1972, when support was 
given to the ESRO-II, ESRO-IA, ESRO-IB, HEOS-1, 
HEOS-2 and TD-1 satellites, they have since 
grown rapidly with the increasing demands of 
later satellite projects - so much so that the 
computer systems currently in use by the Agency 
are valued at approximately 28 Million Accounting 
Units ($ 30000000). 

Satellite Mission Support 

The ground computing support for satellite miSSions, 
which constitutes about 80% of the Agency's overall 
computing work load, can be divided between three 
major tasks: 

support of mission and spacecraft control 
support of flight dynamics (determination and control 
of attitude and orbit) 
processing of satellite payload data. 

The first of these three tasks represents the interactive 
services that must be provided in real time to monitor the 
performance of the systems on board a spacecraft. The 
flow of associated housekeeping data is normally 
relatively low, and therefore a minicomputer equipped 
with appropriate peripherals, including adequate disk 
storage for historical files, is sufficient in most cases to 
support this task. For back-up purposes, a second 
computer may be required as a stand-by, which can also 
be used as a test facility for future developments. 

Flight dynamics support is normally provided by a 
general-purpose computer of medium size. In addition, 
there must be sufficient back-up capability to cover 
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critical periods of spacecraft operations, for example 
during the transfer and near-synchronous orbital phases 
of geosynchronous missions (G EOS, OTS, Marots and 
Meteosat). 

The third task, the processing of payload data, includes 
the correlation of payload data with auxiliary data such as 
attitude and orbit parameters, the formatting of the data, 
its evaluation, and the dissemination of the resulting data 
to the users (customers) . The processing requirements are 
defined by the volume of data to be handled, the degree of 
evaluation needed, and the mode of operation (real time, 
interactive, etc.) and they vary considerably from mission 
to mission . For OTS and Marots, for example, they are 
relatively small , whereas Meteosat requires a large 
dedicated computer system. 

General Support 

General computing support, which accounts for the 
remaining 20% of ESA's computing, is associated with 
studies and simulations, and with the development of aids 
and methods in data processing and space dynamics. It 
also includes the computerised support of the Agency's 
financial and personnel management information systems 
(PMC, FMS, PPPF) . 

The RECON information retrieval system at ESRIN can 
also to be regarded as belonging to this category. 

CONCEPT OF THE GROUND COMPUTER 
CONFIGURATION 

The configuration of the seven major computing systems 
currently being used by ESA is shown in Figure 1. They 
are: 

an ICL 4 / 72, at ESOC 
an ICL 4/72, at ESTEC 
a network of two Cl I 10070 's, eight Siemens 330 's 
and special hardware to be used as a Multi-Satellite 
Support System (MSSS) , at ESOC 
a network of two ICL 2980 's, six Siemens 330 's, two 
Nova 830 's and special hardware making up the 
Meteosat Ground Computer System (MGCS), at 
ESOC 
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an ICL 4 / 72, at ESOC 
an ICL 4/72, at ESTEC 
a network of two Cl I 10070 's, eight Siemens 330 's 
and special hardware to be used as a Multi-Satellite 
Support System (MSSS) , at ESOC 
a network of two ICL 2980 's, six Siemens 330 's, two 
Nova 830 's and special hardware making up the 
Meteosat Ground Computer System (MGCS), at 
ESOC 
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Figure 1 - ESA computer configuration in 1976. 

a Sigma 9, model 3 to be used as IUE Ground 
Computer System (IGCS) , at the Villafranca ground 
station 
an I B M 370/ 145 - 1800, dedicated to the support of 
COS- B, at ESOC 
an IBM 360/ 65 dedicated to the support of RECON , 
at ESRIN . 

Two fundamental criteria have determined the nature of 
the overall configuration : 
(i) From a technical and operational point of view, it is 

desirable to separate the real -time data processing 
from those applications not subject to the con 
straints of an orbiting satellite, and hence to 
distinguish between computer systems 'on - line ' 
and 'off- line' to the spacecraft. 

(ii) The second criterion stipulates the centralisation of 
computing power, which normally results in a better 
cost / performance ratio . 

In addition , the Agency's procurement policy of 
supporting European industry has favoured a con -
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figuration based on medium-sized computers, as Europe 
has effectively only been competing in the large-scale 
computer market since 1975. 

The move of the Space Documentation Service to 
Frascati , together with the expansion of the RECON 
network itself, called for a dedicated IBM 360/ 65 
installed at ESRIN . The computer at the IUE ground 
station in Villafranca had to be a Sigma 9 for reasons of 
compatibility with NASA. 

Table 1 provides an indication of the expected utilisation 
of the computer systems allocated to the various Agency 
projects in support of mission and spacecraft control , 
flight dynamics, satellite payload data processing and 
general applications, in the period 1976 - 1979. 

INSTALLATION OF EXISTING COMPUTER 
FACILITIES 

All of the computer systems now in use have been 
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TABLE 1 
Computer System Utilisation (averaged over period 1976 - 79) 

METEOSAT 

IUE 

COS-s 

GEOS 

AEROSATI 
OTS / MAR 

GENERAL 
SUPPORT 

MGCS IGCS 370/145 
- 1800 

MSSS 2 x 4/72 's RECON 
COMPUTER 

~ MISSION & SPACECRAFT CONTROL IIIIIlIII SATELLITE PAYLOAD DATA PROCESSING 

_ FLIGHT DYNAMICS IEm!!d GENERAL SUPPORT 

acquired within the last two to three years. Installation of 
the two ICL 4/72 's and the implementation of the Multi 
Satellite Support and Meteosat Ground Computer 
Systems proved to be rather difficult undertakings and 
deserve special mention. 

The two 4/72 machines replaced two IBM computers 
used as off - line systems. The changeover necessitated the 
conversion of the software in use by the Agency, and 
some additional program support packages and language 
processors had to be developed to match the level of 
computer support that had previously been provided . This 
presented the computing centres and the users with quite 
a challenge in that very few comparable hardware 
changeovers had previously been attempted in Europe. 

To facilitate the changeover, the ICL 4/72 and IBM 
machines were operated side by side for an overlap period 
of 4-5 months, until early 1975, by which time the two 
4/72 's had achieved a satisfactory standard of operation. 
Major difficulties were encountered in converting the 
financial and personnel management information sys
tems, while the conversion of some mathematical 
programs for high-precision computations caused 
problems because of the somewhat lower accuracy of the 
arithmetic unit of the ICL machines. 

The experience gained as a result of the changeover has 
shown that the state of the art of software portability as 
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reflected in numerous publications is of little practical 
relevance. Rather, the following guidelines should be 
applied: 

Critical software modules should be rewritten rather 
than submitted to the conversion process. (Modules 
should be identified as critical when they are strongly 
computer-system dependent, or when they involve 
numerically sensitive computations if the target 
machine has a lower arithmetical accuracy.) 
The software should be properly documented prior to 
conversion (this is vital if the programs are not to be 
converted by their authors) . 

The difficulties encountered during the installation of the 
MSSS and MGCS networks were associated with the 
development and the integration of the numerous special 
hardware and software components, and with the 
integration of the different standard computer systems 
into a homogeneous network. The lack of a common 
international standard for computer/computer interfaces 
made implementation of the two networks particularly 
difficult. It was also very much complicated by the low 
reliability which the standard computer systems have 
shown as a result of their limited European customer base. 

Nevertheless, much valuable experience has been gained 
in ESOC as a result of the installation of the MSSS and 
MGCS systems, which in complexity reach far beyond the 
relatively simple data -processing tools previously used to 
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support ESRO 's satellite missions. A comparable gain in 
experience has undoubtedly accrued to European 
industry, in the course of the changeover. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

ICL 4/ 72's 

The two ICL 4/72 machines, at ESOC and ESTEC, are 
used for general data processing and to satisfy those 
requirements not associated with the real -time support of 
satellite missions. 

Each of the two systems, which are linked together (via a 
leased 4800 baud line) for load-sharing purposes, has 
1 Mbyte of core storage, a disk storage capacity of 
660 Mbytes, and is equipped with magnetic tape units 
and other peripheral devices. Some 25 terminals are 
attached to each system to provide a conveneint 
man / machine interface for users at both sides. 

Users at ESA 's Paris Headquarters have access to the two 
systems via four interactive terminals and a remote job
entry station . 

Multi-Satellite Support System (MSSS) 

The MSSS has been configured to perform time-critical 
transfer -orbit operations for geosynchronous satell ite 
missions, including GEOS, OTS, Marots, Meteosat and 
Aerosat. In addition , it will support routine GEOS, OTS, 
Marots and Aerosat spacecraft operations, and G EOS 
experiment data processing to the extent that this must be 
carried out in real time. The MSSS will be linked directly 
with the ground station at Michelstadt, Redu (GEOS), 
Fucino (OTS), and Villafranca (Marots, Aerosat) . During 
transfer -orbit operations, additional stations will be 
temporarily linked with the system. 

The system, shown in Figure 2, consists of a network of 
six Siemens 330 computers (HS1 , HS2, OP1 , OP2, OT1, 
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Figure 2 - The MSSS computer configuration. 

DT2 

OT2) as a 'front end' to two CII 10070 's (A and B) . Two 
additional Siemens 330 's are used as a 'back-end' (BO) 
to the 10070's and as a Message Router (MR), which 
monitors the network and registers breakdowns in the 
system. The star concept makes the system very flexible 
and temporary reconfigurations required as a result of a 
partial breakdown, for example, can easily be arranged by 
appropriate re - routing of the data paths through the 
Message Router. An additional computer can be added to 
the configuration simply by adding another connection to 
this Router. 

The Message Router is backed-up by the 'back -end ' 
(BO) computer which in normal mode drives some 
graphical devices attached to both 10070 'so The HS1 and 
HS2 machines are dedicated to the S300 experiment on 
GEOS, and will receive and process telemetry input data 
at a rate of some 100 kbit / sec. Both are supported by a 
Fast Fourier Transform processor (FFT) supplied by 
Logica. A magnetic tape unit attached to HS1 archives all 
data received for selection for subsequent processing on 
the ICL 4 / 72. 

Computers OP1 and OT1 are mainly dedicated to 
spacecraft monitoring and control tasks. OP1 is used for 
telemetry data acquisition and preprocessing of house-
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Figure 3 - The MGCS computer configuration. 

keeping data and GEOS low-speed data, while DT1 
provides for display and telecommand handling . OP2 
supports special operations (e.g. attitude/orbit mano
euvres) and will also be used for parallel software 
developments and as a back-up for OP1 . DT2 will back
up DT1 and will also be used as a software test and 
maintenance facility . 

A set of 12 interactive display terminals with hardcopy 
devices can be switched between DT1 and DT2. The 
terminals provide the interface to the users who monitor 
the performance of the systems and experiments on
board the spacecraft. 

The two 10070 's have been configured symmetrically. 
One will be used for support of flight dynamics, and one 
for the processing and evaluation of the G EOS experiment 
data in near real time. 
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Implementation of the MSSS has required a considerable 
investment in special software, and the following 
developments merit mention: 

An interactive terminal system with time sharing (roll
in/roll-out) capabilities to support the terminals 
attached via the 330 's to both 10070 'so 
Additions to the 10070 operating systems to provide 
'subtasking '. 
A message routing and network monitoring system. 
A graphical support package for three different types 
of graphical devices. 
Various network utilities. 
A CPL/1 cross compiler and a cross assembler for the 
330 'so 
A special operating system for HS1 and HS2. 

The software has been designed and specified by the 
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Agency and has been implemented partly in-house and 
partly under contract. 

Meteosat Ground Computer System (MCGS) 

The MGCS will perform the processing tasks associated 
with the Meteosat Ground Facilities, including the 
Meteosat Operations Control Centre (MOCC), the Data 
Referencing and Conditioning Centre (DRCC) and the 
Meteorological Information Extraction Centre (MIEC) . 

The configuration of the system, which is linked directly 
with the Michelstadt ground station, is shown in Figure 3. 
It comprises two large ICL 2980 computers, six 
Siemens 330 satellite processors, and other dedicated 
hardware. Two Nova 830 minicomputers drive interactive 
displays provided by CIT Alcatel. A digital and photo 
archiving subsystem from Christian Rovsing will be added 
in 1977. 

The links between the various computers of the system 
allow for data transmission rates of 200 000 byte/sec. All 
satellite computers can be switched between the two 
main computers, thus allowing reconfiguration in the 
case of a partial system breakdown . 

The two 2980 's will monitor the data flow between the 
various computers of the configuration and will maintain 
a common data base. In addition, they will perform the 
bulk of the processing tasks associated with surveillance 
of the mission, together with the handling of the 
preprocessed image data and the support of the MIEC. 

The two Siemens 330 's at the front end of the system will 
accept and pre-process the image data in a stand-by 
configuration, and for this purpose both are reinforced by 
special array processors with very fast multiply/add 
arithmetric (0.3 j.Lsec), from Christian Rovsing . The two 
330 's at the back-end of the system will be used to 
monitor the spacecraft and control dissemination of the 
processed data via the satellite. 

Two further Siemens 330 computers, backed by a special 
Rovsing processor (rectification) and by a hard-wired 
Fast Fourier Transform (correlation), perform specific 
computations involved in the rectification and correlation 
of image data. 

The display subsystem consists of three 'MI EC consoles ' 
and two 'landmark consoles' driven by two Nova 830 
computers. Each of the M I EC consoles includes an image 
display. 

The archiving subsystem will include two high-density 
tape recorders to store all image and associated auxiliary 
data, arriving at a rate of 35 Mbytes per half hour. The 
subsystem will also have a photo-recorder for the high
speed production of accurate photographs. 

IBM 370/145 

This computer is dedicated to COS- B, supporting 
spacecraft control and performing orbit and attitude 
determinations. Payload data is processed in two modes: 
the 'Fast Routine Facility' provides results within 24 -48 
hours of data-acquisition, while in the delayed mode 
detailed results are produced in a 4 to 8 month cycle. 

The 370/145 is linked with the Redu ground station and is 
connected to the telemetry chain by means of a front-end 
processor (type 1800) which also supports the spacecraft 
control devices. The fast memory has a capacity of 
1 Mbyte and the disk storage is 109 bytes. Five magnetic 
tape units are used for dissemination of the processed 
experiment data. 

IUE Ground Computer Support System (lGCS) 

The I U E system will be operated continuously, the first 8 
hours in every 24 being dedicated to spacecraft control 
and manoeuvres associated with identification of the 
target stars in the sky and with the subsequent image data 
acquisition. For the remaining 16 hours, the system will 
support the processing and reduction of image data. 

The IGCS system has been configured to be compatible 
with NASA's ground computing system for the IUE 
mission. It consists of a medium-size Sigma 9 computer, 
equipped with 512 kbytes of core storage, with 
100 Mbytes of disk storage, and some additional 
peripheral devices. The Bendix image display subsystem 
attached to the Sigma 9 merits special mention here. It 
consists of two TV-like displays, driven by two mini-
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computers (PDP 11/35 's), which will allow the 
astronomers to identify their target star, and facilitate 
interactive reduction of the spectra received from the 
satellite. 

RECON Computer 

Some 30 dedicated terminals and 300 dial-up terminals 
throughout Europe have access to RECON 's data bases, 
which are stored in a dedicated IBM 360/65 at ESRIN, in 
Frascati (Italy) . 

The RECON computer has been configured to provide 
sufficient input/output performance and storage capacity 
(1 Mbyte) to support the system. It is equipped with one 
multiplexer channel and three selector channels, with a 
transfer rate of 1.2 Mbyte/sec each. The two com
munication controllers can cope with 20 high-speed 
(2400 baud) lines and 38 low-speed lines. Its most 
remarkable feature is the capacity of the direct-access 
storage; 8 data cells are currently employed with a total 
on-line capacity of 3.2 x 109 characters. In addition, two 
fast drums and disk storage are attached with a capacity of 
1.6 x 109 characters. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Significant parts of the present computer configuration 
(including MGCS and MSSS) will remain in use at least 
until the end of 1980. Changes to follow programme 
requirements will gradually be introduced, leading to a 
new configuration in the 1980 's. This configuration will 
depend primarily upon the requirements of the Agency's 
future space projects and the way in which these projects 
are implemented. It will also be influenced by the 
developments in computer technology, where minicom
puters and microcomputers will play an increasingly 
important role. 

The support of space missions does not require the full 
range of facilities provided by the classical medium size or 
large computer for all functions. With the MSSS and 
MGCS, it has been demonstrated that spacecraft control, 
front-end functions, special input/output control func-
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Figure 4 - ESRIN's computer room. 

tions and intensive and repetitive computations are most 
economically performed by minicomputers. Even the 
highly intensive computations involved in image process
ing cannot be carried out efficiently by large computers 
alone. 

Undoubtedly, future support of spacecraft missions will 
be oriented towards increasing use of such mini- and 
microcomputers. The large computer will , however, 
remain indispensable in those areas that minicomputers 
cannot service in the foreseeable future - namely the 
management of large volumes of data and the provision of 
proper facilities for program development. 

It would be of doubtful value to speculate further at this 
time on the Agency 's computer configuration in the 
1980 's, but the trend favouring mini- and micro
computers at least gives us reason to believe that future 
investments will not need to be as high as those in the 
~~. 0 
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Projects under Development 
Projets en cours de realisation 

THE ESA DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION PROGRAMME ( as at October 1976 ) 

1976 1971 1978 1979 BEYOND 1979 

GEOS ...................... ... ..................... ~""'," " """"" " " " " "" " " """ "" " , 
I 

IUE 
I 

. . ............. .................. lOt .................. .. .............. ~ " " " ,~ " " """" " """"" " ", """""""" " """"", lifetime - 3 years 
I 

ISEE-B 
I 

.................. .. ............................ .... ...................... .. ...... ~ " , """""""""""""", """"""""""""""" I ifet i me - 3' yea rs 

EXOSAT ~ ~ c;) ~ CH:! !;] c;) CH!! fil ~ O~.~ .. ~.~ .. ~.~ .. ~.~ .. ~ .. ~.~ .. ~.~. ~~m~~~zz:j launch - Sept. 1980 
lifeti me - 2 years 

M ET E OSA T ~.;:;. ::i":;:';:;' ::i"::=:'~' :,:: .. ::,::.~ .. :,::.::;. :::: .. :::.::;. :::: .. ~.~. :,:: .. ::,::.:::;. :,:: .. ::,::. :::: .. :::.::;. :::: .. ~. ~ """ """""""""""""", """""""""""""", 
I 

lifetime - 3 years 

AEROSAT 
I o e............................ .. .............. ............................ .. .. ............ 6""", lau nch FU 2-

1st Qtr 1980 
lifetime - 5 years 

MAROTS ....................... . .......................... n""""""""", """"""""""""""" .Iifetime up to 7 years 
I 

OTS ....................................... n"""""~,t,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, """,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, lifetime up to 7 years 

ECS c:J C3 IJ El [3 C3 1:3 E:J 0 .................... I ............................................... launch - early 1980 
I I lifetime - 7 years 

SPACELAB ............................................................. 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.. •• • ••• •••• • '''''''''''''' ~~~f~\~:~t-_ ~~~ ~ ::~ 
I I 

ARIANE ...................................... j ........................................................................... ·1·············1\7<······· test flights 2, 3 and 4 

a ~ IJ El e = phase B (design definition) 0 = award of hardware contract 

e;·;·;.:·;·;·;· .;.;.;.J = phase CID (development) 6. = launch 

""""""""""""""" = sustained engineering support • = delivery to NASA 

r"""""""" = operation 

GEOS 
Programme status 
The programme is well on schedule. 
The qualification model has com
pleted all its formal qualification tests, 
and the first and major phase of ac
ceptance tests for the flight model 
has been completed . 

The qualification model has success
fully undergone mass-properties
determination, vibration, separation 
shock, and spin acceleration testing . 

The mass-properties programme in -

\l = test flight 

cluded use for the first time of the 
sensitive vacuum facility at ESTEC for 
the measurement of inertia. The 
agreement between results and pre 
dictions was extremely good for all 
properties, including parameters crit i 
cal for dynamic behaviour in orbit. 

The series of vibration tests was parti
cularly arduous as it required 11 
high - level exposures with , finally, a 
hydrazine system pressurised to 30 
bar. The spacecraft did not suffer any 
failures. 

The boom-deployment spin tests at 
maximum and minimum spin rates 

identified some deviations from flight 
standard in hardware which might 
otherwise have escaped detection; 
these have now been corrected. An 
ESA review of the qualification tests 
is planned for the end of September. 
System compatibility testing with the 
qualification model at the ground 
station (Michelstadt) will commence 
in October. 

The flight model has undergone 7 
days of solar simulation testing (to 
check the thermal balance) , followed 
by 14 days of thermal vacuum testing 
(to check engineering behaviour at 
extreme temperatures). The spacecraft 
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behaved very well. and operated cor
rectly in all simulated mission phases 
with only one or two minor anom 
alies, and confidence in the design 
has increased accordingly. The 
vacuum exposure brought to light a 
possible corona problem with one 
experiment, and corrective action has 
been taken . In general , the scientific 
payload has performed very well dur
ing the extensive testing, and valu 
able experience has been gained. 

The acceptance vibration test was 
completely successful , and the space
craft proceeded to antenna-pattern 
tests, with satisfactory results . Spin 
deployment tests concluded the first 
phase of acceptance. Experiment 
units will now be exchanged to allow 
spare units to be fully tested and cali 
brated. 

Apogee motor 
The final Acceptance Review was 
held in September and it was con 
cluded that all motors were perform
ing uniformly and that the flight and 
flight spare models were fully ac
ceptable. 

Ground segment 
Acceptance tests at the Michelstadt 
ground station were carried out dur
ing August, and the station was off
icially inaugurated on 14 September 
1976 by the German Minister of 
Research and Technology, Mr. 
Matth6fer, in the presence of the Di
rector General of ESA, the Director of 
ESOC and the local dignitaries. 

The GEOS Dedicated Control Room 
equipment at ESOC also completed 
acceptance tests during August. 

Compatibility tests using the GEOS 
suitcase model were conducted satis
factorily at DFVLR 's Weilheim 
ground station to test (in particular) 
the compatibility of the interferometer 
with the satellite 's VHF antenna pat-

40 

tern . The latter was simulated on the 
basis of recent antenna-pattern 
measurements. These tests were fol
lowed by a VH F telemetry and tele
command compatibility test at the 
ESOC test station which is repre
sentative for the functions of the 
Redu ground station . Tests on the 
UHF high-speed telemetry link will 
continue during September at the 
M ichelstadt station. 

For the closed - loop compatibility test 
with the satellite qualification model , 
which will take place during October 

GEOS qualification model separation test. 

Mod/He de qualification de GEOS lors des 
essais de separation. 

at Michelstadt, basic data processing 
software will be available and will 
control part of the scientific payload. 
As other parts of the software 
become available later this year, a fur
ther test, involving a more complete 
closed - loop system, is envisaged for 
December. 
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GEOS 
Situation du programme 
Le programme se poursuit conforme
ment au plan. Le mod(}/e de qualifica
tion a subi tous ses essais de qualifi
cation; la premiere et la plus impor
tante phase des essais de recette du 
modele de vol est terminee . 

Le modele de qualification a subi 
avec succes des essais de determina 
tion des caracteristiques de masse, de 
vibration, de choc cl la separation et 
d'acceleration en rotation. 

Pour le programme de determination 
des caracteristiques de masse, on a 
utilise pour la premiere fois la cham
bre cl vide de haute sensibilite de 
rESTEC pour les mesures d'inertie . La 
comparaison entre les resultats et les 
previsions a ete extremement satisfai
sante pour toutes les caracteristiques, 
y compris des parametres qui sont 
critiques pour le comportement dyna 
mique en orbite. 

La serie des essais en vibration a ete 
particulierement difficile puisqu' elle a 
exige {application cl onze reprises de 
niveaux tres eleves avec, cl la fin, un 
systeme cl hydrazine pressurise cl 30 
bar. Le vehicule spatial n'a eu aucune 
detaillance . 

Les essais de deploiement des bras en 
rotation du satellite eftectues aux vi
tesses de rotation maximales et mini
males ont permis de relever dans le 
materiel certains ecarts par rapport 
aux normes de vol qui auraient pu ne 
pas etre detectes et ont maintenant 
ete corriges. Un exam en ASE des es 
sais de qualification est prevu pour la 
fin septembre. Des essais de compati
bilite des systemes avec le modele de 
qualification demarreront en octobre cl 
la station sol de Michelstadt. 

Le modele de vol a subi sept jours 

d'essais de simulation solaire (pour 
verifier le bilan thermique) suivis de 
14 jours d' essais sous vide thermique 
(pour verifier son comportement me
canique aux temperatures extremes) . 

Le vehicule spatial s' est tres bien 
comporte et a fonctionne correcte
ment au cours de toutes les phases 
simulees de la mission (mises cl part 
une ou deux anomalies mineures), ce 
qui a renforce considerablement la 
confiance dans le bien-fonde de la 
conception du satellite. L' exposition 
au vide a fait apparai'tre qu' un probte
me d' eftet corona pourrai't se poser 
pour une experience, et des mesures 
correctives ont ete prises. Dans 
{ensemble, la charge utile scientifique 
s' est tres bien comportee au cours de 
ces mises cl {epreuve intensives qui 
ont en outre permis de tirer des ensei
gnements tres precieux. 

L' essai de recette en vibration a don
ne entiere satisfaction et les resultats 
des mesures de diagramme d' antenne 
auxquelles on a procede sur le vehi
cule spatial sont egalement satisfai
sants. Les essais de deploiement en 
rotation ont mis fin cl la premiere pha
se de la recette , on procedera ensuite 
cl {echange des unites des experien
ces de fat;on cl pouvoir proceder aux 
essais complets et cl {etalonnage des 
unites de rechange. 

Moteur d 'apogee 
L' exam en de recette definitif s' est de 
roule en septembre et a permis de 
cone/ure que tous les moteurs avaient 
la meme performance et que {unite 
de vol et {unite de reserve etaient 
pleinement acceptables. 

Secteur sol 
Les essais de recette se sont deroules 
en aout cl la station sol de 
Michelstadt qui a ete officiellement 
inauguree le 14 septembre 1976 par 
M. MatthOfer, Ministre allemand de la 
Recherche et de la Technologie , en 

presence du Directeur general de 
{A SE, du Directeur de {ESOC et des 
autorites locales. 

Les essais de recette des equipements 
de la chambre de contrale reservee cl 
GEOS se sont egalement termines en 
aout. 

Les essais de compatibilite utilisant le 
modele 'valise' du satellite ont Me 
eftectues cl la station sol de la DFVLR 
de Weilheim; ils avaient pour but de 
tester en particulier la compatibilite de 
{interferometre avec le piagramme 
d'antenne VHF du satellite. Le dia
gramme d' antenne a ete simule sur la 
base des recentes mesures eftectuees. 
Ces essais ont ete suivis d' un essai de 
compatibilite de telecommande et de 
telemesure VHF eftectue cl la station 
d'essais de {ESOC qui est representa 
tive des fonctions de la station sol de 
Redu. Des essais de la liaison UHF de 
telemesure cl grande vitesse se pour
suivront en septembre cl la station de 
Michelstadt. 

Pour les essais de compatibilite en 
boucle fermee avec le modele de 
qualification du satellite qui doivent 
se derouler en octobre cl Michelstadt, 
on disposera du logiciel de base de 
traitement des donnees, ce qui per
mettra de contraler une partie de la 
charge utile scientifique. Les autres 
elements du logiciel etant disponibles 
plus tard dans {annee , on envisage 
pour decembre if autres essais portant 
sur un systeme en boucle fermee plus 
complet. 

IUE 
Reseau solaire 
Le reseau solaire - qui represente la 
participation de {ASE au projet - a 
ete integre en juillet au modele de vol 
du vehicule spatial au Centre spatial 
Goddard. 11 ne subira pas d'autres 
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Goddard. 11 ne subira pas d'autres 
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IUE 
Solar array 
ESA 's contribution to the spacecraft 
- the solar array - was successfully 
integrated with the flight spacecraft in 
July at Goddard Space Flight Center. 
No further tests on the array are sche
duled until the spacecraft vibration 
t ests early in 1977. 

Ground system 
Substantial progress has been achiev 
ed with the ground station at Villa 
franca (Spain) . The microwave re 
peater tower has been completed, 
telephones have been installed, and 
provisions are being made to improve 
the access road . 

The station will be operated and 
maintained partly by contract and 
partly by ESA staff. The Agency's 
Ilndustrial Policy Committee has ap
proved the placing of the contract 
with INTA (Spain) and final neg 
otiations are under way. Recruitment 
of ESA staff for the station is in hand 
but is proving somewhat difficult. 

The first version of the Operations 
Control Centre software has been 
successfully implemented on the 
Sigma 9 computer. 

ISEE 
ISEE-8 spacecraft 
As forecast in the last issue of the 
Bulletin, the initial delay in starting 
assembly of the integration model has 
been compensated by intensified ac 
tivity during the last two months and 
the programme is now on schedule. 
The first I ntegrated System Test com 
menced as planned in the week en 
ding 10 September and is due for 
completion on 24 September. AI-
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though, as is normal in a develop
ment programme, some minor defects 
and errors have been encountered, no 
major problem has arisen on the 
spacecraft to date and there is every 
expectation that its test programme 
will be completed on schedule early 
in 1977. 

The flight-unit subsystems are being 
manufactured at the various co- and 
sub-contractors and, generally speak
ing, progress is acceptable. Two ex
ceptions are the hinge booms and the 
gas tank, where serious delays have 
occurred in final development and 
manufacture, respectively. Both prob
lems are being actively pursued at 
senior management level. 

Scientific payload 
All experimenters delivered their units 
in time for integration into the in 
tegration model spacecraft, although 
a fault found in one led to its urgent 
return to the USA for correction . A 
certain number of software incom
patibilities had to be resolved , but no 
more than usual at the first mating of 
experiments and spacecraft. One more 
serious problem concerning the in 
rush current at switch -on was found 
and this is presently under in 
vestigation . 

None of the experimenters report seri 
ous problems in meeting their re 
quired delivery dates for the flight 
unit. 

ISEE-A spacecraft 
Work continues at Goddard Space 
Flight Center on the integration of the 
ISEE-A flight spacecraft. All of the 
subsystems are assembled and work
ing, and experiment integration is 
now in progress. No schedule, 
technical -performance or weight 
problems have been reported . 

Launch and operations 
The planning of the launch and in -

orbit operation of the ISEE-A/ B mis
sion is now under way with NASA. A 
visit has been made to Eastern Test 
Range and the facilities which it is 
planned to use for the launch iden
tified. A Joint Working Group on 
Operations has been established by 
NASA and ESA and an in -orbit 
operating philosophy devised. At the 
next meeting, which will take place in 
Europe, it is hoped to work out the 
technical details of this philosophy. 

EXOSAT 
Replies from industry to the Invitation 
to Tender (ITT) were received in 
ESTEC on 2 August. Study of these 
proposals, by an evaluation board and 
ten specialist evaluation panels, en 
sued in the following five weeks. The 
object of this first phase of evaluation 
was to select a maximum of two pro
posals, and to prepare a list of points 
which the Agency wished to neg 
otiate with the potential contractors 
before being in a position to agree 
the terms of a detailed contract for 
the Phase- B work and a preliminary 
contract for Phase CI D work. 

Internal studies have continued in 
parallel on the feasibility of using the 
Ariane launcher for the Exosat mis
sion . A f irst assessment of the techni 
cal and financial implications has 
been made, and summarised in a 
paper to facilitate discussion at meet 
ings of the SAC, SPC and Council in 
September and October. A final de
cision on the use of either a Delta or 
Ariane launch vehicle is to be made 
in December. 

Exosat is ESA 's first scientific satell ite 
project in which development of the 
scientif ic payload is also funded and 
managed by the Agency. Documen
tation for the calls for tender for the 
experiment hardware is in prepara
tion. The date of issue of the ITT is 
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essais avant les essais d8 vibrations 
du vehicule spatiallui-meme, prevus 
pour debut 1977. 

Secteur terrien 
La construction de la Station sol cl 
Villafranca (Espagne) a progresse cl 
grands pas, tandis que la tour du re 
peteur hyperfrequences est achevee. 
Les telephones sont instalies et la 
voie d'acces cl la station est actuelle 
ment en refection . 

Le fonctionnement et {entretien de la 
Station sol seront assures en partie 
par le contractant, en partie par le 
personnel ASE. Le Comite de Politi
que industrielle a donne son accord 
pour attribuer le contrat correspon
dant cl INTA (Espagne) et les dernie
res negociations sont en bonne voie. 
Le recrutement du personnel ASE est 
en cours mais se revele quelque peu 
malaisee. 

La premiere version du logiciel du 
Centre de Controle des Operations a 
ete implantee dans le systeme de cal
cui Sigma 9. 

ISEE 
Veh icule spatial 
Comme prevu dans le dernier numero 
du Bulletin, le retard initial de 
{assemblage du modele d'integration 
a ete rattrape galee cl une intensifica
tion des activites au cours des deux 
derniers mois et le programme se de
roule maintenant conformement au 
calendrier. Le premier essai du syste
me integre a commence, comme pre
vu, au cours de la semaine se termi
nant le 10 septembre et doit s' achever 
le 24 septembre. Bien que certaines 
deficiences et erreurs mineures aient 
ete rencontrees, ce qui est normal 
dans un programme de developpe 
ment, aucun probleme grave ne s' est 

pose cl ce jour pour ce vehicule spa
tial et il y a tout lieu de penser que le 
programme d' essais sera termine, 
conformement au calendrier, debut 
1977. 

Les sous-systemes de {unite de vol 
sont actuellement en cours de fabri
cation chez les differents co-contrac
tants et sous-traitants et, dans 
{ensemble , I'etat d'avancement est 
satisfaisant. Deux exceptions toute 
fois: le systeme de bras articuie, et le 
reservoir de gaz, pour lesquels des 
retards serieux sont intervenus res
pectivement dans les derniers travaux 
de developpement et dans la fabrica
tion. Dans ces deux secteurs, de gros 
efforts sont en train d' etre deployes 
au plus haut niveau pour remedier cl 
la situation. 

Charge utile scientifique 
T ous les experimentateurs ont fourni 
les unites cl temps pour permettre 
I'integration dans le modele 
d'integration du vehicule spatial, bien 
qu' un detaut, affectant I' une des uni
tes, ait oblige cl renvoyer celle-ci 
d'urgence aux Etats-Unis pour y re
medier. Certaines incompatibilites en 
matiere de logiciel ont ete constatees 
- et generalement reso1ues - mais 
leur nombre n'etait pas superieur cl ce 
qu'il est normal de trouver lors de la 
premiere installation des experiences 

ModlHe cl integration cl ISEE pendant les 
essais du systeme integre chez Dornier. 

ISEE integration model during integrated 
system test at Dornier. 

sur le vehicule spatial. Un probleme 
plus grave a ete deceie: il concerne le 
courant d' entree au moment de la 
mise sous tension et il est actuelle 
ment cl I'etude . 

Aucun experimentateur n'eprouve de 
difficulte serieuse pour fournir ses ex
periences cl temps pour le modele de 
vol. 

Vehicule spatial ISEE-A 
Les travaux se poursuivent au Centre 
spatial Goddard sur (integration du 
prototype de vol du vehicule 
spatial A . T ous les sous-systemes 
sont assemblees et fonctionnent et 
{integration des experiences est ac 
tuellement en cours. Aucun probleme 
n' est signaie quant au calendrier, cl la 
performance technique ou au poids. 

Lancement et operations 
Le planning du lancement et des ope
rations en orbite pour la mission ISEE 
A /B est actuellement en cours 
d' etablissement en cooperation avec 
la NASA. Une visite commune a ete 
faite cl I' Eastern Test Range et les ins
tallations qu'il est prevu d' utiliser 
pour le lancement ont ete recensees. 
Un groupe de travail mixte sur les 
operations a ete cree et une strategie 
en matiere d' exploitation en orbite a 
ete definie . La prochaine reunion se 
tiendra en Europe et {on espere que 
les modalites techniques detaillees 
correspondantes pourront y etre ela
borees. 
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conditioned to a certain degree by the 
availability of test data from the 
scientific model, but will in any case 
fall in the last quarter of this year. 

ESOC continued to assist with mis
sion analysis studies and supported 
the tender evaluation. Further specific 
studies were devoted to trade-offs 
between alternative star-tracker con
figurations. The definition of orbit, 
launch windows and coverage for a 
launch by Ariane has been com 
pleted. Scientific coverage is slightly 
inferior compared with the Delta
launch orbit. 

METEOSAT 
Space segment 
Integration of the Meteosat qualif
ication model is continuing and de
livery of the flight model subsystems 
has started. The satellite engineering 
model, after successful completion of 
the system- level tests, is now being 
used to test compatibility with the 
ground segment. 

Ground segment 
Integration of the Data Acquisition 
Telecommand and Tracking Station 
(DATTS) has been completed and 
the acceptance tests were performed 
in August. 

Development of the Secondary Data 
Users Station has been started and 
the contract for the development of 
the Primary Data Users Station 
(PDUS) has been awarded to the 
Societe Lannionnaise d 'Electronique 
(SLE, France) . It is expected that the 
PDUS prototype will be available in 
July 1977. 

The Meteosat computer has been in 
stalled but the manufacturer has an 
nounced further delays for completion 
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of the operating software. It is expec
ted that this problem can be solved 
through increased effort by industry 
and reorientation of applications soft
ware development. 

AEROSAT 
In early September, the Aerosat 
Space Segment Board reviewed the 
results of the evaluation of the satel 
lite proposals submitted by industry. 
The three proposals (from General 
Electric, RCA and TRW) were all of a 
commendably high technical stan
dard, but the tender submitted by 
General Electric was significantly 
below the quotations of the other 
two. The Board therefore resolved 
that the Space Segment Programme 
Office be authorised to initiate neg 
otiations with General Electric. Sub
ject to satisfactory completion of such 
negotiations, it is intended to award a 
firm fixed-price contract. 

Marots thermal model being assembled at 
Fokker (Netherlands). 

Modele thermique de Marots en eours 
d'assemblage ehez Fokker (pays-Bas) . 

MAROTS 
Testing of the thermal model of the 
Marots satellite was completed in 
July 1976. The static testing of the 
structural model was successfully 
completed in August and acoustic 
noise testing of the same model took 
place at IABG, Munich during Sep
tember. 

Integration of the Marots payload en 
gineering model is due to start in 
mid -October and the Payload De
velopment Design Review will be 
held on 14 and 15 October. 

OTS 
The OTS qualification model service 
module and communications module 
will be integrated at Matra, Toulouse 
during October, and the first round of 
special performance and integrated 
systems testing should be completed 
by mid -November. The satellite will 
then be subjected to thermal vacuum 
testing in December. 

Integration of the flight model service 
and communications modules IS un 
der way, with completion of inte
gration at satellite level expected at 
the end of November, and completion 
of testing by the end of April 1977. 

Work has been started on the power
flux measurement and ranging ter
minal, which will be located at Villa 
franca (Spain) . 

Preparations for the Orbital Test Pro-
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XOSAT 
es reponses de l'industrie a f'appel 
offres ont ete ret;ues a f' ESTEC le 2 

out. L' etude des soumissions, effec
uee par une commission d'evaluation 
t dix groupes specialises, a occupe 
es cinq semaines suivantes. Cette 
premiere phase d' evaluation avait 
pour objet de retenir deux proposi
tions au maximum et de preparer une 
liste des points que f'Agence souhaite 
negocier avec les contractants poten
tiels avant de pouvoir arreter les ter
mes d' un contrat detailJe pour les tra 
vaux de phase B et d' un contrat 
reJiminaire pour les travaux de 
hase CID. 

arallelement, des etudes se sont 
oursuivies intra -muros sur la possi
ilite d' utiliser le lanceur Ariane pour 

a mission Exosat. Un premier examen 
es implications techniques et finan 
ieres a eu lieu; il a ete resume dans 
n document afin de faciliter les ne
ociations aux reunions du SAC, du 
PC et du Conseil en septembre et en 
ctobre. Une decision definitive au 
ujet de f' utilisation du lanceur Delta 
u d'Ariane doit etre prise en decem 

bre. 

Exosat est le premier projet de satelli
te dans lequel f' Agence assure elle
meme le financement et la gestion de 
la charge utile scientifique. La do 
cumentation pour les appels d' offres 
relatifs au materiel des experiences est 
en cours de preparation. La date 
d' envoi de f appel d' offres est condi
tionnee dans une certaine mesure par 
les resultats des essais du modele 
scientifique, mais se situera en tout 
cas au cours du dernier trimestre de 
cette annee. 

L'ESOC a continue de contribuer aux 
etudes d' analyse de mission et a four 
ni un soutien a f'evaluation des offres. 
D'autres etudes specifiques ont ete 

consacrees aux arbitrages entre les 
differentes configurations possibles 
de suiveurs stellaires. La definition de 
f' orbite, des fenetres de tir et de la 
couverture en cas de lancement par 
Ariane a ete menee a bonne fin; elle 
autorise une exploitation scientifique 
un peu moins complete que dans la 
configuration orbitale qui avait Me 
deFinie a f' origine. 

METEOSAT 
Secteur spatial 
L'integration du modele de qualifica
tion de Meteosat se poursuit et la li
vraison des sous-systemes du modele 
de vol a commence. On utilise actuel
lement le modele d'identification du 
satellite, qui a subi avec succes les 
essais au niveau systeme, pour verifier 
sa compatibilite avec le secteur 
terrien. 

Secteur terrien 
L'integration de la station de poursui
te, de teJecommande et d'acquisition 
des donnees (DATTS) est acheve et 
les essais de recette se sont derouJes 
en aout dernier. 

Le developpement de la station se
condaire d' utilisation des donnees 
(SDUS) a commence et le contrat 
pour le developpement de la station 
primaire d' utilisation des donnees 
(PDUS) a ete attribue a la Societe 
lannionnaise d' Electronique (SLE, 
France). On prevoit que le prototype 
de PDUS sera disponible en juillet 
1977. 

Le calculateur Meteosat est installe 
mais le fabricant a annonce que 
fachevement du logiciel d'exploi
tation serait encore retarde. On pense 
pouvoir resoudre ce probleme en de
mandant un effort accru a l'industrie 
et en reorientant le developpefnent du 
logiciel d' application. 

AEROSAT 
Debut septembre, le Conseil du Sec
teur spatial Aerosat a examine les re 
sultats de f evaluation des proposi-
tions soumises par l'industrie pour ce 
satellite. Les trois propositions ret;ues 
(General Electric, RCA et TRW) sont 
toutes d' un niveau technique remar
quablement eJeve, le prix cite par Ge
neral Electric se situant toutefois net
tement au-dessous de ceux des deux 
autres soumissionnaires. Le Conseil du 
Secteur spatial a en consequence autori
se le Bureau du Programme a enga-
ger des negociations avec General 
Electric. Sous reserve d' une heureuse 
conclusion de ces negociations, il est 
prevu de passer un contrat a prix for 
faitaire deFinitif. 

MAROTS 
Les essais du modele thermique du 
satellite Marots se sont termines en 
juillet 1976. Le modele de structure a 
subi avec succes les essais statiques 
en aout et les essais de bruit acousti
que chez IABG a Munich en septem
bre. 

C'est cl la mi-octobre que doit 
commencer f'integration du modele 
d'identification de la charge utile de 
Marots tandis que f'examen de 
conception pour le developpement de 
la charge utile est prevu pour le 14 et 
le 15 octobre. 

OT8 
Le module de service et le module de 
telecommunications du modele de 
qualification d'OTS seront integres 
chez Matra (Toulouse) en octobre et 
la premiere serie des essais speciaux 
de performance et du systeme integre 
devrait etre terminee pour la mi
novembre. Le satellite sera ensuite 
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Transportation of Spacelab module (hard mock-up) from Aeritalia to ERNO. 

Maquette en dur du module Spacelab pendant son transfert cl Aeritalia a ERNO. 

gramme are continuing and include 
plans to upgrade the 3 m Jungfrau 
terminal to operate with OTS after the 
propagation data-collection experi 
ment is complete. The station will be 
transportable and will be used to 
transmit and receive beacon signals 
from both OTS modules as part of the 
satellite measurements for the Test 
Programme. 

SPACELAB 
The main effort in the development 
programme is currently to ensure a 
successful Preliminary Design Re 
view, so that the baseline Spacelab 
design may be frozen . 

Hardware manufacture is progressing 
for selected engineering model sub
systems. Integration of the hard 
mock-up continues on schedule, 
while the early development model is 
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being modified to reflect the emerg
ing subsystem interface design sol
utions. 

With the signature of two contracts 
between the prime contractor (VFW
Fokker/ERNO) and Sener and Matra, 
the contractual network for Spacelab 
development work is now complete, 
with all ten co-contractors actively 
involved, four working on a fixed
price basis and six on a cost
reimbursement basis. 

NASA and ESA have agreed to 
undertake a second joint Airborne 
Science Shuttle Experiment System 
Simulation (ASSESS) flight in April 
1977. The objectives of this ASSESS-
11 mission are to study Spacelab ex 
periment operational concepts, and to 
facilitate development of procedures 
for Spacelab payload specialist selec
tion and training by performing scien
tific and applications experiments un-

Spacelab cylindrical module, at Aeritalia, 
showing storage and floor attachments. 

Module cylindrique de Spacelab, avec les 
attaches des consoles et du plancher. 

der simulated spaceflight conditions. 
On the European side, an agreement 
has been reached between ESA and 
DFVLR which defines the latter 's 
participation in the mission . 

NASA and ESA have also decided on 
the configuration for the first Space
lab mission, namely a long module 
plus one pallet. It will be recalled that 
this first mission will have two prim
aryaims: 
(i) Verification of Spacelab 's prin 

cipal design aspects and capabil 
ities. 

(ii) Successful achievement of a 
number of significant scientific, 
applications and technological 
objectives. 

The composition of the first Space lab 
payload, with American and European 
experiments, is expected to be de
cided jointly by ESA and NASA In 

February 1977. 
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Mod/He de structure d'OTS au cours des 
essais d'equilibrage dynamique cl rESTEC. 

OTS structural model undergoing dynamic 
balancing at ESTEC. 

soumis cl des essais sous vide thermi
que en dfkembre . 

L'integration des modules de services 
et de telecommunications du modfHe 
de vol est en cours, I'achevement de 
I'integration au niveau du satellite 
etant prevu pour fin novembre et ce
lui des essais pour fin avril 1977. 

Les travaux du terminal OTS pour la 
mesure des flux de puissance et la 
tetemecrie, qui sera situe cl Villafranca 
(Espagne) , ont ete mis en route . 

Les preparatifs du programme d' essais 
orbitaux se poursuivent et on prevoit 
notamment d' adapter le terminal de 
3 m de la Jungfrau de far;on cl pou
voir I' utiliser avec OTS une fois termi
nee I' experience de col/ecte des don
nees de propagation. Cette station, 
qui sera transportable, assurera 
r emission et la reception des signaux 
de balise echanges avec les deux mo
dules d'OTS dans le cadre du pro
gramme des essais orbitaux. 

SPACELAB 
Les efforts realises dans le cadre du 
programme de developpement sont cl 
r heure actuel/e essentiel/ement axes 
sur la reussite de r examen preliminai
re de la conception, qui permettra 
d' arreter definitivement la conception 
de base du Spacelab . 

La fabrication des equipements avan-

ce en ce qui concerne certains sous
systemes du modele d'identification. 
L'integration de la maquette en dur se 
poursuit conformement au calendrier, 
tandis que le premier modele de de
veloppement est en cours de modifi
cation pour tenir compte des solu
tions conceptuel/es qui sont en train 
de se degager pour les interfaces des 
sous-systemes. 

La signature de deux contrats conclus 
par VFW-Fokker/ERNO, contractant 
principal, avec Sener, d' une part, et 
Matra , d' autre part, complete le re
seau contractuel pour le developpe 
ment du Spacelab, avec desormais la 
participation active des dix co-

contractants dont quatre travail/ent cl 
prix forfaitaire et six en rembourse
ment de frais . 

La NASA et I'ASE sont con venues 
d' organiser en avril 1977 un deuxieme 
vol conjoint pour la simulation cl 
bord d' un avion d' experiences cl em
barquer sur la Navette (ASSESS) . 
Cette mission ASSESS-I! devra per
mettre d'etudier les concepts opera 
tionnels des experiences Spacelab, et 
concourir cl la mise au point de pro 
cedures de selection et de formation 
de specialistes de la charge utile 
grace cl I' execution d' experiences 
scientifiques et d' applications en 
conditions de vol simulees. Du cote 
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europeen, un accord est intervenu 
entre rASE et la DFVLR pour detinir 
la participation de cette derniere cl la 
mission. 

La NASA et rASE ont egalement de 
cide de la configuration qui sera cel/e 
de la premiere mission Spacelab: mo
dule long plus une plate-forme porte
instruments. On se rappel/era que cet
te premiere mission aura deux objec
tifs essentiels: 
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(i) verifier les principaux aspects de 
la conception du Spacelab et ses 
possibilites; 

(ii) men er cl bien la realisation d' un 
certain nombre d' objectifs imp or
tants dans les domaines scientifi
que et technologique et dans ce
lui des applications. 

La composition de la premiere charge 
utile du Spacelab, qui doit regrouper 
des experiences americaines et euro-

Batiment d' integration de Space/ab 
(ERNO). 

Space/ab integration hall at ERNO. 

peennes, devrait etre decide conjoin
tement par rASE et la NASA en fe 
vrier 1977. 
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Some Aspects of Applications Software Development 

C. Mazza, Data Processing Division, ESOC 

Software production is a creative activity which, 
although subject to clear and formal logic 
constraints, can afford a wide degree of freedom 
to its orchestrators. Some psychologists have 
already introduced the concept that a computer 
program can reveal salient features of its writer's 
personality, rather like a musical score, a painting 
or a piece of poetry. Unfortunately, there is little 
room in a technological environment for such 
artistry and the pressing demands of productivity 
and of efficiency force the software producers to 
channel their creative impulses within very 
constraining boundaries. 

One can divide software production quite categorically 
into a number of phases, based on definition of 
requirements, design, programming, unit testing, in 
tegration, documentation and maintenance, each of 
which calls for different attitudes and skills on the part of 
the staff concerned . For some, creativity is a prerequisite 
without which it is difficult to achieve a good overall 
product, while for others a bent towards routine 
production effort is more what is required. 

A conflict often arises between ingenious analysts and 
programmers and those managers who, in the name of 
effectiveness, insist on adherence to particular pro
gramming or documentation standards. Unluckily for the 
former, until our society accepts companies that sacrifice 
profit in favour of employee, or more particularly 
programming inventiveness, software production must be 
treated like any other production activity and subject to 
the accepted rules of management. The traditional 
managerial sciences of planning, organisation and control 
therefore play a primary role in software production, not 
forgetting that, as this is an activity relying essentially on 
human resources, a good working atmosphere is at least 
as important as a good planning or a good reporting 
system. 

Now, in order to be effective, the creative thinking should 
be limited to the early phases, like definition of 
requirements - which are sometimes not clearly specified 

by the users themselves, who then need to be helped in 
formulating their initial requirements more exactly - and 
the conception of the system; subsequently, it should 
relinquish the stage to a more routine-oriented approach. 
Whether this is good or bad policy from a human point of 
view can only be judged, as has been said, on the basis of 
society's requirements. One might, for example, consider 
providing alternative means for the routine programmers 
to achieve job satisfaction, along the lines of the several 
experiments being conducted with a view to relieving the 
boredom of production - line staff in industry! Forthe time 
being though , we have not yet reached such a stage, and 
the need to follow precise rules still constrains software 
production. It is nevertheless encouraging to note that the 
most advanced software production techniques already 
envisage some 'team activities ' leading to a sense of 
'team satisfaction " which it would otherwise be d ifficult 
to achieve. 

STANDARDISATION OF SOFTWARE 

Having examined some aspects of software production in 
general, one can go on to consider how the concept of 
standardisation can be applied to software production. 

The degree of 'standardisation' adopted when develop
ing software can, as any other 'product-oriented ' work, 
have a very substantial impact on costs incurred during 
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implementation and subsequent maintenance. It can, for 
example, take ten times as long to implement a system 
when relying on 'free-style' programming as to 
implement the same system using an approach with 
greater rationale, applying predetermined standards. This 
lack of standardisation can be equally detrimental to the 
computer time needed to run the freely programmed 
system. 

There are several aspects that have to be considered in 
working towards the goal of introducing a degree of 
'standardisation ' into software procurement: 

(i) Existing software should be used as far as possible, 
economics permitting. The benefits to be gained 
increase sharply as more and more software written 
applying the standardisation concept becomes 
available. 

(ii) A standard methodology should be used during 
development to: 

(a) save time and reduce costs 
(b) provide a system that is more easily portable 

from machine to machine 
(c) ensure that a system is sufficiently documen

ted to be easily understood by those who have 
not participated in its implementation . 

All three aims can be achieved by applying the concepts 
of 'structured design' and 'structured programming '. 

One of the basic features of 'structured design' is 
adoption of the so-called 'top-down' technique of 
designing a system, proceeding from the general to the 
particular in its analysis. This allows integration of the 
overall system to be conducted in parallel with the 
programming of anyone unit, thereby leading to an 
overall time saving in implementation. If a particular 
routine has not been implemented, the system as a whole 
can still be tested by inserting a dummy routine that has 
the same interface with the overall system as the routine it 
is temporarily replacing . 

Overall or partial reviews of a formal nature, involving 
people working on other projects, are to be recom 
mended . A good team spirit must be established, so that 
progressive suggestions become the constructive advice 
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of a friendly colleague rather than unwelcome criticism. In 
this context, careful attention must be paid to the 
structure of the team charged with the software 
development. 

Once the design phase has been completed, the 
programming activities proper must start and some formal 
rules have to be added to the general constraints of the 
programming language adopted . Structured pro
gramming provides a set of 'golden rules ', ranging from 
the optimal size for each program module for checking 
purposes, through logic rules on how to link the various 
parts of a program, to conventions on how to document it. 

Although these concepts may seem natural and 
straightforward, they have yet to be adopted by the 
majority of analysts and programmers. Actions to extend 
their application have been initiated within ESOC 's 
Departments concerned with software production. 

SOFTWARE PROCUREMENT POLICY IN ESOC 

Within the current structure, ESA's Computer Depart
ment (ECD) is charged with the procurement of hardware 
and basic software for the Agency, and ESOC 's 
Information Handling Department (IHD) is responsible 
for the development of applications software. I n the latter, 
three basic approaches are followed by I H 0 : 

(a) Complete responsibility (management, design and 
implementation) is assigned to a commercial 
software company or consortium, and ESOC 
monitors progress of the fixed -price or cost
reimbursement contract awarded by ESA. 

(b) Responsibility for management and design remains 
with ESOC, but the implementation team is partially 
or totally supplied by software companies. 

(c) The complete system is developed by ESOC 's own 
staff; in general this happens only for small projects. 

The first of these can sometimes result in serious 
difficulties as the very nature of software makes it difficult 
to apply the same controlling procedures to its 
development as to the procurement of hardware. Controls 
can be applied only at specific stages in its development, 
but not continuously. Whenever possible, therefore, a 
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Figure 1 - Division of contracts for software and hardware procure
ment. 

fixed-price contract is established. Unfortunately, there 
are often too many uncertainties in the definition of 
requirements or in the hardware and basic software to be 
used, and contractors feel unable to make a fixed-price 
proposal and favour a cost-reimbursement undertaking. 
The result for the Agency can be an unnecessary 
escalation in costs, recent experiences having shown 
conclusively that the practice of placing cost
reimbursement contracts should be avoided for large 
software projects. 

Even in cases where it is decided to award a fixed
price contract, a better approach is to split the software 
contract into at least two parts, so that the prime software 
contractor can already develop in the design phase a 
specification that includes hardware requirements (Fig . 
1 ) . 

These can then be discussed by both I H D and ECD before 
hardware procurement is started. The prime contractor 

may be called upon to participate directly or indirectly in 
the evaluation. Once the hardware has been chosen, 
management and design responsibility remain with the 
prime contractor, but selfconsistent parts of the project 
are subcontracted to other, not necessarily associated, 
companies. This is possible if clear-cut interfaces are 
defined in the design phase. Again, if the prime contractor 
is involved in the selection of the subcontractors, but the 
subcontracts are placed directly by the Agency, a double
profit situation is avoided. Moreover, the Agency does not 
then have to make a commitment for the whole project at 
anyone time, and a stage-by-stage procurement and 
development approach can be followed. 

FUTURE DATA-PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 
AND TRENDS 

Turning now to what can be foreseen as the characteris
tics of the data-processing systems of the future, in the 
context of our own space activities, changes in the data
processing requirements themselves and in hardware 
technology will play a major role. On one hand, there will 
almost certainly be a constantly increasing rate of data to 
be processed, satellite imagery data in a variety of spectral 
bands in particular representing a very ' heavy load for 
computer facilities. On the other hand, capacity for data 
storage will continue to increase at decreasing cost. These 
factors together lead one to envisage systems based on 
separate computing elements, communicating with each 
other via a network, and exchanging data through the 
medium of large memories accessed in parallel. If 
forecasted progress in microcircuit technology (e.g. array 
processors) and newly developed nonrotational mass 
memories (bubble memories, read/write laser and charge 
coupled devices, for example) proves realistic , such 
systems may soon become reality. 

Better data compression and extraction techniques and 
more computing power on board space vehicles will then 
be needed but, with the improved design and pro 
gramming techniques already mentioned, the trend 
should hopefully be towards a reduction in the overall 
costs of software development. 0 
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Programming under Scrutiny 

P.R. Beeker, ESA Computer Department, ESOC 

During the last five years the computer pro
gramming scene has changed considerably, partly 
as a result of the economic recession and partly 
due to a suspicion that too much was being paid to 
make computers do the work they were acquired 
for. There have been studies on the 'productivity' 
of programmers, on the error-proneness of large 
software systems, and on the likely trend of future 
costs. The community of computer users became 
alarmed when it was predicted that by the middle 
of the next decade software would cost four or 
five times as much as hardware, whereas 10 to 15 
years ago the reverse was true. At present, it is 
asserted, we have already passed the fifty/fifty 
mark. 

The validity of such arguments is dependent on 
the assumed environment; they may be proved 
wrong for an installation using a payroll program 
developed 15 years ago and now running under an 
emulator because the original machine has long 
been replaced. But in space research, where each 
satellite has its own particular requirements, the 
situation merits close scrutiny. 

Such arguments can not be resolved on the basis of the 
customer 's own software development costs alone. To be 
unbiased they have to include the effort supplied by the 
manufacturer's programmers. Manufacturer 's software 
costs are not easily estimated. True development costs are 
not available, the only prices quoted being for purchase or 
rental of application software. The programs that make up 
the operating system itself are supplied with the hardware 
by most manufacturers at no extra cost. Even so, the costs 
of developing application programs cannot be assessed 
independently of the manufacturer's support system, 
because they depend heavily on the facilities provided, 
the quality of the individual programs supplied and 
'human' factors, such as the trust the individual 
programmers put into the material supplied and the ability 
of local support staff to uncover or remedy shortcomings. 

To quote specific figures from the relevant literature 
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would be inappropriate here, but the general tendency is 
quite evident. New manufacturing methods and new 
technology have brought about a drastic fall in hardware 
prices. At the same time, new fields of application have 
been and are being developed, requiring more sophisti
cated and more complex logical support. In the field of 
space applications in particular the trend is clear: in 1967 a 
satellite had a data rate of a few hundred bits per second 
and in most cases the data were serial. For the future 
satellites, these rates are 1000 times greater, the data 
representing pictures, which are transmitted serially. This 
in turn means that neighbouring image points are not 
necessarily neighbours in the data stream. Processing 
must then include image manipulation, with rectification , 
frequency analysis, distorsion removal and so on, all of 
which are more complex in their demands than the 
relatively simple problems encountered ten years ago. 

Under the terms of its Convention, one of ESA's roles is to 
promote the development of European industry. This has 
been reflected in ESOC in the last three years in a 
considerable program-conversion effort which on the 
whole has now been successfully concluded . At present 
implementation of the Meteosat Ground Computer 
System is the dominant feature of the software scene. 

IMPLEMENTING A NEW SYSTEM 

Checking out a new computer system is comparable to 
the early training of a small child when the innermost 
patterns of behaviour so critical for later life are 
established. This process has no parallel in the traditional 
fields of mechanical or electrical engineering, where the 
proper working of any device can be evaluated without 
major difficulty, in the laboratory or on the test bench : the 
abstract nature of software does not allow such testing. 

A well-organised software system surrounds the hard
ware 'nucleus' almost like the layers of an onion (Fig . 1) , 
and each group of computer users sees and uses only the 
layer appropriate to his work: 

A spacecraft controller operating a visual display sees 
only the outside of the 'onion', the computer 
answering to certain input codes by displaying data 
and possibly graphs. 
The programmer who has written his control 
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Figure 1 - Model of the relationship between hardware and software in 
a computer. 

programs is a layer below. The machine reacts in a 
certain way when presented with input text coded to 
an agreed convention (FORTRAN or any other high
or low-level language). 
The system programmer who supplies auxiliary 
software uses assembler programs and invokes 
'system macro instructions. ' 
The system macro instructions and the operating 
systems have usually been written by the 
manufacturer's programmers and such code directly 
interprets or loads 'visible' hardware registers. 
Inside the onion's 'core', 'micro-code' is used to 
communicate with those registers that are 'invisible' 
to the programmer and to drive more elementary 
instructions which actuate hardware facilities. 

In implementing a newly designed computer system, this 
subdivision works far from perfectly. Errors committed 
near the core spread to the outer layers and in effect leave 
- say - the application programmer wondering what 
went wrong (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2 - Communication between program modules (left) , and 
paths of errors spreading through the system (right) . 

Although new computer systems rarely enter service 
without considerable teething troubles, a number of 
precautions can be taken which cushion confrontations 
and reduce costs for both manufacturer and customer: 
they include 

clean design, with well-defined interfaces between 
modules 
scrupulous testing of microprograms and the system 
nucleus 
strict accounting of all errors located by manufacturer 
or customer 
an automated and reliable method of updating 
documentation. 

These precautions must be complemented on the 
customer side by: 

clear definition of system and application pro
grammer duties 
validation of all program and documentation updates 
forbidding of 'patch' solutions for system errors by 
customer staff 
provision of a competent advisory service. 
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VARIETY OF HARDWARE 

I n the context of computing within ESA and the other 
national space institutions in Europe, a justifiable 
question is whether the use of a variety of computer 
hardware can result in duplication of effort. There is a 
tendency to believe that the expected universal growth in 
software costs is due to this 'diversity' and that 'program 
portability' would eliminate a lot of unnecessary expense. 
The replacement of the Agency's IBM by ICl System 4 
and CII 10070 machines has provided ESOC with an 
opportunity to obtain first-hand experience in this 
respect. More than 400 programs were submitted for 
conversion involving almost 300 000 statements (90% 
FORTRAN, 1.7% Assembler and 8.3% PL1) . The task of 
conversion was very much helped by the fact that I B M 
360 and ICl System 4 have the same data type structure, 
and very nearly identical non -privileged instructions. Had 
a machine with a different data structure been the target of 
the conversion, more problems may have come to light. 

In some cases formal differences between 'dialects ' of 
the same programming language may be transcribed by 

source macro processors', which are programs that 
accept one type of code string as input and produce a 
second, 'target' code. Ambitious conversion programs 
have been constructed transcribing a language of few 
facilities, such as FORTRAN, COBOl or ALGOL 60 into 
Pl1 . The reverse process is, in general, not successful. 
Even when these language translation programs are 
applied, they often produce large amounts of inefficient 
code simply because an automatic conversion process 
must be based on the most general code possible. The 
human programmer, on the other hand, recognises 
'special cases ', an intervention that almost certainly leads 
to simpler target code. 

The safest means of achieving simplicity in later 
.-conversion to other machines is by proper initial program 
design. In many cases, apparently complex programs 
have been converted with remarkably little effort, 
demonstrating that the programmer who plans and 
implements programming systems carefully is himself the 
most able advocate for cost reduction . However, there is 
no standard solution, and each type of problem has its 
own optimal approach. 0 

Division of Responsibilities within ESOC 

Aerial view of ESOC 
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Professor G. Formica (54) is Ital 
ian. He is a graduate electrica l 
eng ineer of the Milan Polytechnic 
and Libero Docente in Hydraul ics. 
Before join ing ESRO in 1973, 
Professor Formica work'ed in both 
the academic and industrial fields. 
From 1962 to 1973 he held the 
post of Professor of Hydraul ics at 
the Catholic University of M ilan 
and at the State University of 
Ancona. After having been active 

in the field of hydroelectric plants with the Edison Group, from 
1959 to 1969 he was a director of CG E - General Electric, 
Milan, where he was responsible for organisation and 
management information systems. From 1969 to 1973 he was a 
director of ITALSI EL, a lead ing Italian software f irm. Professor 
Formica was appointed Director of ESOC in May 1973. 
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Mr. JA Jensen (47) is Danish. He 
holds a Masters Degree in electri 
cal engineering from the Technical 
University of Copenhagen. He has 
worked with the Royal Danish Air 
Force and NATO for 13 years, 
during which period he specialised 
in planning . Mr. Jensen joined 
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end of 1970, he became Head of the Programme and Mission 
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Mr. K. Debatin (44) is German. He 
obtained his Diploma in Physics in 
1960, at the University of Stuttgart, 
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Thereafter he joined I BM, working 
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Mr. F. Garcia- Castaner (39) is 
Spanish . He graduated in physics 
at the University of Madrid, and did 
post-graduate work at Philips 
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Netherlands). specialising in elec 
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Milestones in ESOC's History 

J.A. Jensen, Information Handling Department, ESOC 

A Heiner* may not be very talkative, but he observes with 
curiosity. If he seemed puzzled by ESOC 's beginnings, he 
has long since ceased to be so, and is now accustomed to 
the muddle of languages, the odd working hours and the 
strange antennas that dominante the Centre. 

He still recalls how this fenced-off piece of Europe was 
once just another part of Darmstadt 's forests, before the 
small groups of men began arriving to unfold their maps, 
take notes and make measurements. 

By then the fate of these peaceful 21 000 square metres was 
already sealed . In the final report of CaPERS" we read: 'The 
German Authorities had offered the site, situated about 2 km to 
the West of the Centre of Darmstadt. On 9 April 1963 it was 
confirmed to the German Government that the site was judged 
adequate by the Preparatory Commission for Space Research, 
for the establishment of the Data Centre of the European Space 
Research Organisation. Provisional accommodation was rented 
in Darmstadt for the ESDAC*** nucleus, then amounting to 
three persons. ' 

The arrival of cars from Darmstadt carrying the familiar 
local officials for forestry and construction did little to 
arouse our Heiner 's curiosity but the subsequent arrival of 
vehicles registered in Bonn told him that here was not 
going to be just another company or block of apartments! 

The first trees came down and tractors began to level the 
ground and excavate. Then the place seemed abandoned, 
until one day in November 1965 when the flags of ten 
nations were hoisted and the foundation stone of ESDAC 
was laid. Headlines in the local 'Darmstadter Echo ' 
reported that the place was something to do with space 
research .. . from its size, our Heiner could ascertain, to his 
relief, that the site was certainly not going to be used as a 
rocket base. 

Furious activity followed and within a year and a half the 
first buildings, housing modest administration and 
computer facilities and destined to handle the scientific 
data of ESRO's first satellites, had been erected . They 
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HEINER: German noun not to be found in a dictionary, although 
commonly used to describe a native of Darmstadt. 
Preparatory commission to study the possibilities of European 
collaboration in the field of space research . 
European Space Data Centre, the former title of ESOC. 

soon came to life as the specialists moved in - the Centre 
w as ready to undertake its tasks. 

Unknown to our Heiner, by 1968 de-centralisation had 
become a key word of the organisation and it had been 
decided that satellite control was to be transferred to 
Darmstadt. before the first launch in 1968. The Centre 
had, overnight, had its role changed from a passive to an 
active one in the European space venture, and ESOC had 
been born . 

No wonder all this passed unnoticed by the outside world; 
the control room covered only 72 square metres in a 
corner on the second floor of the administrative building, 
and the computer 'centre ' comprised one IBM 360/ 50 
machine. Nevertheless, ESOC's people were ready to 
operate their first spacecraft. 

The Centre began to grow, the increasing number of 
satellites to be controlled gradually requiring more staff 
and more facilities. To his dismay, the nature- loving 
Heiner was to see more trees cut down in order to extend 
the main building first on one side, then on another, and a 
separate building to rise at the back of the site. 

By this time three satellites had been successfully 
operated, and it had become clear that a more fully 
equipped control room would be needed for the more 
sophisticated spacecraft soon to be launched. 

Our Heiner 's growing apprehension about his 'expand 
ing ' neighbour was soon to be allayed when, after 
completion of the new control building , the Centre 
opened its doors to the public for the first time. Influenced 
by the much -televised Apollo missions, our imaginative 
neighbour lost little time in nicknaming the Centre 
'Kleines Houston am Rhein '. 

He could not fail to be impressed by the rows of satellite 
control consoles, the computers and the battery of 
electronic equipment. Subsequently, he watched the 
Centre even more attentively, noting the successfu l 
launch of another two satellites under the control of 
'Darmstadt '. 

May 1972 and there seemed to be something special 
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La Station de poursuite de Redu 

A. Lukasiewicz, Chef de Station ASE, Redu, 8elgique 

La station ASE de poursuite de satellites de Redu, 
declaree operationnelle depuis le 31 decembre 
1967, est it I'heure actuelle bien rodee pour 
assumer les fonctions de telemesure, de telecom
mande, de localisation et de synchronisation. 
Dotee d'une infrastructure d'avant-garde, elle est 
prate it participer activement aux missions futures 
de satellites geostationnaires et de teledetection 
des ressources terrestres. 

LES FONCTIONS 

La Station de Redu, comme les autres stations du reseau 
ASE de poursuite de satellites, a pour mission de procurer 
I 'interface entre la Terre et les satellites en orbite terrestre. 
On peut, d 'une fac;:on generale, regrouper les diverses 
fonctions d 'une station de poursuite de satellites sous les 
quatre rubriques suivantes: 
(i) la tfJlemesure, ou collecte de donnees issues des 

satellites, ou provenant des mesures pour le contr61e 
du satellite lui-meme; 

(ii) la te/ecommande, ou envoi d'ordres, so it pour le 
changement de configuration electronique (etalon
nage d 'une experience ou mise en service d 'un 
sous-ensemble de secours, par exemple). soit pour 
le changement d 'attitude du satellite par rapport a 
des axes de reference astronomique; 

(iii) la localisation de la position du satellite dans 
I 'espace a I 'aide de mesures angulaires et de 
mesures de distance; 

(iv) la synchronisation entre les fonctions de telemesure, 
de telecommande et de localisation d 'une part, et 
d 'autre part, entre ces trois fonctions et le temps 
universel coordonne (TUC) qui est la reference 
unique utilisee tant pour les stations terrestres que 
pour le satellite et pour la communaute scientifique 
mondiale. 

Outre la telemesure et la synchronisation, la Station de 
Redu assure egalement les deux fonctions de telecom
mande et de localisation, bien que ces dernieres ne soient 
pas obligatoires pour une station de poursuite. En effet, il 
existe des stations sans fonction de teh§commande 

Figure 1 - Vue aerienne du site et de la Station de Redu. 

(comme les stations mobiles TD-1), ou bien sans fonction 
de localisation par mesure de distance (stations du 
Spitzberg et des iles Falklands maintenant demontees), 
ou encore sans fonction de localisation angulaire (station 
de Fairbanks actuellement en activite) . 

LE SITE 

Apres une campagne de recherches d 'un site qui s 'est 
deroulee en 1965 - 66, le village de Redu dans la province 
de Luxembourg (8elgique) a ete retenu. Situee pres d 'un 
carrefour important d{momme '8arriere de Transinne', la 
station de Redu (51 0 de latitude Nord, 50 de longitude Est) 
est installee sur un terrain presque carre (superficie: 16 ha, 
perimetre: 2 km, altitude moyenne: 330 m) dans une 
vallee naturelle bien protegee par I 'horizon local contre 
les emissions radioelectriques qui pourraient gener la 
reception des signaux tres faibles en provenance des 
satellites (Fig. 1). Une fois acheves les travaux 
d 'amenagement du site, I 'installation et I 'integration des 
equipements et les tests de recette finale, la station a ete 
declaree operationnelle le 31 decembre 1967. 
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Figure 2 - Reseau aantennes. 

LES ACTIVITES DE 1968 A 1975 

A partir du 1 er janvier 1968, le personnel de la station a , 
commence a s 'entraTner aux operations, en collaboration 
etroite avec le personnel du Centre de Controle de I 'ESOC 
a Darmstadt. 

Avec les deux premieres series de lancements reussis de 
satellites du CERS en 1968 (ESRO - II en mai, ESRO-1A 
en octobreet HEOS-1 en decembre) eten 1972 (HEOS-2 
en janvier, TD-1 en mars et ESRO-IV en novembre) -
sans oublier le lancement d 'ESRO-1 B en octobre 1969-, 
la station a connu des periodes d 'activite intense au 
cours desquelles les diverses fonctions decrites plus haut 
ont ete parfaitement remplies et les procedures 
d 'operation progressivement affinees. C 'est en effet a 
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partir de 1972 que les procedures manuelles ont ete peu a 
peu abandonnees au profit du controle par ord inateur. 

Avec le lancement, en aoGt 1974, du satellite astronomi
que neerlandais (ANS) equipe d 'un calculateur de bord , 
la Station de Redu a pu accomplir une performance 
inedite, puisqu 'elle etait la seule au monde capable de 
stocker dans sa memoire a la fois le programme de travail 
pour les 12 heures suivantes et les donnees des 12 heures 
precedentes. 

A I 'heure actuelle, apres la rentree d 'H EOS-1 dans 
I 'atmosphere et la cessation d 'activite d 'ANS, COS- B 
(lance en aoGt 1975) est le seul satellite encore suivi par la 
Station de Redu, en coordination avec la Station de 
Fairbanks. 
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Figure 3 - Sa lie d'Operations. 

DESCRIPTION 

BATIMENT PRINCIPAL 

Le batiment principal, qui occupe le centre du terrain, 
comporte 200 m2 de bureaux et 700 m2 de partie 
technique. Cette derniere abrite notamment la salle de 
climatisation (chaufferie, refrigeration, purification d 'eau, 
ventilation), le magasin, I 'atelier de maintenance, etc. 

A proximite des bureaux, se trouve un atelier mecanique 
chauffe dans lequel est installe le groupe electrogene de 
secours de 150 kV A. Ce groupe est a demarrage manuel et 
subit une coupure de quelques minutes; mais dans un 
proche avenir, il est envisage de modifier ce systeme de 
maniere a obtenir un type totalement 'sans coupure '. En 
effet. I 'utilisation de plus en plus generale de calculateurs 
numeriques d 'une part, et I 'avenement prochain de 
satellites geostationnaires (toujours en vue de la station) 
d 'autre part, necessitent un degre de fiabilite, sinon 
absolu, du moins tres eleve, du systeme d 'alimentation 
d 'energie. 

Dans la peripherie du terrain sont situes: 
a I 'extreme nord, un batiment semi-enterre, qui 
contient le transformateur haute tension/basse 
tension (15000/380 V) de 315 kVA de puissance; 
entre ce dernier et le batiment principal, la plate-forme 
supportant le reseau d 'antennes a fentes de 
I 'interferometre radioelectrique destine aux mesures 
de position angulaire (Fig. 2); 
a I 'ouest. un batiment equipe d 'un emetteur de 
telecommande et d 'une antenne associee; le monta
ge mecanique de celle-ci est du type azimut/eleva
tion, et presente donc un point singulier au zenith; 
au sud-ouest, un batiment supportant une antenne de 
telemesure dont le montage est du type X- Y, c 'est-a
dire qu 'il donne des points singuliers a I 'horizon, ce 
qui n 'apporte aucune gene puisque I 'horizon naturel 
est de quelques degres (2 a 3 selon les antennes); 
au sud, un batiment equipe d 'un deuxieme emetteur 
de telecommande et d 'une deuxieme antenne 
associee du type X - Y, et une batisse un peu plus petite 
supportant une antenne auxiliaire du type azimut/ele
vation, qui peut servir soit pour la telemesure, so it 
pour la telecommande. 
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SALLE 0 'OPERATIONS 

La Sa lie d 'Operations, coeur de la Station (Fig . 3). 
comporte principalement: la chaine de telemesure, la 
chaine de telecommande, les calculateurs de gestion des 
donnees de telemesure et de telecommande ainsi que les 
calculateurs de pointage d 'antenne, les equipements de 
transmission de donnees, les equipements electroniques 
associes aux antennes de mesure angulaire, les equipe
ments electroniques de mesure de distance, I'equipement 
garde-temps. 

Une premiere salle annexe est destinee aux transmissions 
par telex (prive et public), la seconde etant prevue pour 
recevoir prochainement les equipements specifiques a la 
mission G EOS. 

Les commandes et controles importants sont centralises 
sur une console situee au centre de la Salle. 

Chaine de telemesure 

Elle est constituee de trois groupes independants de deux 
recepteurs fonctionnant en diversite de polarisation. Ces 
recepteurs, tres sensibles, sont universels et peuvent 
demoduler des porteuses so it en amplitude, soit en 
frequence, so it en phase. Le signal de sortie (sous
porteuse) est ensuite demodulee une seconde fois si 
necessaire par des demodulateurs PSK ou FSK. La sortie 
de ces derniers est ensuite conduite aux conditionneurs 
de bits qui sont les organes de decision de la chaine et qui 
restituent un signal numenque en modulation 
d'impulsion codee (PCM) . Ce dernier est finalement 
dirige vers un systeme de decommutation qui permet 
d 'afficher en temps reel la valeur numerique de 20 canaux 
de telemesure d 'une part et, d 'autre part vers le 
calculateur de gestion de telemesure qui verifiera, par 
exemple, qu 'une commande a ete bien re<;ue et executee 
par le satellite et a fait I'objet d 'une confirmation . 

Par ailleurs, le signal numerique est mis en forme par le 
calculateur de transmission de donnees qui, par 
I 'intermediaire de modems a grande vitesse (9600 bd). et 
de lignes telephoniques privees de haute qualite, est relie 
aux calculateurs du Centre de Controle. Ainsi, le Centre de 
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Controle est en permanence en position de verifier le bon 
fonctionnement du satellite. 

Chaine de telecommande 

Suivant ici le processus inverse, les ordres de telecom
mandes sont generes dans les calculateurs du Centre de 
Controle, puis, par I 'intermediaire des equipements de 
transmission de donnees et le calculateur de gestion de la 
Station, sont codes dans les equipements de telecom
mande, soit en modulation de duree d 'impulsion (PDM) , 
so it en modulation d 'impulsion codees (PCM) . 

Finalement, le signal code module en amplitude ou en 
phase des emetteurs dont les puissances s 'echelonnent 
entre 200 W et 3 kW. 

Calculateur de pointage d' antenne 

Ce calculateur permet le pointage simultane de trois 
antennes sur deux satellites differents. Les donnees de 
pointage sont generees au Centre de Controle et 
transmises par telex. La precision de pointage est de 
I'ordre du degre. 

Equipements de mesure de distance et de mesure 
angulaire 

L 'equipement de mesure de distance offre une precision 
de mesure meilleure que le kilometre, la precision de la 
mesure angulaire etant de I'ordre du centieme de degre. 
Les donnees de ces equipements sont transmises au 
Centre de Controle par telex . 

Garde-temps 

11 comporte un oscillateur de reference au rubidium dont 
la derive de frequence est de 10 - 11 par mois, et des 
recepteurs pour signaux de synchronisation du type 
Loran-C qui autorisent la restitution du temps universel 
coordonne a quelques microsecondes pres. 

II comprend egalement un systeme de division et de 
multiplication de frequence qui generent tous les signaux 
eta Ions tant de frequence que de temps. 
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Transmission de donmJes 

Trois lignes telephoniques privees de haute qualite sont 
disponibles, deux etant affectees a la transmission de 
donnees, dans les deux sens, entre la Station et le Centre 
de Controle, la troisieme etant reservee a la communica
tion orale entre ces deux memes points. 

Une caracteristique importante est a signaler: equipee a 
I 'origine pour suivre un seul satellite a la fois, la Station de 
Redu est maintenant capable d 'effecteur la telemesure et 
la telecommande de deux satellites de fa<;:on totalement 
simultanee. 

PERSONNEL ET OPERATIONS 

Pour la mise en oeuvre de la station, le personnel 
d 'origine, qui relevait entierement du statut d 'agent 
permanent du CERS, a ete rem place depuis janvier 1971 
par du personnel contractuel , le seul representant de 
I 'ASE etant le Chef de Station . Compte tenu du personnel 
auxiliaire et de supervision, I 'effectif total de la Station a 
passe de trente personnes au plus fort de I 'activite de 
Redu en novembre 1968 a une vingtaine actuellement. 

Le mouvement des satellites dans I 'espace releve des lois 
de Kepler et non pas du rythme circadien . Dans ces 
conditions, la Station doit fonctionner 24 heures sur 24 et 
365 jours par an. Pour ce faire, il a ete constitue quatre 
equipes operationnelles qui couvrent, a tour de role, trois 
periodes de huit heures. 

Selon le niveau de la charge de travail , chaque equipe 
comporte de deux a quatre agents et est responsable 
uniquement du travail operationneL a savoir: 

preparation d 'un passage (chargement des enregis
treurs, verification de la configuration , etalonnage, 
etc.) ; 
declenchement en temps voulu des differentes 
actions planifiees par le Centre de Controle pendant le 
passage; 
activites post-operationnelles telles que comptes 
rendus, mise en forme des messages numeriques, 
controle de qualite du produit, c 'est-a-dire des 
enregistrements magnetiques de telemesure. 

En plus de ces equipes operationnelles, une equipe de 
maintenance (3 a 5 agents) est plus particulierement 
chargee de I 'entretien et de la reparation des equipements 
en place ainsi que de I ' installation de nouveaux 
equipements. Elle est aussi habilitee a suggerer les 
ameliorations qui, une fois approuvees par le Centre de 
Controle, peuvent etre appliquees a tout le reseau de 
Stations de I 'ASE. 

ACTIVITES FUTURES 

Dans le futur immediat, la nouvelle grande aventure 
concerne le satellite scientifique GEOS, dont le lancement 
doit intervenir au cours du deuxieme trimestre de 1977. 

En fait, les activites d 'une Station en prevision de la 
poursuite d 'un nouveau satellite commencent bien avant 
le lancement, comprenant notamment: 

I ' installation de nouveaux equipements, qui sera 
terminee d 'ici a la fin de janvier 1977; 
la formation du personnel technique (missions chez 
les fabricants, organisation de cours a Redu ou au 
Centre de Controle) ; 
la formation du personnel operationnel (simulation 
des activites majeures qui se produiront pendant et 
apres le lancement) . 

Par ailleurs, la Station sera appelee, au cours de I 'annee 
1977, a participer aux projets Meteosat et OTS en tant que 
station VH F de secours tant pour les lancements que 
pendant les periodes operationnelles. 

CONCLUSION 

Bien que les activites a moyen terme ne soient pas encore 
bien detinies, il est certain que les possibilites de 
developpement de la station de Redu ne manquent pas. 
Une infrastructure considerable existe et la vocation de 
station VH F pourrait etre davantage exploitee, par 
exemple, en s 'orientant vers les missions de teledetection 
des ressources terrestres ou maritimes. 

Les moyens materiels et les competences sont en place, 
prets a servir pour de nouvelles taches. 0 
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Facilities of the German Space Operations Centre 

H. Rister, DFVLR-GSOC, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany 

The Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt 
fur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR) was commis
sioned in 1967 by the Federal M inistry of Research 
and Technology to plan. implement and operate a 
ground operations system consisting of the 
ground stations. communication facilities. con
trol centre and data-processing facilities ne
cessary to support the German Space Programme. 
The German Space Operations Centre (GSOC) 
was established to undertake the planning. 
preparation and operational aspects of space 
missions. in co-operation with research institutes. 
industry and other space agencies. 

Since 1968, GSOC has provided support in: 

the planning. preparation and operational phases of 
scientific and technological space missions and 
sounding-rocket campaigns; 
the systems analysis and engineering of data 
processing systems; 
data processing for space and ground-based research 
projects (scientific and technological data, image 
data processing); 
the planning. implementation and operation of 
ground systems (hardware and software). 

Table 1 provides an outline of the major projects so far 
undertaken by GSOC. 

GSOC's GROUND FACILITIES 

In the context of the German Space Programme and the 
requirements of the various projects, a ground system has 
been developed which is characterised by a high degree 
of automation, intensive and elaborate data com 
munications between the different elements of the 
system, and a centralised network monitoring facility. 

The ground network itself comprises five stations, the 
characteristics of which are outlined in Table 2. 
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S -band antenna at Weilheim. 

VHF telemetry, telecommand and tracking station at 
Weilheim 
Two independent telemetry receiving systems are 
available with separate antennas, receivers and data 
handling equipment. Two independent chains (from 
encoder to transmitter and antenna) are available for 
spacecraft command and commands can be gener
ated at and transmitted from the Control Centre in 
Oberpfaffenhofen or directly at the stations either 
manually, by means of punched paper tape, or by the 
station computer (Siemens 305) . This computer 
provides automatic telemetry data handling, telecom 
mand handling, station monitoring, and data com 
munication with the Control Centre and a reduced 
'quick-look' capability at the station. The in
terferometer is characterised by a system of three 
steerable antennas, which allow high-accuracy 
tracking over a wide angular range. 
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TABLE 1 
GSOC Spacef/ight Operations, 1969-1976 

Type of Project Name 

Earth-orbiting Azur 
satellites Injun V ext. mission 

Aeros A 
Aeros B 

Geostationary Symphonie I 
satellites Symphonie 11 

Interplanetary Helios A 
space probes Helios B 

Remote-sensi ng FMP 
missions meteorological & 

RS image data 
preprocessi ng 

Sounding-rocket & 
balloon campaigns 

S-band telemetry and telecommand station at 
Weilheim 
The 30 m S-band antenna at Weilheim, which both 
receives telemetry data (2290 - 2300 M Hz band) and 
transmits commands (2110-2120 MHz band), and 
all normal operations like subsystem adjustment, 
station control, station monitoring and message 
exchange with the Control Centre, are computer 
controlled. The command system has been designed 
to be fully compatible with the stations of NASA's 
Deep Space Network (DSN) for spacecraft telecom
mand. Its performance is enhanced by a number of 
command verification loops and by the computer
operated recording and monitoring of subsystem 
performance and station parameters. In addition, the 
station houses an air-conditioned test control room 
for compatibility tests. 

Both stations are now administered by their respective national 
agencies, but are still available for project support on request. 

Operations Co-operation 

Nov. 1969-Jun 1970 USA/Germany 
Feb. 1971 -Jun 1971 USA/Germany 
Dec 1972 - Aug 1973 USA/Germany 
Ju11974-Sep 1975 USA/Germany 

Dec 1974-1979 France/Germany 
Aug 1975-1980 France/Germany 

Dec 1974-1978 USA/Germany 
Dec 1975-1978 USA/Germany 

Jan 1976-Jun 1977 Germany 
1976 -1979/80 

30 sounding-rocket NASA/ESA/CNES/ 
campaigns during 1969-1975 ranges a.o. 

VHF stations at Reykjavik (Iceland) and Sodankyla 
(Finland) 
The VH F station at Reykjavik is a general-purpose 
telemetry and telecommand station, at which the 
major station functions are controlled via punched 
paper tape. A frame decommutator provides a limited 
'quick-look' capability. The telemetry data received 
are recorded on analog tapes. Station monitoring 
data, some specific spacecraft housekeeping data and 
command verification data can be transmitted 
automatically and in real time via a teletype link to the 
Control Centre. Tone Digital Command System 
(TDCS) commands can be stored at the station and 
released by the punched paper tape or manually. 

The Sodankyla station is similar to the Reykjavik 
station, except that it has no telecommand 
capability. * 

Mobile VHF station 
This station is housed in two air-conditioned 
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TABLE 2 
GSOC Ground-Station Characteristics 

Interfaces 
Station Parameter Telemetry Command Tracking local remote 

Frequency 136-138 MHz 147-156 MHz 136-138 MHz analog recording 
Ant. gain 22 dB 22 dB 22 dB 

Weilheim Polarisation RCP, LCP, LlN RCP, LCP RCP, LCP commanding HSCL from/to 
VH F-station Mod./demod. AM, PM, FM AM digital recording GSOC 

Output power 1,10 kW 
Carrier threshold -140 dBm -150 dBm quick look 
Resolution 0,05· 

Frequency 2290 - 2300 MHz 2110-2120 MHz analog recording 
Weilheim Ant. gain 54 dB 53 dB 
S-band station Polarisation RCP, LCP, LlN RCP, LCP, LlN commanding HSDL from/to 

Mod./demod. PCM/PSK/PM PCM/PSK/PM GSOC 
(30 m antenna) Output power 2-20 kW 

Carrier threshold -164 dBm 

Frequency 136 - 138 MHz 140-156 MHz analog recording HSDL/TTY 
Ant. gain 17 dB 11 dB from/to GSOC 

Reykjavik Polarisation RCP, LCP, LlN PCP, LCP (if required) 
(Iceland) Mod./demod. PM AM 

Output power 1kW 
Carrier threshold - 140 dBm 

Sodankylii (Finland) same as Reykjavik same as Reykjavik same as Reykjavik 
Frequency 136-138 MHz 148 - 156 MHz analog recording HSDL/TTY 
Ant. gain 20,5 dB 16,5 dB from/to GSOC 

Mobile station Polarisation RCP, LCP RCP, LCP commanding (if required) 
Mod./demod. PM AM 
Output power 1 kW (10 kW) 
Carrier threshold - 140 dBm 

containers, which can be transported by land, sea or 
air and can be operated from any 50 or 60 Hz power 
supply. The receiving, data-handling (bit synchro
niser, PSK demodulator and frame decommutator) 
and command systems are similar to those at 
Reykjavik and provide the same facilities for station 
operation and spacecraft control, except that higher 
gain antennas are available. 

GSOC COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

The communication system is centred around a com
munications processor (Fig . 1) which handles all data 
and information exchanges between outside facilities 
(control centres, stations) and GSOC 's computers. 

Spacecraft and network control and monitoring functions 
are performed in the control area, which consists of two 
spacecraft control rooms and one network operations 
control room. The available facilities are listed in Table 3. 
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DATA-PROCESSING FACILITIES 

The role of the GSOC computer complex in DFVLR's 
computer network is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of 
three major subsystems which perform all the on- and off
line functions needed for spacecraft mission preparations 
and operation. 

The Multi- Mission Data Processing System (M M D PS) is 
designed to support several projects simultaneously. It is 
capable of handling spacecraft telemetry/command data 
and station monitor data on-line for mission operation as 
well as spacecraft telemetry /tracki ng data off -Ii ne for data 
processing. The system is currently supporting four 
missions (Helios 1/2 and Symphonie 1/11) and relies on 
two general-purpose computers, used on-line: 

Communication Processor (Siemens 306) 
- Quick Look Processor (Siemens 306). 

The Modular Computer System (MCS) has been 
designed by GSOC/DFVLR as a flexible tool to support 
on-line and off-line data-processing requirements for 
space projects. The basic system, which can easily be 
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GSOC COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
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Spacecraft and network control and monitoring functions 
are performed in the control area, which consists of two 
spacecraft control rooms and one network operations 
control room. The available facilities are listed in Table 3. 
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DATA-PROCESSING FACILITIES 

The role of the GSOC computer complex in DFVLR's 
computer network is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of 
three major subsystems which perform all the on- and off
line functions needed for spacecraft mission preparations 
and operation. 

The Multi- Mission Data Processing System (M M D PS) is 
designed to support several projects simultaneously. It is 
capable of handling spacecraft telemetry/command data 
and station monitor data on-line for mission operation as 
well as spacecraft telemetry /tracki ng data off -Ii ne for data 
processing. The system is currently supporting four 
missions (Helios 1/2 and Symphonie 1/11) and relies on 
two general-purpose computers, used on-line: 

Communication Processor (Siemens 306) 
- Quick Look Processor (Siemens 306). 

The Modular Computer System (MCS) has been 
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hardware configurations. They will be dedicated to tasks 
or projects using highly standardised and modular 
software packages. 

Two of the MCS systems can back each other up; the third 
is used primarily for the GSOC Image Data Processing 
System. 

The Large Scale Computer (LSC) provides on- as well as 
off-line mission support and is part of DFVLR 's Large 
Scale Computer Network. By the end of 1976, the present 
installation in Oberpfaffenhofen, a TR 86/TR 440 com
bination, will be replaced by a new and much more 
powerful AMDAH L 470/V6 system (Fig. 2). The existing 
IBM 370/158 will serve as a back-up, but located in 
Gottingen. 

adapted to cope with increasing requirements by renting 
additional modules, consists of a set of three minicom
puters (Krantz Mulby 3/35), two of which have identical 

Via the Modular Computer System, the LSC is used on
line to support orbit/attitude manoeuvres for geostati
onary satellites (Symphonie 1/11) and to perform off-line 
tasks such as orbit/attitude determination and telemetry 
data processing. 
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TABLE 3 
Control Centre Facilities 

Display Devices for Space
craft Control 

Driven by real-time computer 
(Siemens 306) : 

3 CRT with keyboard, 
21 DTV-channels, 

2 line printers, 
hard copy, 1 plotter, 

3 GMT-and timing displays, 
3 project displays 

Driven by MCS (Mulby 3/35): 
11 CRT with keyboard, 

2 line printers 

Display Devices for Net
work Operations 

Driven by communications 
processor (Siemens 306): 
4 CRT, line printer, hard 
copy 

Driven by real-time compu
ter (Siemens 306): 
5 DTV-channels 

Hardware: 
3 GMT-Displays 
2 countdown clocks, wall 

display, 
3 project displays 

THE GSOC IMAGE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 

An increasing amount of remote -sensing data, originating 
mainly from a Bendix Modular Multiband Scanner, is 
being processed at GSOC, the processing system 
consisting of an image conversion system, a software 
system for digital image processing, a photographic 
laboratory, and a data-management system. 

Together, these systems permit routine preprocessing 
operations, analog to digital conversion of tapes, image 
generation, photographic processing, dissemination and 
archiving. Certain digital preprocessing operations (e.g. 
radiometric and geometric corrections, image enhance
ment) can be applied to selected data. 

The central processor is a fast, byte-oriented minicom
puter and the software that has been developed consists 
primarily of: 
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Data Recording, 
- Handling and 
- Transmission 

Timing: 2EECO 911 TCG 

Recording: 
digital rec. 9 9-track 
analog rec.3 7 -track 

Decom: 2 bit cond., 
2 frame sync., 
1 PSK-demod. 

Modem: 2 Racal Milgo 
4,8 kb/s, 
2 Racal Milgo 
9,6 kb/s, 
1 In 40,8 kb/s, 
2 Siemens 4,8 

kb/s 

Line equalisation: 
automatic for Racal Milgo 
modems, manual for In 
and Siemens 

Communications 

Voice /data circuits 
Oberpfaffen hofen -Robledo 
Oberpfaffen hofen -Wei I heim 

Voice -only circuits 
Oberpfaffen hofen -Toulouse 
Oberpfaffen hofen -Wei Iheim 

Data-only circuits 
Oberpfaffenhofen -Weilheim 

TTY -circuits 
Oberpfaffenhofen -Robledo 
Oberpfaffenhofen -Toulouse 
Oberpfaffenhofen -Weilheim 

Intercom 
10 conference circuits 

• The 'quick-look' program, which reads the scanner 
data through the scan synchroniser into the 
computer. It checks data quality and generates a f ilm 
strip of a single channel , which is then used to select 
data for further processing. 

• The tape conversion program, which reads the 
scanner data from the High Density Digital Tape 
(H DOT) and correlated auxiliary information from the 
analog tape unit. It then calibrates the data 
radiometrically, extracts and prints auxiliary data, 
reformats the video data and writes it on computer 
compatible tape (CCT) . 

• The image-generation program reads the video data 
from tape, reformats and adapts it to the characteris
tics of the image-generation system, and then writes 
video, grey scale and annotation data on film. 
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Universal (MAN) launcher and Skylark sounding rocket. 

THE MOBILE ROCKET AND BALLOON BASE 
(MRB) 

Last but not least, GSOC provides support to extrater
restrial research by conducting sounding - rocket and 
balloon campaigns in co-operation with other ranges. 
The MRB is equipped with mobile launchers, radars, 
telemetry-telecommand, and data -processing stations, 
and has so far carried out about 50 campaigns with 

TABLE 4 
Major Facilities of the Mobile Rocket and Balloon Base 

Facilities 

Launchers 

Radars 

Telemetry 
Station 

Description 

Universal (MAN) single-rail 14 m beam 
launcher; two versions (MK I and MK II) 
each with launch capability to 4 tons. 
Installed weights, 17 and 15 tons, 
respectively. Both are remote controlled . 
Nike launcher; zero length type with 
launch capability of up to 1 ton, e.g. 
N ike-Tomahawk. 
BAJ tube launcher; for launching Skua 
and Petrel rockets. 
Arcas short- rail launcher; for launching 
small -diameter (Arcas, etc.) rockets. 

Radar MPS 19 - S Band, power 
0.5 MW, range 320 km (using transpon 
der) . 
Radar MPS 36 - C Band, power 
1.0 MW, range 64.000 km (using trans
ponder) . 

TM receiving station (2 versions) opera
ting in 210-265 M Hz band. 
PCM data station, for TM data recording 
and evaluation . 
PCM 'quick- look ' station, for check-out 
and data handling . 
FM station, giVing analog data 
(experimenter 's real -time data) . 

The TM and PCM stations use high -gain, 
multi-array, fully steerable antennas. 

LI S band telemetry station (to be 
operational at the end of 1977) . 

varying degrees of external support and 7 solo campaigns 
along with the recovery of payloads (see Table 4). Other 
MRB activities include the testing and integration of 
rocket payloads, in particular the check-out and mission 
simulation of payload attitude control systems, and the 
development of payload recovery systems. The base 's 
future efforts will concentrate on the implementation and 
operation of a mobile LIS-band telemetry station and a 
mobile balloon - launching facility. 0 
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Les moyens sol de poursuite des satellites et de traitement 

des donnees du CNES 

J. Blachon, Chef de la Division Operations 
J.D. Delpont, Chef Adjoint de la Division Mathematiques et Traitement, CNES, Centre spatial de Toulouse, France 

le Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) a 
developpe, dans le cadre du programme national 
franc;:ais et de programmes en cooperation, un 
ensemble de moyens de poursuite des satellites et 
de traitement des donnees de telemesure qui 
realise une integration complete des differentes 
fonctions. Son originalite est caracterisee par: 

I'automatisation complete du reseau permet
tant d'assurer une tres grande securite des 
operations, les stations pouvant intervenir 
comme des equipements peripheriques 
connectes directement au Centre d'Ope
rations; 
la mise a la disposition des utilisateurs des 
donnees de telemesure et des moyens de 
traitement par I'intermediaire d'un ensemble 
de terminaux comportant des equipements de 
sortie specialises (alphanumeriques, graphi
ques, images). Ce reseau de teletraitement 
permet aux utilisateurs, sans quitter leurs lieux 
de travail, d'acceder aux donnees qui les 
interessent et d'utiliser de puissants moyens 
de traitement. 

Cet ensemble peut effecteur pour le compte 
d'autres pays toutes operations de localisation, 
telemesure, telecommande et traitement. Le 
CNES peut soit assurer I'entiere responsabilite de 
ces operations, soit permettre de completer 
I'action d'un autre reseau. 

CONTROLE ET OPERATIONS DES SATELLITES EN 
ORBITE 

Pour assurer la reception des signaux de telemesure, 
I 'envoi des signaux de telecommande, la localisation en 
orbite des satellites, le CN ES s 'est dote d 'un ensemble de 
stations de poursuite connectees a un Centre 
d 'Operations unique. 

RESEAU DE STATIONS 

11 compte actuellement quatre stations. Chacune possede 
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Figure 1 - Le biitiment de la station Jean-Bernard Dementhon (JBD) 
a Toulouse. Au premier plan: fantenne SHF. 

un equipement Iris capable d 'assurer les fonctions 
TM/TC (telemesure et telecommande) dans une bande 
VHF 136-138 MHz pourTM et 148-149 MHz pourTC. 
Deux d 'entre elles possedent en outre un equipement de 
localisation interferometrique Diane operant dans la 
bande 136-138 M Hz, donnant la direction du satellite en 
site et gisement. Celle de Toulouse possede en outre des 
equipements SHF dans la bande 4-6 GHz lui permettant 
d 'assurer la localisation angulaire precise, la reception 
des telemesures et I 'emission de telecommandes (Fig . 1) . 
Ces equipements ont ete mis en place dans le cadre du 
programme des satellites franco-allemands de telecom
munication Symphonie. 

Une cinquieme station dite 'mobile' a ete constituee avec 
des equipements VH F retires de deux stations supprimees 
recemment; elle peut donner a ce reseau une souplesse 
supplementaire. 

SYSTEME DE TRANSMISSION RESEDA 

Un systeme de transmission specialise permettant 
I 'echange de donnees et de messages entre les stations et 
le Centre d 'Operations a ete mis en place au milieu de 
I'annee 1974. Construit autour de calculateurs de 
moyenne capacite, il a ete con<;:u de fa<;:on a etre 
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Les stations franr;aises 

Indicatif JBD KRU PTA ODG 

Toulouse Kourou Pretoria Ouagadougou 
Implantation ( France) (Guyane Franc;:aise) (Rep. Sud-Afric.) (Haute- Volta) 

TM /TC VHF x 

Doppler VHF x 

Localisation VHF 

TM /TC SHF x 

Localisation SHF x 

Photographie sur fond 
d 'etoiles 

independant des supports de transmission utilises 
(liaisons telephoniques par cables, par satellites, liaisons 
radio) ; seuls des equipements d 'interface et des modules 
de programmation de liaison peuvent eventuellement etre 
mis en cause. 

Les codeurs de telemesure in itiaux situes dans les stations 
ont ete remplaces par des codeurs asservis cl un 
calculateur central afin d 'assurer un controle automati
que cl tous les niveaux des ordres envoyes aux satellites; ils 
permettent d 'elaborer des sequences de telecommande 
selon des differents standards internationaux. 

Le systeme RESEDA peut etre utilise en temps differe 
(transmission des donnees cl partir d 'un enregistrement 
magnetique effectue dans la station) ou en temps reel. 
Dans ce dernier cas, il permet d 'etablir une boucle TM / TC 
en temps reel qui peut etre caracterisee ainsi: 

• acquisition de la TM par la station 
• transmission immediate de cette TM aux Centres 

d 'Operations et de Calcul 
• traitement de la TM par le Centre de Calcul 
• elaboration de la TC au vu de la TM 
• envoi de la TC au codeur puis au satellite 
• execution de la TC par le satellite 
• retour de la TM vers le Centre de Calcul. 
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Figure 2 - La sa lie d'operations de Toulouse. 

CENTRE D 'OPERATIONS 

Le Centre d 'Operations, transfere de Bretigny-sur-Orge cl 
Toulouse en 1974, dirige les operations du reseau et 
assure les transmissions (Fig . 2). II offre aux utilisateurs 
des salles d 'operations bien equipees leur donnant acces 
cl tous les contr61es qu 'ils jugent necessaires durant les 
operations de satellites en orbite. La proximite d 'un 
Centre de Calcul puissant don ne cl ce Centre 
d 'Operations des possibilites considerables. 

EVOLUTION DU RESEAU 

Les moyens du reseau de stations fran~aises doivent 
suivre I'evolution des satellites. Des etudes sont 
actuellement en cours pour assurer dans I 'avenir une 
compatibilite technique avec les projets de l'Agence 
spatia le europeenne et les satellites qui seront lances par 
la fusee europeenne Ariane. Ces etudes concernent en 
particulier le passage eventuel des TM/TC dans la bande 
S et I 'adjonction de mesures de distance en VH F et en 
bande S. 

MOYENS D'ACOUISITION ET DE TRAITEMENT 
DES DONNEES DE TELEMESURE 

Le Centre spatial de Toulouse est equipe de moyens 
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puissants d 'acquisition et de traitement des donnees de 
telemesure, situes cl proximite immediate du Centre 
d 'Operations. Les donnees de telemesure arrivent par 
quatre voies differentes (Fig . 3) : 

des donnees transmises directement par le reseau de 
transmission RESEDA et le Centre d 'Operations de 
Toulouse (voir ci-dessus) ; 
des donnees enregistrees sous forme analogique 
dans les stations de reception, les stations des 
champs de tir, des avions dans le cas de donnees de 
teledetection des ressources terrestres; 
des donnees enregistrees sous forme numerique sur 
bandes compatibles ordinateurs dans des stations ou 
des centres de traitement etrangers; 
des donnees generees dans les laboratoires d 'essais 
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du CN ES cl Toulouse lors d 'essais d 'integration ou de 
reception d 'equipements ou de charges utiles; elles 
sont transmises sous forme numerique par le reseau 
de transmission Direct Data qui permet au laboratoire 
de commander directement cl distance leur acquisi 
tion par le calculateur, leur traitement et le retour de 
resultats. 

POSTES OPERATEURS 

Les enregistrements analogiques effectues dans les 
stations sont pris en compte par des materiels appeles 
postes operateurs specialement conc;:us par le CN ES qui 
permettent de les relire, d 'evaluer leur qualite, de les 
visualiser sur des enregistreurs graphiques, de demoduler, 

Figure 4 - Poste operateur PCM. 

de numeriser, de transcoder les signaux de temps, de 
synchroniser bits et formats, de definir le pretraitement cl 
effectuer au niveau du calculateur et de commander 
directement I 'acquisition des donnees par celui-ci. Ces 
appareils permettent de traiter tous les enregistrements 
qui peuvent leur etre soumis (Fig. 4). 

CALCULATEURS D 'ACQUISITION ET DE PRETRAITE
MENT 

Du type CII 10070, ils assurent: 
I 'acquisition des donnees de telemesure quelle que 
so it leur provenance; 
leur pretraitement ou traitement en temps differe 
lorsque la nature des operations effectuees le permet; 
leur traitement en temps reel et la preparation 
d 'ordres de telecommande lors des operations en 
temps reel des charges utiles. 

Ces deux calculateurs (Fig. 5) ont des configurations tres 
proches qui leur permettent d 'intervenir en redondance 
lors des operations en temps reel. Le contr61e des 
operations peut et re effectue au moyen de six consoles 
visuelles alphanumeriques CII Iriscope 300 (16 x 80 
caracteres) et deux consoles visuelles graphiques 
SINTRA VU 2000 (2048 x 2048 points) . 

Ces calculateurs sont dotes chacun d 'une memoire 
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Figure 5 - Calculateur cfacquisition CII 10070. 

centrale a tares de ferrites de 112 Kmots de 32 bits 
organisee par groupes de 8, 16, 32 et 64 bits. lis 
comprennent par ailleurs des memoires a disques (300 
Moctets en ligne au total) et des derouleurs de bandes 
magnetiques (9 pistes, 1600 bpi.) lis sont orientes calcul 
scientifique et temps reel et utilisent le moniteur de 
multiprogrammation SIRIS 7. 

Le pretraitement en temps differe des donnees de 
telemesure fournit des donnees reconnues, validees, 
mises sous une forme permettant leur traitement ulterieur 
(reformatage, application de calibrations et de fonctions 
de transfert, etc.) A ces informations peuvent etre ajoutees 
des informations sur la trajectoire et I 'attitude de la charge 
utile, permettant de constituer une 'banque de donnees 
pretraitees ' qui peuvent etre stockees sur bandes 
magnetiques en prevision de traitements ulterieurs. Pres 
de 20000 bandes magnetiques sont actuellement 
stockees et gerees a ce titre par la bandotheque du CN ES a 
Toulouse. (Fig . 6) . 

Les calculateurs d 'acquisition et de pretraitement sont 
cependant connectees aux calculateurs scientifiques afin 
de permettre le transfert direct de donnees lorsque cela est 
necessaire. 

CALCULATEURS SCIENTIFIQUES 

Trois calculateurs CDC CYBER 7614, CYBER 7216 et 
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Figure 6 - La bandotheque du CNES. 

CDC 6214 assurent le calcul scientifique, c 'est-a-dire: 
au niveau du pretraitement des donnees, certains 
calculs necessitant une puissance de calcul elevee 
(orbitographie, determination d 'attitudes, certains 
pretraitements d'images) ; 
au niveau des traitements proprement dits, la plupart 
de ceux-ci, generalement a partir de donnees situees 
sur des bandes magnetiques issues du pretraitement. 

Ces calculateurs sont mis a la disposition d 'un certain 
nombre d 'utilisateurs et de laboratoires scientifiques au 
moyen de terminaux de chargement et d 'edition a 
distance situes dans la region parisienne, a Toulouse, 
Marseille et Nice. Ces utilisateurs peuvent ainsi acceder 
aux donnees pretraitees stockees a Toulouse et effectuer 
les traitements qui leur conviennent. 

lis peuvent ecrire et mettre au point eux -memes les 
logiciels de traitement dont ils ont besoin ou demander au 
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CN ES de le faire suivant leurs specifications dans le cadre 
d 'une convention ou d 'un marche. Cette formule 
originale realise un excellent compromis efficacite / cout: 
les utilisateurs accedent ainsi a un ensemble de materiels 
importants servis par des equipes competentes tout en 
demeurant dans leurs milieux de travail respectifs. 

Le calculateur CYBER 7614 est un processeur extrement 
rapide. 11 est servi par deux calculateurs frontaux (CYB ER 
7216 et CDC 6214) qui assurent les echanges de 
I 'ensemble avec I 'exterieur. La memoire dont il dispose 
est constituee de 64 Kmots en SCM, 256 Kmots en LCM, 
et deux disques 819 de 2 x 400 Mcaracteres. Le mot 
utilise comporte 60 bits, il est particulierement bien 
adapte au calcul scientifique. Les calculateurs frontaux 
supportent par ailleurs des memoires a disques (11 800 
Mcaracteres en ligne au total) et des derouleurs de bandes 
magnetiques (10 derouleurs, 9 pistes 800/ 1600 bpi, 2 
derouleurs 7 pistes 200/ 556/ 800 bpi). Le moniteur de 

Figure 7 - Consoles de commande des calculateurs de traitement 
scientifique COC. 

mUltiprogrammation Scope gere I 'ensemble des calcula 
teurs en assurant les transferts et en utilisant avec la 
meilleure efficacite les differents types de memoires. Le 
systeme de teletransmission Intercom oriente temps 
partage assure les communications des calculateurs 
frontaux avec les terminaux lents, y compris les terminaux 
interactifs (Fig . 7) . 

Des materiels de traces, actuellement non connectes, 
permettent aux utilisateurs de recevoir les resultats sous 
forme de courbes, de schemas ou d ' images plut6t que de 
listes de chiffres difficiles a interpreter lis comprennent 
des traceurs sur papier et sur film . 

Des terminaux specialises assurent I 'aide au traitement et 
a I'interpretation des images au moyen de logiciels 
interactifs de presentation des donnees images. lis sont 
utilises principalement pour la mise au point de 
programmes de teledetection des ressources terrestres. 

Les calculateurs scientifiques ne servent pas qu 'a 
effectuer le traitement des donnees de telemesure. Dans le 
cadre de sa mission nationale de promotion de I 'industrie 
et des applications spatiales, le CN ES effectue egalement 
des taches d 'analyse de missions et d 'etudes de systemes 
spatiaux, conception et faisabilite de charges utiles, 
recherche et developpement technologiques, evaluation 
et recettes de systemes et equipements. Des logiciels de 
haut niveau ont ete developpes dans ce cadre; ils sont 
soutenus par des equipes competentes et peuvent etre 
utilises pour le compte de societees ou d 'organismes 
exterieurs au CNES. 0 
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Esrange - A High-Latitude Rocket and Balloon Range 

managed by the Swedish Space Corporation 

LH. Larsson, Swedish Space Corporation, Esrange, Kiruna, Sweden 

The Esrange sounding-rocket range, situated in 
northern Sweden inside the Arctic Circle (67°53' ), 
is used mainly for auroral studies. From its 
inauguration in 1966, it has been used primarily for 
co-operative international projects. Until1972 the 
range was owned and operated by ESRO. Since 
then it has been managed by the Swedish Space 
Corporation, which is also responsible for most of 
the executive functions of the Swedish space 
programme. 

Although Esrange is as far north as Alaska or Siberia, its 
climate is very similarto that elsewhere in northern Europe 
or North America . It has been designed exclusively for 
launching sounding rockets and balloons for scientific 
research, and no other activities such as military tests, 
satellite countdowns or the presence of ships or aircraft in 
the impact area interfere with launches. The range is 
supported financially through the Esrange Special Project 
by seven ESA Member States, including Sweden, who 
can also use it on a marginal cost basis. It is open, on a 
non -profit basis, to all scientists utilising sounding 
rockets or balloons for scientific research, and for ground 
based scientific experiments in any way connected with 
such activities. 

There is a co-operative agreement between Esrange and 
the Norwegian sounding-rocket range at And0ya, on the 
Atlantic coast. 

The commonest scientific experiments flown from 
Esrange are designed to study electric and magnetic fields 
and auroral particles and are usually conducted during the 
auroral season, from October to March. Another class of 
phenomena that can be studied only at high latitudes is 
noctilucent clouds. Several experiments using sampling 
techniques as well as photometers are conducted during 
July and August most years. A third class of experiments 
is formed by those designed to investigate the structure of 
the Arctic mesosphere, and these are conducted mainly in 
the spring . 
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TECHNICAL FACILITIES 

The main building at the range houses the control centre, 
scientific centre, telemetry station, timing centre, 
computer room, offices, conference room, workshop, 
stores and recreation areas. In the launch area (1 km east 
of the main building) there is a block-house, a payload 
preparation hall, two rocket -preparation halls, six 
launchers, and rocket-storage buildings. The radar station 
is situated south of the main building and also houses 
transmitters, receivers and instruments for scientific 
ground measurements. 

LAUNCH CAPABILITIES 

There are six permanent launchers at the range for 
sounding rockets of different sizes (Table 1) . Skylark 
vehicles are launched from a 30 m rail housed in a metal 
tower. Two Centaure launchers can be moved on rails 
from the preparation hall to the launch platform. These 
launchers can also be used to fire Nike combinations, 
Skuas and Petrels. The Nike launchers are used for Nike, 
Black Brant Ill, Skua and Petrel launchings. Heating for 
these launchers is provided by warm -air blowers. The 
Aries building contains the simple 'stool' launcher 
needed for this vehicle and the necessary heating and 
handling equipment. The building itself is rolled away on 
rails prior to launch. Installation of additional launchers by 
users is encouraged and the range has provided support 
for such work in the past. 

Balloons are launched from the helicopter platform close 
to the main building. 

ESOC-RELATED FACILITIES 

Two facilities at Esrange are of special interest for this 
ESOC edition of the Bulletin, the telemetry data-handling 
system and the real-time satellite data link with ESOC. 

The telemetry data - handling system (Fig. 1) is a 
continuation of the ESOC Data Conversion Line, which 
was operated until 1973. The Esrange system is designed 
to provide scientists with their experiment data in a form 
compatible with their own computers. During a rocket or 
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is used mainly for auroral studies. From its 
inauguration in 1966, it has been used primarily for 
co-operative international projects. Until1972 the 
range was owned and operated by ESRO. Since 
then it has been managed by the Swedish Space 
Corporation, which is also responsible for most of 
the executive functions of the Swedish space 
programme. 
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climate is very similarto that elsewhere in northern Europe 
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satellite countdowns or the presence of ships or aircraft in 
the impact area interfere with launches. The range is 
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can also use it on a marginal cost basis. It is open, on a 
non -profit basis, to all scientists utilising sounding 
rockets or balloons for scientific research, and for ground 
based scientific experiments in any way connected with 
such activities. 

There is a co-operative agreement between Esrange and 
the Norwegian sounding-rocket range at And0ya, on the 
Atlantic coast. 
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Esrange are designed to study electric and magnetic fields 
and auroral particles and are usually conducted during the 
auroral season, from October to March. Another class of 
phenomena that can be studied only at high latitudes is 
noctilucent clouds. Several experiments using sampling 
techniques as well as photometers are conducted during 
July and August most years. A third class of experiments 
is formed by those designed to investigate the structure of 
the Arctic mesosphere, and these are conducted mainly in 
the spring . 
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TECHNICAL FACILITIES 

The main building at the range houses the control centre, 
scientific centre, telemetry station, timing centre, 
computer room, offices, conference room, workshop, 
stores and recreation areas. In the launch area (1 km east 
of the main building) there is a block-house, a payload 
preparation hall, two rocket -preparation halls, six 
launchers, and rocket-storage buildings. The radar station 
is situated south of the main building and also houses 
transmitters, receivers and instruments for scientific 
ground measurements. 

LAUNCH CAPABILITIES 

There are six permanent launchers at the range for 
sounding rockets of different sizes (Table 1) . Skylark 
vehicles are launched from a 30 m rail housed in a metal 
tower. Two Centaure launchers can be moved on rails 
from the preparation hall to the launch platform. These 
launchers can also be used to fire Nike combinations, 
Skuas and Petrels. The Nike launchers are used for Nike, 
Black Brant Ill, Skua and Petrel launchings. Heating for 
these launchers is provided by warm -air blowers. The 
Aries building contains the simple 'stool' launcher 
needed for this vehicle and the necessary heating and 
handling equipment. The building itself is rolled away on 
rails prior to launch. Installation of additional launchers by 
users is encouraged and the range has provided support 
for such work in the past. 

Balloons are launched from the helicopter platform close 
to the main building. 

ESOC-RELATED FACILITIES 

Two facilities at Esrange are of special interest for this 
ESOC edition of the Bulletin, the telemetry data-handling 
system and the real-time satellite data link with ESOC. 

The telemetry data - handling system (Fig. 1) is a 
continuation of the ESOC Data Conversion Line, which 
was operated until 1973. The Esrange system is designed 
to provide scientists with their experiment data in a form 
compatible with their own computers. During a rocket or 
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balloon flight, the video output from the telemetry 
receivers is recorded on magnetic tape together with time 
information, etc. 

VARIAN 
PC M RECO RDIN G CO MP UTER 

FM PCM 
VIDEO ENCODER 

~ ~~ 

OUTP UT 
DATA 

PCM 
VIDEO 

~ 0,0 

Normally, the signals are either pulse-code (PCM) or 
frequency (FM) modulated. In the first case, the 'analog' 
video tape is played back to the PCM decoding 
equipment in the telemetry station , resulting in an output 
of binary data words and synchronisation pulses. The 
output is fed, together with timing information, to 
Esrange's Varian computer (Fig. 2), which sorts and 
formats the data words, and writes the output on 
magnetic tape (ECMAstandardform).lnthe FM case, the Figure 2 - The Varian V73 computer. 

Name Manufacturer 

Centaure France 
Skylark United Kingdom 
Nike-Apache USA 
Nike-Cajun USA 
Nike-Tomahawk USA 
Black Brant III Canada 
Petrel United Kingdom 
Skua 11 United Kingdom 
Aries USA 

TABLE 1 
Rocket Types Launched from Esrange 

Number Total Diameter Total 
of Length of Second Weight 

Stages Stage at Start 
(m) (cm) (kg) 

2 5.9 30 536 
2 9.2 44 1477 
2 8.6 17 724 
2 8.1 17 719 
2 10.0 23 960 
1 5.5 26 320 
2 3.8 17 169 
2 2.9 13 57 

7.9 112 6280 

Normal 
Weight 

of Payload 
(kg) 

60 
150 

25 
30 

100 
40 
20 

5 
530 

Weight Peak 
at Altitude 

Impact 
(kg) (km) 

147 150 
385 200 

69 200 
66 120 

150 240 
116 185 

49 140 
14 70 

1228 500 

75 
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Figure 3 - Real-time satellite data link between Esrange and ESOC. 

video signal is demodulated using standard equipment in 
the telemetry station . The demodulated signals are fed to a 
PCM encoder, and the resulting output is recorded on 
magnetic tape, which is later processed as in the PCM 
case. 

The equipment can handle analog tapes recorded other 
than at Esrange, in most standard formats. Tapes from 
Wallops Island (USA), S0ndre Str0mfjord (Greenland) 
and And0ya (Norway) have been processed in the past 
with good results. 

A real -time satellite data link (Fig . 3) currently being 
installed between ESOC and Esrange gives sounding 
rocket experimenters at Esrange an opportunity to 
monitor the outputs of satellite experiments and to select 
the most appropriate moment for launching sounding 
rockets as part of a co-ordinated programme of satellite 
and rocket measurements. The system will be used with 
ESA 's G EOS satellite, the reference spacecraft for the 
International Magnetospheric Study in the years 1976 -
78. GEOS low-speed telemetry data (see ESA Bulletin 
No.4) will be supplied to Esrange via a selector unit 
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constructed by the Swedish Space Corporation but sited 
at ESOC. This unit can be remotely controlled from 
Esrange to select about 100 of the 2048 data words in the 
'G EOS low-speed telemetry format' for reception over a 
standard telephone line. The data can then be monitored 
by the range staff on paper recorders or digital displays. 

FUTURE PLANS 

Future plans for Esrange include the launching of Nike/ 
Black Brant VC rockets with an SSC -developed guidance 
system to apogees of up to 500 km. To make these 
launches possible, a new launcher and other equipment 
will be installed. I n addition to the routine types of 
scientific experiments conducted at the range, a number 
of launches for conducting zero -gravity experiments are 
planned in the coming years. 

A Landsat receiving station is to be installed and will be 
operational by the end of 1977. Discussions regarding the 
integration of the Esrange station into the ESA Earthnet 
are currently in progress. 
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Les nouvelles stations de I' ASE 

Division Moyens d'Equipements Sol, ESOC 

Jusqu'a ce jour, les operations sur les satellites de 
I'Agence etaient conduites a partir du reseau VHF 
de I'ESOC (Estrack), 11 s'agissait alors de satellites 
a defilement et qui ne transmettaient qu'une 
quantite d'informations limitee vers le sol. 

L'avenement prochain des satellites geostation
naires (GEOS, Meteosat, OTS, Marots, Aerosat), 
qui doivent utiliser des gammes de frequences 
nouvelles et transmettre une quantite d'informa
tions considerablement accrue, va necessiter un 
reseau de stations terriennes entierement nouvel
les (y compris pour IUE qui n'est pas un satellite 
geostationnaire), 

INTRODUCTION 

Le premier facteur determinant dans la definition de ce 
nouveau segment sol est le fait que les satellites sont 
geostationnaires. Cela impose qu 'une station doit etre 
affectee a un satellite particulier pendant toute la duree de 
sa mission (deux ans pour GEOS, sept ans pour Marots). 
Un deuxieme facteur tout aussi important est la 
disponibilite des frequences utilisees pour les echanges 
satellite -sol. Ce probleme, qui met en cause les divers 
utilisateurs du spectre de frequence, constitue la 
contrainte determinante pour la localisation geographi-

I 

que des stations. En effet la sensibilite des systemes de 
reception et les puissances necessaires a la transmission 
des informations vers le satellite exigent une coordination 
des frequences sur une zone d 'une centaine de 
kilometres. La troisieme contrainte a prendre en compte 
est le concept operationnel adopte pour ce type de projet. 
En effet, il a ete juge plus economique de regrouper tout le 
contr61e des satellites a I 'ESOC et de mettre en place un 
systeme de calcul permettant le traitement des donnees 
transmises dans les deux sens en temps reel. Pour ce faire, 
il est indispensable de disposer de moyens de transmis 
sion fiables et de tres grosse capacite, en particulier pour 
les satellites tels que G EOS et Meteosat. 

Enfin, un dernier facteur dont il faut tenir compte est la 

volonte de certains Etats membres de mettre a la 
disposition de I 'Agence les terrains necessaires pour 
I 'installation de telles stations. 

A partir de ces donnees, trois sites ont ete choisis: 
1. Michelstadt (Allemagne) pour les projets G EOS et 

Meteosat. Le choix de ce site (a environ 40 km de 
I 'ESOC) a surtout ete guide par la masse considerable 
de donnees a echanger entre la station et le Centre de 
Contr61e (liaison a 2048 Mbits/s) . 

2. Fucino (Ita lie) pour le projet OTS. Le choix de ce site 
(a 120 km de Rome) a ete dicte par les contraintes 
techniques (utilisation des frequences de la bande X 
et Ku) et par la procedure de mise en place du systeme 
(contrat conjoint avec Telespazio). 

3. Villafranca del Castillo (Espagne) pour les projets I UE 
et Marots. Situe a 30 km de Madrid, ce site est pour 
I 'Agence, au point de vue des frequences disponi
bles, le meilleur. Son extension est deja prevue pour le 
soutien d 'Aerosat. 

FONCTIONS ASSUREES ET CRITERES FONDA
MENTAUX 

Independamment du type de mission qui lui est assignee, 
la fonction primordiale d 'une station est d 'assurer la 
transmission d 'information entre le sol et I'espace. Cette 
fonction de telecommunication peut etre definie en 
termes de densite de flux de puissance, de degradation 
acceptable du signal (taux d 'erreur sur les bits). de type 
de modulation choisi , de contraintes sur le spectre du 
signal. Elle se traduit par le dimensionnement de 
I 'element d ' interface avec I'espace, I'antenne, et des 
deux facteurs principaux: le rapport gain / temperature 
(G / T) et la puissance isotrope rayon nee equivalente 
(PIRE) . 

L 'equipement de la station doit par ailleurs permettre 
d 'assurer des fonctions specifiques a la mission 
consideree. Dans tous les cas, elles sont de deux ordres: 
(i) La surveillance et le contr61e du satellite par la 

telemesure des parametres des divers sous-systemes 
a bord , I 'envoi des ordres de telecommande et la 
mesure des parametres permettant sa localisation 
precise. 

(ii) L 'acquisition des donnees elaborees a bord du 
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Figure 1 - Antennes GEOS et Meteosat de la station de Michelstadt . 

satellite (cas de G EOS, Meteosat, I U E) ou la 
capacite de telecommunication necessaire cl un 
programme experimental de satellite de telecommu
nication comme OTS. 

La troisieme fonction est la transmIssIon de donmies 
permettant la liaison avec le Centre de Contr61e de 
I'ESOC. 

Les criteres pris en compte pour le dimensionnement des 
stations sont fonction du type de satellite et du concept 
operationnel adopte. 

Le premier critere est qu 'cl un satellite correspond une 
station qui doit assurer sans interruption pendant toute la 
duree de la mission les fonctions requises. Compte tenu 
de cet imperatif, le systeme sol doit offrir toute garantie de 
fiabilite, ce qui suppose une redondance au niveau des 
sous-systemes, permettant ainsi d 'assurer le service et la 
maintenance necessaires. Le second critere vient du fait 
que tous les satellites doivent et re contr61es cl partir de 
Darmstadt. Pour ce faire, la station doit etre transparente 
aux signaux et d 'autre part ne doit pas (ou peu) demander 
d 'intervention manuelle locale. 
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STATION DE MICHELSTADT (ODENWALD) 

Cette station regroupe les moyens necessaires au soutien 
des satellites GEOS et Meteosat (Fig. 1) . Tout en 
remplissant les fonctions et criteres detinis ci-dessus, elle 
a ete conr;:ue pour etre entierement mise en oeuvre sans 
operateur, en dehors de la presence occasionnelle de 
techniciens de maintenance. 

EQUIPEMENTS PRINCIPAUX 

Antennes 

Les facteurs de merite imposes par les missions GEOS 
(G/T~27 dB/K) et Meteosat (G/T~23 dB/K) sont 
obtenus par I 'utilisation de deux antennes identiques de 
15 m de diametre suivies d 'amplificateurs parametriques 
non refroidis de 55 K cl 2,3 GHz: la PIRE necessaire cl la 
mission Meteosat (3 porteuses simultanees: 2 de 64 dBW 
et une de 57 dBW) par un ensemble d 'amplificateurs 
redondant cl klystron de 1 kW. 

Ces antennes utilisent des supports du type azimut/eleva-
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t ion a couverture hemispherique complete; les systemes 
d 'asservissement utilisent des moteurs a courant 
alternatif et a effet de contre-couple. 

Le pointage vers le satellite utilise en mode principal des 
recepteurs de poursuite et peut et re aussi commande par 
programme ou manuellement. 

Le choix d 'antennes identiques a ete dicte par des 
considerations economiques. En effet les dimensions des 
antennes necessaires pour les projets G EOS, Meteosat et 
IUE etant voisines, I 'ensemble a fait I 'objet d 'un contrat 
unique attribue a la Societe Siemens (Allemagne) qui 
avait comme cocontractants principaux MAN (Allema
gne) , LCT (France) et Continental Microwave 
(Royaume-Uni) . 

C 'est ainsi que le dimensionnement des antennes n 'a pas 
ete base sur les caracteristiques de transmission (G/T et 
PI RE) , mais plut6t obei a la reglementation imposee par 
les PTT allemandes concernant la limitation du rayon ne
ment parasite et la coordination des frequences avec les 
autres utilisateurs. 

Ensemble de reception 

Les sous-systemes de convertisseur de frequence des 
antennes transforment les frequences revues en bande S 
en une frequence intermediaire unique de 70,2 MHz, 
facilitant la transmission au systeme de reception et de 
demodulation installe dans le batiment d 'exploitation 
situe a une centaine de metres des antennes. 

Ce systeme de reception et de demodulation est d 'un 
concept original. En effet I 'etude des recepteurs 
classiques existant sur le marche a montre que les 
imperatifs du systeme ne pouvaient pas etre satisfaits. U ne 
approche modulaire fonction par fonction a donc ete 
detinie: en particulier la partie demodulation PSK et 
synchronisateur de bits a ete optimisee pour un 
fonctionnement a un rythme de bits fixe permettant une 
meilleure optimisation de la cha'ine. 

Synchronisateur de format et composition de message 

Cet equipement est de type classique mais a ete 
programme pour fonctionner avec des formats fixes et 

definis. Pour la transmission des informations au centre de 
traitement de I 'ESOC, on utilise la procedure de messages 
standard qui, en plus des donnees, comportent les entetes 
necessaires a leur aiguillage en fonction des besoins. En 
outre chaque message comporte les informations precises 
de temps necessaires aux correlations demandees. 

Ensemble d' emission 

L 'ensemble d 'emission destine a la mission Meteosat est 
regroupe dans la meme salle d 'exploitation que 
I 'ensemble de reception . Cet ensemble est ensuite relie a 
I 'antenne par une transmission a la frequence interme
diaire de 90 MHz, suivie d 'une transposition en bande S 
et de I 'amplification necessaire a cette frequence pour 
obtenir la PIRE requise. 

L 'equipement situe dans la salle d 'exploitation revoit 
depuis le Centre de Contr61e les informations a 
transmettre sous forme de messages. Avant transmission, 
ces derniers sont verifies puis memorises dans une 
memoire-tampon avant d 'etre mis en serie pour moduler 
la porteuse correspondante. Pour eviter toute transmis
sion erronee ou I 'accumulation de messages a la station, 
les calculateurs de I 'ESOC revoivent en permanence les 
messages de compte rendu d 'execution depuis la station. 

La partie a frequence intermediaire est constituee de 
synthetiseurs de frequence modules en frequence ou en 
phase suivant les cas. Ces synthetiseurs sont asservis a la 
frequence du standard de frequence. Les divers modula
teurs utilises sont identiques. Leurs sorties sont combi
nees sur le cable coaxial assurant la liaison vers I 'antenne. 

Mesure de distance Meteosat 

Compte tenu des imperatifs sur la localisation de ce 
satellite, un systeme particulier a ete mis en place. La 
determination d 'un point dans I 'espace requiert la 
connaissance soit d 'une direction et d 'une distance, soit 
de deux distances. Une de ces mesures est donnee par la 
determination de la distance de la station au satellite et 
retour et I 'autre par celle de la station a une station 
auxiliaire via le satellite et retour. 

Cette station auxiliaire comprend une antenne de 3 m de 
diametre, un ensemble de reception et un ensemble 
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d 'emission d 'une puissance de 1 00 W. La particularite de 
cette station est d 'etre automatique. Le systeme de 
reception est en veille permanente. Des la reception d 'un 
message provenant de la station principale, le systeme 
d 'emission est mis en route et le message de mesure de 
distance (porteuse a 160 kHz multiplexe avec un code 
pseudo-aleatoire de 20 Kbit/s) pourra etre transmis de la 
station principale au satellite, a la station auxiliaire et 
retour, la mesure de distance etant effectuee par la mesure 
du temps de transit. 

Standard de temps et trequence 

L 'ensemble des frequences ainsi que les informations de 
temps (jour, heure, seconde) sont fournis par un 
equipement unique qui utilise des etalons primaires au 
cesium. 

Surveillance et commande 

L 'ensemble de la station est surveille et commande depuis 
le Centre de Contr61e de I 'ESOC, grace a I 'utilisation de 
deux minicalculateurs. Chaque parametre necessaire a la 
surveillance est code sous forme numerique, puis 
I 'ensemble est transmis a I'ESOC sous forme de message 
pour etre compare dans deux minicalculateurs a des 
limites preetablies. En cas de defaillance, la commutation 
d 'une chaine a une chaine redondante est faite 
automatiquement. 

En outre chaque minicalculateur donne sous forme 
d 'affichage I'etat du systeme (console alpha-numerique 
et presentation synoptique) . Les informations detaillees 
peuvent etre demandees par un operateur sous forme de 
listes grace a un clavier de dialogue et a une imprimante 
connectee a la machine. Par ailleurs ce systeme permet la 
poursuite en mode programme des antennes en cas de 
panne du systeme d 'autopoursuite. 

Transmission des donnees 

Compte tenu du volume de donnees a transmettre entre la 
station et le Centre de Contr6le, un systeme de 
transmission adapte a ete developpe, qui utilise une 
liaison coaxiale a haute capacite redondante et des 
modems a 2048 Mbit/s. 
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Ce systeme a ete etendu a I 'acheminement des messages 
d 'une part entre les differents calculateurs du Centre de 
Contr6le, d 'autre part entre ces derniers et toutes les 
stations de I'ESOC. 

II constitue aujourd 'hui le centre du systeme temps reel de 
I'ESOC et permet I'aiguillage de tous les echanges 
d 'informations necessaire a la conduite des operations. 11 
comprend un terminal unique a la station de Michelstadt 
et un terminal redondant a I 'ESOC. 11 est articule sur un 
calculateur POP 11/45 d 'une memoire de 80 Kmots par 
terminal a laquelle une memoire de 16 Kmots de type 
MOS a ete ajoutee pour la memorisation du logiciel 
d 'application. Tous les canaux d 'entree-sortie se font par 
une interface standard serie de 16 bits par mot. 
L 'ensemble du logiciel d 'application comprend 70 mo
dules qui sont mis en oeuvre par un logiciel special. 

STATION DE FUCINO 

Cette station (Fig . 2) remplit les deux fonctions 
necessaires au soutien du satellite OTS: 
(i) Telemesure, telecommande et localisation 
(ii) Transmissions pour le programme experimental de 

telecommunication (cf. Bulletin ESA No. 5, mai 
1976) . 

Les equipements lies a la fonction de surveillance et 
contr61e du satellite sont plus particulierement decrits ci 
apres. 

CONCEPTION 

A la difference de la station de Michelstadt. le principe de 
base de celle de Fucino a ete de separer la fonction de 
surveillance et contr61e du satellite de celle de I'experi 
mentation des techniques de transmission afin d 'eviter 
I ' interference operation/experimentation, compte tenu 
de la nature de ces experiences. Ce principe se traduit par 
la mise en place des divers equipements suivants: 

une antenne principale commune avec ses equipe 
ments associes et une antenne auxiliaire utilisee pour 
les essais de transmission; 
une salle d 'equipement principale regroupant les 
sous-systemes TTC et les consoles de surveillance 
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Figure 2 - Station de Fucino . 

des equipements communs (antenne et equipements 
associes) ; 
une salle de telecommunication regroupant les 
equipements d 'essais de transmission . 

Comme toutes les stations de cette nouvelle generation, 
celle de Fucino est reliee directement au Centre de 
Contr61e et permet sans intervention manuelle I'exe
cution des fonctions qui lui sont demandees. Mais a la 
difference de la station de Michelstadt, celle de Fucino 
n 'est pas telesurveillee et telecommandee et requiert la 
presence permanente d 'un personnel pour la surveillance 
des divers equipements. 

DESCRIPTION 

La station est equipee d 'une antenne Cassegrain de 17 m 

de diametre a monture carrousel. Elle presente un gain 
d 'environ 63 dB dans les bandes de reception 10,95 -
11,2GHz et 11,45-11,7GHz et est suivie par trois 
amplificateurs parametriques a large bande non refroidis 
(un pour chaque polarisation et un en redondance). La 
PIRE, qui varie de 92,5 dBW pour la transmission du train 
de donnees a 180 Mbits/s utilise par le programme 
experimental de telecommunication a 84 dBW pour la 
porteuse telecommande, est assure par un ensemble de 
trois amplificateurs de puissance de 2,5 kW dans la bande 
de frequence de 14 a 14,5 G Hz. 

L 'ensemble de ces derniers equipements est installe dans 
une vaste cabine d 'antenne et la liaison avec la salle 
d 'equipement s 'effectue a une frequence intermediaire 
de 750 MHz. 

L 'equipement de reception -demodulation-synchronisa 
tion de bit utilise des techniques classiques ainsi que les 
equipements de transmission en frequence intermediaire. 

Par contre, toute la partie numerique des fonctions fait 
appel a une technique modulaire CAMAC permettant une 
interface serie identique pour tous les sous-systemes. 

Le systeme base de temps utilise des eta Ions primaires au 
rubidium et distribue I 'ensemble des signaux temps et 
frequence necessaires a la station . 

La transmission des messages au Centre de Contr61e se 
fait par I 'intermediaire d 'un systeme redondant de lignes 
de transmission . L 'echange de messages utilise la 
procedure de duplex integral. 

MISE EN PLACE 

L 'ensemble des equipements a ete mis en place aux 
termes d 'un contrat conjoint ESA-Telespazio attribue a la 
Societe AEG -Telefunken (Allemagne). les sous-con 
tractants principaux etant BTA/Stork (Hollande) pour la 
mecanique de I'antenne, SIT et GTE (Italie) pour les 
amplificateurs de puissance et a faible bruit, Dornier 
(Allemagne) pour le sous-systeme TTC et Oscilloquartz 
(Suisse) pour I 'ensemble temps-frequence. 
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STATION DE VILLAFRANCA 

Cette station comprend les equipements destines au 
soutien des deux projets Marots et IUE (Fig . 3) . Si les 
installations affectees a la mission Marots sont similaires a 
celles prevues pour OTS a Fucino, la station I U E, par 
contre, obeit a un concept unique dans son genre. 

STATION MAROTS 

On y retrouve le meme concept que celui de la station OTS 
de Fucino, a savoir: 
(i) la fonction telemesure, telecommande et localisa

tion 
(ii) la partie necessaire a la conduite d 'experiences de 

telecommunications. 

Equipements de localisation, ttHemesure et telecomman
de 

Ces equipements sont en cours de realisation au titre d 'un 
contrat passe avec Siemens (Allemagne). lis compren 
nent: 
(i) Une antenne Cassegrain de 12 m de diametre 
capable de recevoir les signaux transmis par le satellite 
dans la bande 10,69-10,70GHz et d'emettre des 
signaux vers le satellite dans la bande 14,49 -14,50 G Hz 
et dont la conception particuliere peut permettre 
I 'adaptation dans une tres large plage de frequences. Elle 
est equipee d 'un systeme d 'autopoursuite performant qui 
permet la localisation angulaire du satellite avec une 
precision de 0,02°. Une cabine lui est associee qui 
renferme le systeme de reception a faible bruit compose 
principalement de deux amplificateurs parametriques 
(temperature de bruit: 200 K). le systeme de servomeca 
nismes et de poursuite, I'amplificateur d 'emission 
utilisant un TOP dont la puissance a saturation est de 
2,4 kW. 
(ii) Un ensemble video-frequence installe dans la salle 
principale d 'equipements et qui comprend : 
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une chaine de reception de telemesure effectuant la 
demodulation du signal a frequence intermediaire en 
provenance de I 'antenne et delivrant le signal de 
telemesure PCM, apres conditionnement et decom
mutation, a I 'interface de communications avec le 
Centre de Contr6le; 

Figure 3 - Antenne de la station de Villafranca . 

une chaine de transmission de telecommande qui 
re<;:oit les ordres de telecommande par I 'interface de 
communications avec le Centre de Contr6le, effectue 
les operations de modulation, transmet les signaux de 
telecommande a frequence intermediaire a I 'emetteur 
et assure la bonne transmission des ordres de 
telecommande par I'antenne; 
un systeme de mesure de distance station-satellite 
utilisant la mesure du dephasage d 'un signal 
sinuso·idal a 100 kHz modulant sur le trajet montant la 
porteuse de telecommande et sur le trajet descendant 
la porteuse de telemesure; 
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une interface de communications avec le Centre de 
Contr61e permettant la connexion, sous forme de 
messages, du Centre de Contr61e avec les sous
systemes telemesure, telecommande, mesure de 
distance, surveillance et contr61e de la station par 
I ' intermediaire de deux lignes telephoniques louees. 
La conception normalisee de I'interface avec les 
sous-systemes (CAMAC) peut permettre de connec 
ter au Centre de Contr61e des sous-systemes 
supplementaires pouvant etre affectes a d 'autres 
projets. Le terminal utilise a I 'ESOC est le me me que 
celui utilise pour la liaison avec la station de Fucino; 
les signaux de temps et de frequence sont distribues a 
partir du systeme general temps-frequence realise au 
titre du contrat d ' integration IUE. 

Equipements de mesure de la charge utile 

Ces equipements, en cours de detinition dans le cadre du 
projet Marots, comporteront un terminal dont I 'antenne 
parabolique en bande L d 'environ 3 m de diametre serait 
installee sur le toit du batiment principal; des equipements 
de modulation et demodulation necessaires a la 
transmission et a la reception de voies telephoniques et de 
donnees reliees au reseau de terminaux-navires et de 
stations c6tieres du systeme Marots; les equipements 
d 'enregistrement et de traitement des mesures de la 
charge utile; des equipements permettant le contr61e 
preoperationnel du reseau Marots, notamment du niveau 
de puissance a I 'acces reception du transpondeur de bord 
des signaux en provenance des stations c6tieres. 

STATION IUE 

Au titre de sa participation a ce projet realise en commun 
avec la NASAl 'Agence a entrepris la mise en place d 'une 
station sol et de I 'observatoire associe, qui doivent 
permettre de contr61er la charge utile pendant le t iers du 
temps de visibilite du satellite. 

Le segment sol comprend trois elements: I 'observatoire, 
le centre de traitement et les equipements d 'acquisition 
des donnees et de telecommande du satellite. 

Observatoire 

L 'observatoire permet a I 'utilisateur d 'effectuer les 
fonctions demandees, au travers du systeme de traite
ment. Des consoles de visualisation presentent d 'une 
maniere aisee les informations. Reliee a I 'observatoire, la 
console de I ' ingenieur systeme lui permet de maintenir le 
satellite en condition operationnelle. 

Systeme de traitement 

La station est equipee d 'un ensemble de calcul destine au 
traitement des donnees acquises et la transmission des 
ordres de telecommande pour la modification de la 
configuration du satellite. Le systeme de calcul travaille en 
deux temps: 

temps reellors de I 'acquisition des donnees pendant 
la periode de visibilite detinie du satellite (8h/jour); 
temps differe pour le traitement des donnees 
enregistrees pendant le reste du temps. 

Ensemble tfJ!emesure et te!ecommande 

Cet ensemble correspond davantage a ce que I 'on a 
I 'habitude de detinir comme station sol. II s 'agit en effet 
des equipements qui permettent d 'assurer les fonctions 
telemesure et telecommande necessaires pour la conduite 
des operations sur le satellite. La liaison descendante est 
effectue en bande S tandis que liaison montante se fait en 
VHF. 

L 'ensemble reception -demodulation est directement 
connecte au calculateur de la station ainsi que I 'ensemble 
de transmission des ordres de telecommande. Cet 
ensemble utilise une antenne de 15 m de diametre 
identique a celles installees a Michelstadt. Situe dans la 
salle d 'equipements a une centaine de metres de 
I 'antenne, il est caracterise par I 'utilisation des synchroni 
sateurs de bits et de formats sous contr61e du calculateur 
et d 'un decodeur convolutionnel de Viterbi permettant un 
gain net de 5 dB sur le bilan de liaison. 

Le systeme de telecommande utilise une methode de 
modulation en frequence. II est rel ie en frequence 
intermediaire a I 'antenne VH F situee a 200 m de la salle, 
ou , apres une conversion en frequence suivie d 'une 
amplification, il est emis a une PIRE de 89 dBW en 
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utilisant une antenne de 20 dB de gain. 

Un sous-systeme de temps-frequence, commun a Marots 
et IUE, permet la distribution des signaux necessaires a la 
correlation des divers sous-systemes. 

L 'ensemble d 'equipements mis en place pour IUE est 
complete par un systeme de transmission de donnees 
avec le Centre spatial Goddard, permettant ainsi 
I 'echange d ' informations entre ce dernier et I 'ESOC 
pendant toute la duree de la mission. 

A I 'exclusion de I 'ensemble de traitement la mise en 
place des equipements a ete confiee a Plessey Radar 
(R - U) a titre de contractant principal, avec MBB 
(Allemagne). Oscilloguartz (Suisse) et CASA (Espagne) 
comme cocontractants. L 'antenne a ete fournie par 
Siemens (Allemagne) et I 'ensemble de reception par 
Intertechnique (France). 

(Continued from page 56) 

happening! Another launch? Unlikely, as only two 
months had passed si nce TO -1 had been sent into orbit. 
But what then was this hectic activity throughout the 
night? The TO mission, which had started so promisingly, 
was now endangered by failure of the satellite's tape 
recorders and a concentrated effort to salvage the 
mission, relying on a combination of know how and 
improvisation, was under way. 

In less than two months ESOC installed a network of 
supplementary stations around the world to collect the 
data that could no longer be recorded for retransmission 
when the satellite was in contact with Oarmstadt. 

Switchboard and telex were liaising day and night with 
such far away places as Chile, Hawaii and Tahiti and 
agreements and contracts had to be negotiated with a 
host of governments and institutions. Seven caravan-like 
huts were delivered to ESOC to be equipped with 
antennas and receiver facilities, before being airfreighted 
to Fiji, Tahiti , Hawaii, Singapore, Easter Island, the 
Antarctic and the banana boat 'Candide' operating in the 
South Pacific. 

Perhaps our Heiner could hear the sigh of relief when the 
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En outre la Station abrite une station de mesure de 
distance necessaire pour la localisation du satellite OTS. 

CONCLUSION 

La station de Michelstadt maintenant terminee, a ete 
inauguree officiellement le 14 septembre 1976 par le 
Ministre allemand de la Technologie et de la Science, M . 
Matth6fer, et par M . Roy Gibson, Oirecteur general de 
I 'Agence. Oepuis lors, les essais de compatibilite avec le 
modele du satellite G EOS se sont deroules d 'une maniere 
satisfaisante. Oes essais similaires avec le modele du 
satellite Meteosat sont prevus pour janvier 1977. 

La station de Fucino sera recettee au mois de janvier 1977. 
La premiere phase des travaux pour la station de Fucino 
sera terminee vers fin aoOt 1977. 0 

first data began to arrive, confirming that the salvage 
mission had been accomplished. 

The end of that same eventful year (1972) was to be 
marked by the launch of ESRO-IV, the last polar-orbiting 
satellite to require use of the ESOC tracking stations at 
Spitzbergen and in the Falklands. For the new generation 
of geostationary satellites that was to follow, Fairbanks 
and Redu were to be maintained, but new sites were 
needed for three further ground stations and Fucino 
(Rome). Villafranca (Madrid) and Michelstadt (south
east of Oarmstadt) were eventually chosen . At this same 
time, ESOC itself underwent a further transformation. For 
the future programmes, extension of the existing 
computer capacity was urgently needed and additional 
ground facilities were required for the Meteosat project, 
the data handling for which was to be entrusted to ESOC. 
To the Oarmstadt skyline was added a tall, silver building, 
with 'roots' reaching out to control the two big parabolic 
antennas at the Michelstadt station, inaugurated last 
September. 

By now, our Heiner has come to appreciate that ESOC 
and his home town of Oarmstadt have become a focal 
point for European satellite operations. o 
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In Brief 

ESA's Head Office moves to New 
Building 

As of 18 October, Head Office staff in Paris have been 
rehoused in the Agency 's new building at: 

PLACE 

CAHERONNE 

f\ 

8-10 rue Mario Nikis 
75738 Paris Cedex 15 
Tel. (33.1) 567.55.78 - Telex ESA 202746 
Telegrams Spaceurop Paris. 

o ~M 
--- __ 1 
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Michelstadt ground station. 

New ESA Ground Station 

On September 14, a new ground station, near 
Michelstadt/Odenwald (Germany), was inaugurated by 
Mr. Hans Matth6fer, German Minister for Research and 
Technology and Mr. Roy Gibson, Director General of 
ESA. 

The Odenwald station forms part of the ESA ground 
station network - the others being Redu (Belgium), 
Fairbanks (USA), Fucino (Italy) and Villafranca (Spain) 
- and will be operational for the launch of the Agency 's 
GEOS and Meteosat satellites in 1977. 

The satellite data received by the station will be sent 
directly to ESOC via a broadband coaxial cable leased 
from the German Post Office. The station itself will 
function automatically and both the satellites and the 
station will be operated from ESOC. 
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Opening by Mr. Hans Matth6fer. 
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ESA at 'Farnborough International 76' 

A full-scale Spacelab model was shown in Britain for the 
first time at the Farnborough International Aerospace 
Exhibition and Flying Display, 5-12 September. A walk
way flanking Spacelab's instrument-carrying pallet 
allowed visitors to enter the pressurised laboratory in 
which scientists and engineers will work in orbit. Among 
other items displayed were full-size models of the 
Agency's Meteosat and OTS satellites, and a one-tenth 
scale model of the Ariane launcher. A continuous 
demonstration of the RECON system and its ESANET 
network was provided by ESA's Space Documentation 
Service, in liaison with the UK Department of Industry. 

Many journalists from specialised magazines visited the 
ESA stand, which was also featured in a BBC TV 
programme on space communications. Other visitors to 
the stand included Mr. Malow, from the US Congress 
House Appropriations Committee, and Or. Lovelace, 
Deputy Administrator of NASA. 

Two New Scientific Projects for 
European Space Agency 

Two new scientific projects were unanimously approved 
by the European Space Agency's Science Programme 
Committee at its sixth meeting, in Paris, on 4 and 5 
October. 

ESA participation in the Space Telescope which NASA 
plans to develop for launch in 1983 was approved, 
subject to the favourable outcome of negotiations with 
NASA and to approval of the project by US authorities in 
1977. The Agency will also finance a project called 
GEOSARI (at a cost of 8-9 MAU*). 

Million Accounting Units. at mid -1976 price levels (1 AU 
= 1.3 US $) . 

Mr. Raymond Baxter recording for BBC television's Tomorrow's World 
programme. 

The European contribution of 15% (approximately 
80 MAU*) to the Space Telescope programme would 
include a faint object camera and its associated detector 
(image photon counting system), the solar array and part 
of the associated activities of the Space Telescope 
Science Institute. It may also cover additional items. 
European astronomers would in return be allocated not 
less than 15% of the total space telescope observing time. 
ESA will start Phase- B studies on this project while 
continuing negotiations with NASA. 

The GEOSARI project consists of launching the GEOS 
qualification spacecraft, with the same complement of 
experiments as the flight model but in a different orbit, on 
the second qualification flight of the Ariane launcher, 
scheduled for December 1979. The geosynchronous, 
elliptic orbit of this second G EOS satellite will provide an 
entirely different programme of scientific investigation to 
that of the first G EOS spacecraft to be launched in April 
1977. 
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ESA at 'Billund Aviation Fair', 
Denmark, 12-15 August 1976 

President of the Billund Aviation Fair, Mr. Nielsen (right) with the 
American Military Attache to Denmark (left) and Mr. J.A. Jensen 
(£SOC) . 

Mr. J.A. Jensen (ESOC) meeting the Danish press. 
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ESA appoints New Director of 
Spacelab Programme 

The Council of the European Space Agency, at a meeting 
in Paris on 7 October, appointed Mr. Michel Bignier as 
Director of the Spacelab programme. 

He is expected to take up this five-year appointment at the 
beginning of November. 

Mr. Michel Bignier. 

Mr. Bignier (50) is a graduate of the Ecole Poly technique, 
Ecole nationale superieure d 'Aeronautique and Ecole 
nationale superieure de Telecommunications. He was 
Director General of the French Centre national d 'Etudes 
spatiales (CNES) from January 1972 to June 1976 and 
held various other positions at CNES between 1961 and 
1971. 

In addition to being responsible for the direction and 
control of the Spacelab programme, as a member of 
ESA's nine-man Directorate Mr. Bignier will take part in 
the collective consideration of the major managerial 
problems relating to the Agency's activities. 
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Ente~rise 
t 

ESA representatives at the Shuttle 'roll-out' . From left to right: Pro!. M. Trella, Mr. R. Gibson, Pro!. L. Broglio, Mr. H. Stoewer and Mr. W.J. Mellors. 

Shuttle Roll-Out on 17 September 

The first of the space vehicles that will carry Spacelab into 
earth orbit in the 1980 's was unveiled at Palmdale, 
California, on 17 September 1976, when Orbiter 101 , the 
first reusable Space Shuttle vehicle, was put on public 
display by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration. 

Although Orbiter 101 is the first vehicle off the assembly 
line, it will not fly into space until the early 1980 'so Its first 

job in 1977 will be as a test vehicle. It will be launched 
from the top of a modified Boeing 747 aircraft in a series of 
manned flights (Approach and Landing Tests - ALT) to 
verify its aerodynamic and flight control characteristics . 
Extensive ground vibration tests will subsequently be 
conducted in 1978 at Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama. When these tests are 
concluded , Orbiter 101 will be returned to Palmdale for 
modifications to prepare it for space flight. The second 
Orbiter (OV-102) will be used in the initial earth orbital 
flights from Kennedy Space Center, Florida, in 1979. 
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Royal Visitors to ESTEC 

90 

In the course of a three-day state visit to the Netherlands, 
the King and Queen of Sweden visited ESTEC on 27 
October in the company of Princess Beatrix of the 
Netherlands. After being introduced to the Agency 's 
Swedish staff, they attended a presentation of the work of 
the Agency and made a tour of ESTEC facilities. 
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Availability of ESA and NASA Publications 

Liste des publications ESA et NASA disponibles 

PUBLICATION 

REPORTS 
ESA Scientific Reports etc. 

(ESA SR, SN, SM) 
ESA Technical Reports etc. 

(ESA TR, TN, TM) 
ESA Special Publications (ESA SP) 
ESA Contractor Reports (ESA CR) 
ESA Contractor Reports 

(ESA CR(P)) 
ESA Contractor Reports 

(ESA CR(P)*) 
ESA Technical Translations (ESA 

IT) 
ESA Electronic Component 

Databank Catalogues (ESA 
ECD.B) 

NASA Scientific & Technical 
Publications 

JOURNALS 
ESA Bulletin (quarterly) 
ESA Scientific and Technical 

Review (quarterly) 

PROCEDURES, STANDARDS & 
SPECIFICATIONS 

(ESA PSS) 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 
MATERIAL 
General literature, brochures, 

posters, photographs, films, etc. 
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capability, by Swedish National Defence, 
Sweden 
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CR(P) -822* Mesures de depolarisation a 12 GHz sur un 
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CR(P) -823* Experience de propagation de la Jungfrau, 
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Suisse. 

CR(P)-824* Final report of Magnola Mount de
polarization experiments (period 1.11 .73 to 
30.11 .74), by Telespazio SpA, Italy 

CR (P) -825 Utilisation du dispositif pendulaire pour 
I 'etude de la lubrification au plomb, par 
DERTS (ONERA) , France 

CR(P) -826 European Space Tribology Laboratory 
Progress Report 1975 (ESTL 21) , by Euro 
pean Space Tribology Laboratory, UK 
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CR(P) -828* Final report of Magnola Mount de
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gramme pour I 'etablissement d 'un plan de 
radiodiffusion par satellite. par SAl. France 
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CR(P)-844* Procurement and exploratory life testing of 
low thrust catalytic hydrazine engines, by 
ERNO, Germany 

CR (P) -845* Design, manufacture and test of positive 
expulsion propellant tank. Phase 2. Report 
of life test, by British Aircraft Corporation, 
UK 

CR(P) -846 Thermal vacuum qualification tests on a 
Dornier medium speed despin mechanism 
(ESTL 20), by European Space Tribology 
Laboratory, UK 

CR(P) -847* Degradation of the Meteosat radiometer 
primary mirror by contamination and radi 
ation - Final Report, by AERE Harwell, UK 

TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS 
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IT-232 
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TT-272 
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Report on the meeting of the DGLR 
chemical -propulsion systems committee 
1 2 -13 February 1974, Stuttgart: Payload 
transfer systems based on chemical rocket 
propulsion including attitude control & 
orbit correction : application, analysis, con 
cepts, by DGLR, Germany 

Synthesis of partially fluorinated phos
phoric di-aryl esters-akyl esters and poten 
tial application as additives and/or base oils, 
by H. Linkinger & L. Fanghiinel, DFVLR 

Experimental and theoretical analysis of 
three-dimensional turbulent boundary 
layers in a supersonic curved nozzle, by J. 
Cousteix & R. Michel, ONERA 

Visualisation of the subsonic flow around 
two space glider configurations (DLR-FB 
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The following papers were published in Vol. 2, No. 3. 

Review of important problems in physics of the 
auroral zone, G. Pfotzer 

Auroral phenomena are discussed in terms of magnetos
pheric topology and dynamics. Features of the diffuse 
aurora are related to the precipitation patterns of protons 
and electrons below 10 keV. Its general appearance is 
interpreted as a consequence of a complex turbulence 
which causes strong pitch-angle scattering and pre
cipitation of these particles during injection. Electric fields 
orthogonal to the the magnetic lines of force, the evidence 
for parallel fields and their role in the magnetosphere and 
in the auroral zone are described and commented upon. 
These fields are seen as due to an external driving 
mechanism and being modified by plasma motions and 
magnetospheric instabilities. Recent results for equivalent 
current systems in the ionosphere, i.e. the high-latitude 
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS 

Atmospheric Physics from Spacelab -
Proceedings of the 11th ESLAB Sym
posium, Frascati, Italy, 11-14 May 1976, 
Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston, Edited by 
J.J. Burger, A. Pedersen & B. Battrick. 

sunlit currents (H LS) and the electrojets and their 
connection with magnetic field-aligned Birkeland 
currents are stressed. Finally, the partition and effects of 
energy input to the auroral atmosphere are briefly 
summarised. 

On examine les phenomenes auroraux sous f'angle de la 
toplogie et de la dynamique de la magnetosphere. Les 
caracteristiques de f'aurore diffuse sont mises en rapport 
avec les formes de precipitation des protons et des 
electrons d' energie inferieure a 10 ke V. On interprete leur 
aspect general comme la consequence d' une turbulence 
complexe qui est a f' origine de la forte dispersion des 
angles d' attaque et de la precipitation de ces particules au 
cours de la phase d'injection . On donne une description 
commentee des champs electriques normaux aux lignes 
de force magnetiques, des elements attestant la presence 
de champs paralleles ainsi que du role joue par ces 
derniers dans la magnetosphere et dans la zone aurorale. 
Ces champs, attribuees a un mecanisme d'entrarnement 
exterieur, seraient modifies par les mouvements du 
plasma et les instabilites au sein de la magnetosphere. 
L' accent est mis sur les resultats re cents concernant d' une 
part les systemes de courants equivalents dans 
f'ionosphere , a savoir les courants existant aux hautes 
latitudes du cote diurne (H LS), d' autre part les electrojets 
et leur raccordement aux courants magnetiques de 
Birkeland le long des lignes de force . On presente enfin 
brievement la separation et les effets des apports d' energie 
dans f' atmosphere aurora le . 
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Continuous matched filter design: an application 
to the ESA silicon star mapper, by D. Sciacovelli 

An analysis of two different filter configurations that 
approximate to an optimal matched filter for a silicon star
mapper sensor is presented. The received signal is 
corrupted by additive coloured noise. The first con
figuration consists of a simple bandpass filter, with an RC 
high-pass filter and an RC low-pass filter in cascade. The 
second consists of an RC high -pass filter followed by a 
filter matched to the deterministic component of its input 
signal. The signal-to-noise amplitude ratio at the filter 
output is presented as a function of various system 
parameters and compared with that arising from an 
optimal matched filter. A time-domain synthesis of the 
matched filter in the second configuration has been used. 
Simulation plots included in the paper confirm qualit
atively the expected behaviour of the filters. 

Cet article analyse deux configurations de filtre offrant des 
caracteristiques proches de celles d' un filtre adapte 
optimal et destinees a un localiseur d'etoiles au silicium. 
Le signal ret;u est detorme par le bruit additif colore. La 
premiere version consiste en un simple filtre passe-bande 
forme de deux elements RC en cascade, r un passe-haul, 
r autre passe-bas. La seconde version est constituee d' un 
filtre passe-haut suivi d' un filtre adapte a la composante 
deterministe du signal d' entree. Le rapport signal sur bruit 
a la sortie de ces filtres est donne en fonction de differents 
parametres du systeme et compare a celui d' un filtre 
adapte optimal. Pour la seconde version, on a fait appel a 
la synthese dans le domaine temporel. Les courbes de 
simulation presentees confirment qualitativement le 
comportement prevu des filtres . 

Evaluation regionale de I'evapotranspiration avec 
le radiometre it infrarouge du satellite Nimbus 5, 
par R. Bossard & Y. Vuillaume 

Cette etude examine revaluation de r evapotranspiration 
par teledetection. 

Les donnees utilisees concernent la zone semi-aride du 
Senegal; elles ont ete fournies par le satellite Nimbus 5 de 

la NASA. Par ciel clair et pour un certain nombre de points 
de la region consideree, on calcule par une methode de 
bilan, renergie utilisable dans le processus d'evapo 
transpiration. A cette fin on developpe un 'modele' du 
globe terrestre faisant appel a des elements de la theorie 
du rayonnement electromagnetique, et a {etude des 
bilans energetiques de la surface du globe. L' un de ces 
bilans (atmosphere espace) rend compte de la mesure 
thermique effectuee par le satellite, {autre (sol atmosphe
re) est associe au processus d' evapotranspiration . 
Moyennant certaines hypotheses simplificatrices concer
nant les proprietes de {atmosphere, ces deux bilans sont 
combines afin d' atteindre {evapotranspiration a partir des 
donnees de satellites. 

Les resultats ainsi obtenus sont en accord avec ceux 
produits par la methode classique de Brunt faisant appel 
aux donnees meteorologiques locales. 

This article examines the evaluation of evapotranspiration 
by remote -sensing techniques. The data used were 
provided by NASA's Nimbus 5 satellite for the semi-arid 
zone of Senegal. For clear weather and a certain number 
of points in the area considered, the energy involved in the 
evapotranspiration process is calculated by a balance 
method. For this purpose, a 'model' of the globe has been 
developed using electromagnetic radiation theory as well 
as the energy balances of the Earth's surface. One of the 
latter (atmosphere/space) takes account of the thermal 
measurements carried out on board the satellite, the other 
(ground/atmosphere) is associated with the evapotran 
spiration process. With certain simplifying assumptions 
concerning the atmosphere's properties, the two 
balances are combined to extrapolate the evapotranspi 
ration from the satellite data. 

The results thus obtained are in agreement with those 
given by Brunt's 'conventional' method based on the 
local meteorological data. 

Modele lineaire d'un regulateur shunt PWM 
dissipatif, par M. Clique & A.J. Fossard 

Cet article presente une analyse du comportement 
dynamique d' un regulateur shunt PWM dissipatif aux 
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petit signaux. Deux methodes sont utilisees pour etablir 
les fonctions de transfert qui lient la tension a reguler au 
rapport cyclique du PWM et au courant delivre par le 
generateur solaire; la premiere est basee sur des 
techniques de moyennage, la seconde sur r utilisation 
d' une modele linearise obtenu a partir des equations 
d' etat traduisant la structure du systeme a r in terieur de 
chaque phase. 

This paper presents an analysis of the small-signal 
dynamic behaviour of a dissipative PWM shunt regulator. 
Two methods are proposed for establishing the transfer 
functions between the regulated output voltage, the duty 
cycle of the PWM and the current of the solar generator. 
The first is based on averaging techniques, and the 
second uses a linearised model obtained from the state 
equations of the system for each phase. 

Essais en vibrations sinuso·idales: tolerance et 
distorsion, par G. Bodereau 

Cette etude passe en revue les causes probables des 
difficultes rencontrees pour asservir un excitateur de 
vibration a bas niveau, en presence de structures fragiles 
pesant plus de 500 kg; e//e tente notamment d' expliquer la 
distorsion enregistree sur les signaux d'entree. A travers la 
description d' un schema classique (chafne d' asservisse
ment analogique), on expose les limitations du moyen 
d' essai. On examine les consequences de la distorsion des 
signaux d' entree sur les marges de tolerance applicables 
aux specifications et on suggere des mesures de securite 
pour eviter de depasser les niveaux specifies. 
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Possible causes of difficulties in controlling a vibrator at 
low level when testing fragile and heavy spacecraft 
(> 500 kg) are described, with special emphasis on the 
input signal distorsion. A (conventional) analog-control 
system is described and vibrator performance limitations 
are pointed out. Effects of input-signal distorsion on the 
specified input level tolerance are deduced and safety 
precautions are suggested in order to avoid over-testing. 

A note on the poles of a spherical harmonic, by 
GL Webb 

The use of spherical harmonics to describe particle 
distributions has led to interest in the problems of 
determining the poles of a known spherical harmonic and 
of finding the coefficients of a spherical harmonic when 
the poles are known. It is the purpose of this note to clarify 
the computation of solutions of the first problem, and to 
give a method of solving the second. The solutions of the 
second problem for the first three harmonics are given . 

L' utilisation des harmoniques spheriques dans la 
description des populations de particules a conduit 
r auteur a s'interesser d' une part a la determination des 
poles d' un harmonique spherique lorsque celui-ci est 
connu, d' autre part a la recherche des coefficients d' un 
harmonique spherique dont on connait les poles. L' objet 
de cet article est de preciser les methodes de calcul pour le 
premier probJeme et de fournir une methode pour 
resoudre le second. On presente egalement les solutions 
du second probleme pour les trois premiers harmoniques. 
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